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PREFACE
The discovery of the Coptic Gnostic library at
Nag Hammadi in 1945 was one of the most important
manuscript finds of the century .

As the contents of

its thirteen codices become available to the scholarly
world, specialists in the various disciplines will
be able to fill in many lacunae in their fields .

The

student especially interested in Gnosticism from
either the History of Religion approach, or the standpoint of the History of Christianity, will be able to
appraise exactly the nature and significance of Gnos ticism, especially in its Barbelo - Gnostic and Valentinian f orma .
Unfortunately, because the find was not made by
professional archeologists , the codices did not come
to the attention of specialists immediately .

After

one codex was acquired by the Jung Institute and the
other twelve by the Coptic Museum , the prevailing international situation prevented ready access to the
manuscripts by those best fitted to edit them.
these editions are slowly appearing .

Now

At present two

text edit ions have appeared, and four additional texts
are available in photographic copies of the manuscripts .

The present work will add a third {unoffic -

ial) text edition to the list .
To assess adequately the corpus before us, either
as a whole , or in any of its parts, is a task beyond

V

the range of most scholars .

A brief glance at the

background and equipment required makes this very
evident .

If he would handle the original materials ,

a, scholar working upon Gnosticism must be acquainted

with Greek , Latin , Hebrew, Aramaic, Coptic, Egyptian ,
Syriac, Akkadian , Mandaic , Turkish , Persian, and perhaps Sumerian and Chinese .

In the field of history

he should be well at home in Egyptian , Roman, Greek ,
Jewish, Assyro - Babylonian, Iranian and Syro- Palestin ian studies .

He should know Egyptian , Akkadian,

Iranian , Assyrian, Phoenician and Graeco-Roman re ligions and mythologies, along with Judaism (both orthodox and heterodox) and Christianity .

In the latter

realm he should be acquainted with New Testament studies
and Patristics .

Of the religious milieu of Gnosticism

he should be familiar with the Apocryphal literature,
the Mandaean and Manichaean works as well as the Hermetica .

In addition , the Greek classics and Greek

philosophy are requisite background fo:r Gnostic studies .
Needless to say, the author does not claim competence in all of these fields, or even in most of
them.

Possessing an acquaintance with the Semitic

fields, plus a knowledge of the religious and his tor ical background both immediate and remote, and above
all , a thorough grounding in the New Testament, the
writer has felt justified in venturing forth upon a
field where theaeherous quicksands await the unwary .

vi

His greatest regret has been his lack of control of
tije

Syriac material .

However, other scholars have and

will continue to point out the relevant factors from
Syriac sources .
My interest in Gnosticism was first stimulated
by Dr . James T . VeneklaRen, then professor of Church
History at Dubuque Pres byterian Seminary .

Loving

Greek, I found Coptic fascinating when introduced to
it by Dr. Cyrus H. Gordon .

Later, when the Nag Ham-

madi corpus came to my attention, it was an almost inevitable challenge .
Every dissertation must perforce record the old
adage that no scholarly work is carried out in vacuuo .
The footnotes and bibliography of this work indicate
some of the sources from which the writer has drawn
his inspiration and ideas .

I regret that Kendrick

Grobel ' s The Gospel of Truth (translation and commentary) was in~ccesihle to me, and~ Secret Sayings
of Jesus, by Grant , Freedman and Schoedel (on the
Gospel of Thomas) appeared too late to be used .
It remains, however, to record my gratitude to
several individuals who have directly contributed to
this work .

In addition to the persons already men-

tioned, I should like to thank Dr . Willian A~ Ward,
who introduced me to Egyptian (along with Dr . Gordon);
Dr. Theodor H. Gaster, my mentor in the study of Comparative Religions; Dr. Rudolph Anthes of the Univer -
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si ty of Penna. who guided my study of the Coptic dia-.
lects and read large portions of the Manichaean Psalms
with me; Dr . Hans Jacob Polotsky of Hebrew University,
who (while visiting professor at Brown University}
gr~ciously spent an entire day going over the problems
of the Coptic text with me, and has followed the work
by correspondence since then; and Dr. Moshe Held who
has guided my studies of Semitics, and has been vital ly interested in this thesis .

Their teaching and en-

couragement has made this dissertation possible .

Of

course , they are not responsible for the errors which
the work may contain .
My

appreciation is also due to some behind - the-

scenes helpers .

To the librarians and t heir assistants

at Dropsie College and Eastern Baptist Seminary I am
indebted for many acts of kindness in making needed
volumes accessible to me .

No scholar enjoying the

state of "wedded bliss" can fail to acknowledge the
part his

11

yokefellow 11 has played in his work .

In ad -

dition to the usual contributions of a wife, Mrs .
Helmbold learned the Coptic alphabet, d e ~ , and
0

proff-read the Coptic text .

Her sugE;estions have en-

hanced the readability of the English commentary . Finally, to a patient congregation, Palatinate Reformed
Church, the writer also owes his gratitude .
Haverford , Pa . , Sept. 28, 1960 .
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
The Apocryphon of John is one of forty nine
worksl contained in a Gnostic library recovered in
1945 by peasants digging in a cemetery in upper Egypt . 2
The site is at the foot of Jebe 1 et Tar if, near the
villages of Debba and ijamra - Doum .

Sometimes the find

is identified by the name of the nearest town, Nag
Hammadi, and sometimes by the name of the ancient vil lsge, Chenoboskion, famed for the nearby monastery of
Pachomius .

The locale is north of the great bend in

the Nile, about 100 kilometers downstream from Luxor ,
The find consisted of thirteen codices, of which
four are virtually intact, six more are almost com1 Je~ Dores s e , Les Livres Secrets des Gnostiques
D'¥ghpte (Paris,;-1~58) , pp . 164-16'7:°" He distinguis es an untitled work tdn the Jung Codex , thus
giving one more work than Henri-Charles
Puech, "Les
,,
N uveaux crits Gnostiques Decouverts
en Haute Egyp e, Coptic Studies in Honor of V!aITer Ewing
Crum (Boston , 1950) , p . Io4 .

--

2 Cf . Doresse , ibid ., ch . iii for a complete history .
Shorter accounts are given by Puech , ibid ., p . 93f .
and "The Jung Codex and other Gnostic Documents , "
The iung Codex , ed . by F . L . Cross (London , 1955),
P:-1 . Firot news of the d i scovery was given to the
s ~holarly world by PJ-ech and Dor>-3 se , "Nouveaux
Ecrits Gnostiques d ecouvert ~ Egypte , 11 Comptes
Rendus de 1 1 Academie des Inscriitions et Belles
Lettres , (1948), 87-95 . First nglish articles
about the find were b Doresse, 11 A Gnostic Library
from Upper Egypt , " Archeology, III (1950), 69 --73 ,
and Vic tor Roland Gold, 11 The Gnostic Library of
Chenoboskion, 11 B.A., XV (1952), 70-88 .

2

plete, two are very fragmentary, while the final one
(The Jung Codex) has considerable lacunae . 3

Eleven of

the codices retain their original soft leather bindings resembling modern brief cases .

The codices vary

from 14 to 15 cm . X 25 to 29 cm . except for Codex X
(III), which includes the text of the Apocryphon of
~

presented in this work .

This Codex is the most

beautiful and voluminous of the find .

It contains 175

pages, measuring 21 X 27 cm., of up to thirty seven
lines each .

The total find is about 1000 pages of

which nearly 800 are in good condition .
All of the codices, except one commonly called
"The Jung Codex, 11 were eventually acquired by the Coptic Museum in Cairo .

The Jung Codex was purchased by

the Jung Institute in Zurich .

It has published one of

the five (four) works in its Codex . 4

The Cairo Museum

has published a volume of photographic plates of five
of the seven works in Codex X (III), plus forty-six
detached leaves, including eight originally a part of
the Jung Codex . 5

The five works are the Apocryphon of

3 Cf. Doresse, Les Livres Secrets •. • , ch . iv. and
Puech, c.s.w.E . C., pp . 101-110 for listing . It is
regrettabTe-tnat several systems of numbering the
codices and works have developed . This work follows
Doresse's with Puech's in parenthesis .
4

5

Michel Malinine, H.C . Puech , Gilles Quispel, Evangelium Veritatis, Studien aus dem C.G. Jung rnsTitut,
VI, (Zurich, 1956) .
-- -- - Coptic Gnostic Papyri in the Coptic Museum at Old
I, ed . Pahor Ea'6Tb\C"a1ro, 1956) .
- --

earro;-

3

John, the Gospe 1 of Thomas, 6 the Gospe 1 of Philip, the
Hypostasis of the Arch ons, and an untitled work devoted
to Pistis Sophia .

Additional photographic reproduc-

tions and text editions are in process .
The forty-nine (forty-eight) works recovered at
Nag Harrnnadi cover a wide range of literary genre .

In-

cluded among them are apocryphal and pseudepigraphical
gospels (not identical with those commonly listed in
these categoriea), acts and epistles, apocryphons,
apocalypses, doctrinal treatises, cosmogonies, and
Hermetic works .
tic . 7

All are more or less directly gnos -

However, the bulk of the find comes from the

vulgar Barbelo-Gnostics , sometimes labelled S~thian
or Syro- Egyptian Gnosticism.

The Jung Codex differs

from the others in both language and content .

It de -

rives from the sophisticated, philosophical Valentinian Gnostics, probably from the early stages of Valentine's break with Christian theology .
There are five duplications among the forty-nine
works, so that forty - four distinct t re atises come to
light in the find .
previously .

Of these, only two had been edited

Several others were known to exist from

6 A text edition with English translati on has appear ed~ A. Guillaumont , H. C. Puech , G. Quispel , Walter
Till and Yassah ' Abd al Masi~ , The Gospel Accordi~
to Thomas (New York , 1959) . rt----rs a l so i ssue a in
French and German translations .
7

Using the term in its wider sense . Cf . Hans Jonas,
Gnostic Religion (Boston, 1958), p . 32.

~

4

references elsewhere, chiefly the church fathers.

The

discovery, however, made the texts themselves available.
I IMPORTANCE
Four major manuscript finds marked the fourth and
fifth decades of our century .

The first was that of

the Coptic Manichaean papyri in the Fayyum of Egypt in
1931 . 8

The second was the discovery at Toura near

Cairo, in 1941, of a great number of unedited works by
Origen and his pupil, Didymus the Blind. 9

The third

was the Coptic Gnostic discovery in 1945.

The final

find was the Dead Sea Scrolls in 1947.

In importance

the Gnostic discovery ranks alongside the others, and
perhaps exceeds them all in its scope and helpfulness
in recovering a lost religion and illuminating an obscure page in the history of religions . lo
First of all, the Nag Hammadi library will enable
scholars to define the nature of Gnosticism more ex8

9

Cf. Carl Schmidt-Hans Jacob Polotsky, 11 Ein Mani - Fund
in Aegypten, 11 S .. B.A .. W., (Berlin, 1933) and Alexander
Bohlig, 11 Die BerI'iner koptischen Manichaika, 11 Actes
du Ve Congres International de Papyrologie, (Brussels,'" 1938), pp . 85-93 .
Cf . O. Gueraud , "Note preliminaire sur les Papyrus
d'Ori~ene de°couvertsa Toura, 11 R .. d 1 H. R:-;-cxx.xI,.....
(1946, 85-108, and H:c . Puech,-11 Les°nouve~ux Ecrits
d'Origene et de Didy de couvertsE1Toura, R. d 1 H.
P.R ., XXXI(I95l),

93-329 .

-

-

-

lO Cf . Arthur Darby Nock , 11 A Coptic Library of Gnostic
Writings," J . T .. S. n.s.,, IX (1958), 314-324, and H... C..
P uec,
h II Les - nouveaux
Ecrits ••• , II c . s.w.E.C., p .
154 for other evaluations of the find7 - -

5

actly.

Its sources will become more apparent as the

documents are edited and translated .

A partial at-

tempt to identify these sources, based on the information derived from the Apocrypbon of John, will be
made at the conclusion of this work .

Once for all,

the vexing problem of whether or not Gnosticism stems
from Greek philosophy , Iranian religion, Judaism or
Christianity, or is a syncretism of many elements,
should be determined .

Allied to this, and perhaps even

more important, is the fact that a careful study of
the Nag Hammadi texts will help reconstruct the reli"
gious history of an otherwise obscure period .

Speak-

ing of the importance of earlier discoveries of Gnostic, M:andaean and Manichaean literature, 1 1 Kraeling 1 s
words are just as applicable to the Gnostic library
found in 1945 .
The analysis of the Gnostic sources and of Gnos ticism as a whole will, therefore, eventually
place scholars in a position to bridge the gap
in our knowledge of the religious development in
the East, and by the use of those ancient elements whose survival of the ravages of time is
documented in Gnosticism, to reconstruct in part
that Proto-Gnostic or Nee-Oriental sphere of
thought within which may lie the key to the
enigma of Hellenistic religious movements.12
Kraeling's approach has been used by a number of more
11 Codex Brucianus, Pistis Sophia, and the then un published Codex Berolinensis 8502; Lidzbarski 1 s
fandaean texts; the Turf an ManTcFiaean fragments .
12 Carl H. Kraaling, Anthropos and Son of Man (New
York, 1927) , p. 4 .
-- -- - --

6

recent scholars 1 3 resul t ing in a clearer view of the
antecedents of the "gnostic" groups .

Thus a recon-

struction of the history , not only of Gnosticism , but
also of Near Eastern pre - Christian religion becomes
more plausible .

To this reconstruction the analysis

of the Nag Hammadi texts will add considerably .

Some

contributions from the Apocryphon will be noted in
chapters four and five .
Another related question that should find at
least a partial answer in the study of these manuscripts is that of the relationship between the various "gnostic" systems : Gnosticism (in several forms),
Mandaeism, Manichaeism , Hermetic ism, etc .

Perhaps a

clear genealogical relationship can be traced , at
least of recurring motifs , if not of complete systems .
The light which the Apocryphon sheds on this question
will bed iscussed also in chapters four and five .
A whole flood of light will be thrown upon Bib lical studies by these documents .

Especially in the

field of New Testament criticism and hermeneutics,
the find will have revolutionary effects . 14

Since

the Apocryphon reworks the early chapters of Genesis
l3

! •~•

Widengren, Segelberg, Save - Soderbergh .

14 Cf . the author's remarks , "The Coptic Gnostic Texts
from !ag Hammadi , " B.E .T .s., II (1959), 15-19 and
the literature c itea there . Already many articles
on the Gospel of Thomas have appeared , cf . note 26,
infra , p . 15~ -

7

in the interest of Gnostic cosmogony, chapter three
of this work is devoted to this episode in the history of hermeneutics .
II THE TEXT
The copy of the Apocryphon of John found in Codex

x (III) is excellently preserved, except for the first
four leaves (plates 47-54).

Plates 47 and 48 preserve

about one-half of the original text.
have only a few words of the original.

Plates 49 and 50
However, I dis-

covered that they are actually parts of plates 52 and
51 respectlvely (Dr. Polotsky confirms this matching . ).
Plates 51 and 52 reproduce the beginning and ending
thirds, respectively, of the original lines.

Plates

53 and 54 are intact, but have many lacunae .

In ad-

dition to these, the latter half of plate 56 is very
faint and almost unreadable, although the text is intact .

With these exceptions the text is wonderfully

preserved in beautiful calligraphy .
Since 1895, when a copy of the Apocryphon was
discovered, its general contents have been known.15
However, the text of that manuscript was not published until 1955 . 16

Now, with the assistance of the text

15 Cf . Carl Schmidt, 11 Ein vorirenaisches gnostisc hes
0riginalwerk in kopilscher S;erache , 11 S.B.A.W .. ,
(Berlin, 1896T, pp . 839-847 .
- - - 16 Walter Till, Die Gnostischen Schriften des ko~tisch~n Papyr~Berolinensis 8502, (T. U:-u. 0),
\Berlin, 1955). Hereafter rererred to as B.G.

8

in CGPI .. the broken ends and lacunae in B. G. can be
reconstructed in most places .

Also some fragmentary

variants from CGr . 17 which Till gives in his footnotes
can be restored .

According to Till , CGI. has the first

four pages missing , and also pages 19 and 20 .

Thus

CGPI. of the Apocryphon will be extremely helpful in
reconstructing the Ur-text when the texts contained
in Codices I and II are finally published .
There are two glosses in the text:, at 60::18 and
78!6f .
ible .

At each place the gloss is virtually illeg The text before us has many short sections

which are completely omitted in B.. G..

In addition,

there is one long passage , from 63:30 to 67:3 in CGPI.
which is not found in B.,G. or CGI ..

Word order and

constructions vary considerably from B.G .. , and to a
lesser degree from CGI., throughout the text .
These variations pose the question as to which
text is earliest , and which is nearest the original .
To these problems we can turn vrhen we consider the
date of the papyrus .

First, however, attention must

be given to the language peculiarities of CGPI.
III DIALECTICAL PECULIARITIES OF CGPI .
The text of the Apocryphon found in CGPI~ can be
classified linguistically as Sahidic under str ong Ach-

17 Till's designation of another text of A. J .. found at
Nag Hamm.a.di (Codex I) . A fourth text,aTong with
CGI . , remains unpublished . This is in Codex II.

a11l1t intluen•e, plUll acme aue-~cbaiai• teaturea.

r>ore1ae list~ all tbe vork1 exsept the Juag Cdex ••
Ming written 1~ Sahi4i•o 11

ftC!'E&Yer, attention IIWit

oe called to the deYiat1ona from Sah1dio vhi~h are
round. throughout t bl text.
The tollovi~ .lcb.mill.io .for• occur in the text

Q,

E:T~ (. / f;N Td.2 Preter 1 te relative., 1 9
N6C., egw., Im.pit. pre.fix 1natead

NTo p E:
,o'( -

- Temporal prefix instead

~N@'<

tar (S)

(S)

iiTe p~ -

N<eg., II Fut..

(! ..!!_o~) tom

p .. l791e

T.

~d,"' II Fu.t~ (6lh4do tor (I)

NNo'( .l1

or

rut., (Cfo Kahle,

Nego

, ~ - Cauaiati't'e (7Eh2'7)

l·)

(SA 2 ) N~C..

Cauz, .. Inf., 3rd., Pl (7fhM) (S)Ti)t:'(

~NNo'{ :',~~

6.pt-

or

~pc - NO

Probably a conflat0
with (S) ltego

ct

(.l) 9 (!l.,

(76tl8).,

TT - For def o article be.f ors double oorusonant», !"I"

-

Tf lf N&

MMO-

-

tor (s) T{ E; 1T N~ .

•thel!"ew. tor (S)

MMei'(.

Some form.a conmon to Acbm.inic and Sub-Achmim1c

are t ound. in the text.,

6 -

Pt-ep,.. instead of (S)

E: 9

but the taxt uses

E:

po-:.

coneia tently !

-MM6 =
fa=
18
lt

Preposition., ii.long with (8) MMO

=

"to .m.ake; 111 before rrreek verbac 'ftt\8Edfi'Q&'Btall ).,
~ }'-,1.vr'®s Se0!"0t,!ooo

1

P• 166, cf. ~ Cod~!_, ~.,17"

Paul ~a ~ahle, ~L'A 9 isah, I (L@mon, 1964) 9 p~
17 Stf o 1100 li tf!lFitW"~ c1ted t h~re tm' t hi!JI l@rlil ..

10

l\O'(, etoo Pl. poss. prefix,

(S)

rr,'f.

ME:p'=

Md.p~- Neg. I ffabit. (S)

(74::1'!).

Four Su••Achmimic toru occur 1n the te:xte

i p o "{ - Ca ua • Int'. , 5rd.. pl. ( S ) r
j.E:.CNd - etc.

r 6 '{

( 5ti f M, et e. }

II Fut. (75:i, 76:10, e.fo note there).

-G~ -Th.

oons1Btently use • II Fut. after ).E:~6~C..

~\ s \ -

Frequentl1 .following anotbe r vowel• "It'-~~ ta I ,,

t~ltb- Conditional particle (6~18).

o~.&~6s•,~EdSW~, ete.
1,-.

G .. Th .. uses it conaiateat-

Kahle (p. 78f.} atteat• this in 4th century aanu-

scr1:,ta ..
The tom~~- tor NO'I

at 4:7tlJ ma1 lDe Fa,..,,.1c

or a scriaal error or variant apellingo
Throught>ut the text many Aohmim1o and Su•-Aoh ...

a1.Ja1o •pellings are found along with the normal Sah1d1e fora•.

A partial listing 1a given

or

the more

common instances.
011 N,E: /~MNT~

6. Ma ~T£:-/ ~ M 6

c'E:

~o2pA~/ N4c\)~:l
No<f /

Nd.cf

"Y E:.

O.e,E:- p6.T=/6cf: E:pdT:

lf' w Uj / if' w

t~M /~'1.>M

C..M oT / CM6T

M{:/MHE:

c.N~'f/C.NO

Mo.T~/M tTt

c.~ ~w:: /c.~ 2.u.l ~ =

M~t-/ M~

c-

Nd/ N~E:
MNNC~/MNNC..f:
NT04/NT6U.

/To. \<.C
TC..~S o/ TC f: Bo

rE:- KO

Te:i.'<o/re o'< c
o'{A/o'<c1E:

u

~• ~ o.lc/ X•'<d.&e E: 10
~w,M t•)/~., c.M~
<roM/6oM

/~'(~t"<•
io~/?~~

~"(~00~

zo6"8f:C./UJ <>8f:
Word• wh11 b oeo,r in Aoba1a1o or Sull-Aohllt • S.•
ton onl.1 are too ntatew.a to liat.

A number ot r-are,

unuaual oz- unatteated torma occur in tbl text.

In

tl:111 ea tego17 ma7 'be placed the following word••
MO'C~°t· - (18t9) •a 11on•

C.~~-

(69t20)

~oo'< E. -

cuJ'1-

(6'

9

Hot atteate4 preT1owaly.11

beaut7.•

llot atte1te4 •• noa.

(66t5) •parching."

,u > •anake. •

Bnaend. to

i"" 8 t

i.od'"&e.c..- (tsar,) "chill." Crum ••Y•

d"I 8 f: -

(NtU!t.

J "breaat.•

Ct.

it 1a ....

t:K \8 E:

(.&\).

{~6T~ - (64t23) Crum liat1 aa 4ual (At)•

(o M~- (71tl8) "to per•eri. •

R•a4 \foo M 6 T

Another feature ot tha Apoorypbon •• t'o\lDI 1a
COPI .. 1s it• uae ot arcba1o toru, aoae ot tboa ••longing to the atage called •old Coptie.•

ot t b.e develo,...t

or

Th1 • atage

the language con.red, approx1-

utely, the • ec ond through the fourth centuries, A.D. 19
The t' ollow1ng are example • ot archaic t orma.

-

~ - Verltal Prefix

20
21
22

2~

= E:'-\ (68t2~).23
(~ ) ~ Pau 11, or. ! · !!_. !!.. J.. E:. \( t.. C f:
Aleo occur• in o. 'l'h. 81:24t. Ct. •· Pa. :me. Mo'(f
lCahle, ~• E!•, p. 212tt.

- -

-- -

Ianle, p. 13~, citing Par1a Magical Panru.

12

&l. N l TT' E: - (77 :llt.) Older :fora ot Tt'E. t,h n"E:.,
~I: \ Pro. auf'tix, ct. Xahle, P• 7St. an4 P• 10 auzra.
1NE:·(60t34, 70rS5).

Some early S •••• haYe\•E:1.24

M&f:- (78:~) Old Sah. Cf. Xahle, P• 6-C:.

M

'N,, ~o-

ME:,'/ -

( 60:21) Occurs 1n Paria Mag. Pap7rua C. 1.

(75:20) J.tteated in 4'th. century.25

~'flpwt•H: (77t~) .las1m1lat1on of aendnd N top.
11 I ,

p,tJ-

't

tor the det1n1te

(51t26) Sp.

ttesta as old form. (S}P~N. 6

o'<p"TE:(66:5:f:f.)

'4''<~00"(-

rt1ole TI, "T.

Sp. atteets as olcl Sah. form.

('7.f:s:23) Atteate4 in 4:ttl.

•atury.n

~oM,- (i6:l} Attested as early San141e.rr

c.N- - Pl.

ind. art.

Barly :form t•mad. ala• 1•

!• !!.• !•

IV fflE DATE OF '!'Ira APOCRYP!IOJl
'l'b.e aate o:r tl::le oompostt1n.

er

tb.e Apocrz:pnon

eannot •e f1.xe4 exaotly, aut seYeral ta tors ean ••
noted that g1Ye an approximate date.

F1rat of all,

Ireaaeue quotes it in AdY. ~ • I, 29, ac a terminus

!_! guem or!.!.· 180 A.D .. 1a t1.xed.

Then., if the d.ating

of the Gospel of Truth, ea. 140-145 1a eorrect2S {no
24 Kahle, I, P• 210.
25 For oa1ssion of final E: cf. Kahle, I, p. 66.
26

27

28

Xahle, I, p. 60.
Xahle, I, P• 105t.

So Qu1apel, •Tne Jung Cod.ex and. ita S1gn1f1•ance,•
!he
Codex, p. 50 an, w_c. Yan Uimik., 1Tae
1 Goape o? Truth' and the New Teataaent,~ !!.! Jag

Jig
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arguments against it have been advanced), and the
theory that the Barbelo - Gnosticism of the Apocryphon
is a mythologi za tion of the philosophical Valentinianism of the Gospel of Trut~ is substantiated , 29 a
date of about 150-160 A.D. for the original writing
of the ApocrZEhon would seem to be called for .

Some

features of style indicate that it is a conscious at tempt to imitate the canonical Apoc~!Y-_p~ of John .
This would argue for an early dating of the work, before the second century cast doubt upon the authenticity of the Biblical book .
V THE

DATE

OF

CGPI.

While the date of the original composition of
the Apocryphon must be put before 180 A.D., perhaps
around 150 A.D., the copy of the text in CGPI .. comes
from several centuries later .

Coptic texts are dif-

ficult to date with accuracy because so few early
dated texts have come down to us.

The best that can

be done with the present text is to indicate the lines
of evidence for the date assigned to it below .

-----------------------------------------------------Codex, p. 99, 103f . Cf . E.V. , p . xivf . for later
con1Trmation by Mailinine , -Puech and Quispe 1 .
29 Puech, Jung Codex, p. 26, suggests that the opposite was the case, i.e . that Valentinus elaborated
in a more speculative-way the Barbelo -Gnosticism
of the ~ocryphon . This would argue for an earlier
date, perhaps in the first quarter of the second
century . This early date has been accepted by some
scholars . Cf . Robert !1cL . Wilson, 11 Gnos tic Origins, 11
I-C. IX (1955), 207 .

14

(1). The use of archaic forms, some found in Old
Coptic, indicates a time before Sahidic was standardized.

This occurred ca . 400 A.n. 30
(2) . The text shows some confusion in writing

the plural ind . article-:

'-;;

and

,t:N .

Kahle says,

"It is rare to find manuscripts earlier than the end
of the four th century which are always correct in the
writing of

t . 1131

The M. Ps . Bk . also writes

~J.

(3) . The Greek nouns and verbs found in CGPI.
are remarkably well preserved .

In frequently copied

Coptic texts , or texts of a late period, Greek words
undergo strange transitions in being

11 Copticized . 11

This fact would indicate an early date for the Apocevidence must be used carefully for
it may indicate no more than that CGPI. is a copy from
an early text .
( 4) . The extended form of CGPI. as compared wj th
B.G. or with CGI. as attested in Till 1 s footnotes is
ambiguous in helping determine a date for CGPI
we have to reckon with

11 gloses

Do

personnelles"' as Dor-

esse thinks, 32 or are B.G . and CGI. abbreviated forms
of the original?

The extended passage from 63-:30 to

67~3 which is not in B. G. or CGI . may possibly be the
3 o Kahle, p . 260ff .
31
ibid., p . 53 .
32
Les I:_ivres Secrets ••• , p . 219 . Puech, C .. S .W. E . C.,
P •., 104, says it is a "version plus comp!"ete-:; plue
develop~e~ et plus ancienne" tnanCodex I .
--

-
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addition of a later scribe.

However, its inconseq,u en-

tial nature for the Gnostic myth would make it natural
for later copyists to eliminate what was not vital to
the systems.

No Demotic characters appear in the names.

(5). Another factor in dating the copy of the
Apocryphon found in CGPI

is the evidence provided by

other works in the same codex.

Obviously, these works

must have been written at the same time .

To date ,

'

only the Gospel of Thomas has been edited.

However,

it has been the subject of many articles . 33

Dating

of this work can be partially controlled because its
sayings are also found in Oxyrhynchus papyri where
certainty is reached by the evidence of Greek paleography .

But even here, there is considerable varia-

tion in dating .

Puech thinks it comes

11 du

de 1~ premi~ re moi ti{ du IIIe si~ cle . 1134

milieu ou
Another

schol ar dates the Gospel of Thomas as late as 500 A.
D. 35

The consensus of opinion , however, is that it

33 F or an up-to- date bibl i ography cf . Rudolphe Kasser,

"Les r~anuscrits de Nag' Hammadi , 11 R. d'Th. P . , IV
("1959) .
- -- 34 "Une logion de Jesus sur bandelette funeraire,"
~. d'H . R., CXLVII (1955), 127, cited by Joseph A.
Fi tzmyer, "The Oxyrhynchus Logoi of Jesus and the
Coptic Gospel according to Thomas," Theo. Studies,
XX (1959), 508 . However , in the edition of G. Th.
by Puech, et . al . {p. vi . ) a date in second Ealf
of fourth century or beginning of fifth is given.
35

J • Leipold t, "Ein neues Evangel ium? Das koptische
Thomasevan~elium · bersetz und besprochen, 11 Th. L.Z.
LXXXIII (1 58), 481, cited by Fitzmyer, p . 508 .- -
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cannot be later than 400 A. D. 36
(6) . Another factor to be considered is the dating of B. G.

Kahle, on the basis of a few pages of

this Codex published by C. Schmidt in Die Alten Pet rusakten , dat e s B.G . in the fourth century . 3 7

(7) . Attempts to date the Nag Har.'.lffiadi corpus have
given various results .

Puech has given third and

fourth century dates for the manuscripts , with the
Jung - Codex latest of all , ,near the end of the fourth
century . 38

Kahle , on the basis of one page published

in the Manchester Guardian , June 24 , 1949 , asc r ibed
that Codex to the middle of the fourth century 39

(8) . Three pieces of internal evidence must be
considered .

First , the constant use of the paratac-

tic construction (""'-" style .

11

and 11

)

reminds one of Semitic

It seems to be a conscious attempt to mimic

the style of the canonical Apocalypse ( K 6 ...\

•• •

'

){d., ) •

This constant use of ~1w is not as prominent in B.G
or CGI..
36

37
38
39

Secondly, the colophon of CGPI •. follows ex..

Fitzmyer, ibid ., p, . 508 . So also Till , "The Gospel
of Thomas, 11 B.J . R. ~ . , XLI (1959), 451 .
Bala'izah, I, p . 233f . and 256, note 4 .

~hi6rd Codex,
p . 17f . Cf . C .. S.~V .. E.C..,,
century date for our ~ext7 -

p . 104 for a

Bala'izah, I, p . 234f . n . 5, contra Doresse and
MI'na, "Nouveaux textes Gnostique s Coptes d~ ouv~ ~ Haute-Egypte, 11 y .. c .. , III (1949), 129ff . ,
wuo give a third century date . Pue ch, et. al.
finally settle for about 350 A. D., E .. V ...-, -p . x .
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actly the formula used in the canonical gospels!

i'w 24 tJN K ti

K~TA

No.tt'O l<

p~ f o1'J while the colo -

phon to B.G. does not!" lT'd..tt'a'<pV,o"1 ;Ji~,.. IJNH C .
Thirdly, the New Testament allusions are plainer in
CGPI. than in B.G.

These all would seem to indicate

that CGPI. is earlier .
(9) . One piece of external evidence remains .

It

is more likely that a Gnostic library would be amassed
in the fourth century than in the fifth when the movement was well on the decline .
To sum up the evidence concerning the date of the
copy, it would seem that a date about 350 A.D . is re quired.

However, further study could revise this date

in either direction by twenty - five years .
VI THE IMPORTANCE OF THE AP0CRYPH0N
Aside from the fact that the Apocryphon may be
the earliest of the Nag Hamm.adi texts, it may be the
earliest Gnostic document yet known . 40

Quispel thinks

that Valentine was acquainted with it : "Valentin und
Basilides habe rl die scho£ bestehende vulga re ~ tische Gnosis helleisiert und chris tianisiert . 1141
Till summarizes its importance with these words:
40

Walter Till, Die Gnosis in Ae¥}pten (La Parola del
Passato), XII--0:-949T,°'pp . 231 • citeaby Robert
McL . Wilson, "Gnostic Origins Again," V.C., XI
(1957), 108 .

41

- -

Gn9sis als Weltreligion, p . 11, cited by Wilson,
""'GnostfcOrl.gins , " V.C . , IX (1955), 206 .
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There is no other Gnostic text of which we have
more than two copies . That shows clearly that
the Apocryphon of John was very highly esteemed
among the Egyptian Gnos tics; and indeed if we
compare its contents with those of other Gnostic
works, we see that it is of high importance,
gi vine as it does a full account of the whole
system in an early stage of development . 42
Till says the Apocryphon tries to answer two ques "
t;ions. (1) How did evil enter the world, and (2) how
can man free himself from it? 43

Here a quotation

from the Excerpta ex Theodota, defining

11 Gnosis 11

is

apropo .
But it is not only baptism which frees but also
knowledge~ knowledge of what we were, why we have
come into being, where we were, or at what period
we have been inserted into the scheme of things,
whither we are hastening , from what we are re deemed, what is being born and what reborn . 44
These questions, which plagued not only the
Gnostics, find their Gnostic answers in the Apocryphon.
VII AIMS OF TEIS STUDY
The present study of the Apocryphon according to
CGPI. is designed to fulfill four objectives .

(1) . It will provide a text edition which can be
used by others in attempts to reconstruct an Ur-text
when all texts have been published .
(2) . It will give the first translation into
English of any of the texts .
4 2 "The Apocryphon of John," J.E.H., III (1952), 113 0
43
~

44

Gnostischen Schriften ••• , p . 35 .

R • P . Casey,

The Study of Gnosticism, 11 J .. T .. S .. ,
XXXVI (1935), 47 .
11
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(3). It will provide a commentary on (a) the
Biblical exegesis of the Gnostics, and (b) their
doctrines and motifs ahd their parallels in other
gnostic and non-gnostic groups .
(4). It will attempt to reach some conclusions,
via the inductive method, concerning the sources of
Gnosticism and its relat1onship to other religious
movements of the same histo!'ical pel:'iod.
VIII TEXTUAL MAKEUP
Before turning to the text and the accompanying
translation a few remarks should be made concerning
the technical format and the methodology followed in
the production of the text edition and the translation 9
(1) . Each plate of the original has been divided
into two approximately equal parts to keep numbering
in t~is work imiform with the original, · and to give
a convenient section for presenting on each page.
(2). Reconstructions reasonably certain from the
context or comparison with B. G. and/or CGI. are not
footnoted.
(3). Questionable reconstructions appear in the
footnotes only.45
( 4). Footnotes to the text also embody reasons
for textual reconstructions, grammatical notes, and
45

This self-imposed 11 Bengelian 11 restriction had of
necessity, to be violated at Plates 47-52 and,56B
in order to give the general sense of A.J.
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variant readings.
(5). The footnotes do not attempt to give all
variants from B.G. and CGI., since that would needlessly broaden the scope of this work.

Only those

variants which shed light upon the text of CGPI, or
which have intrinsic interest are included.

For this

reason most variant spellings and interchanges of
Coptic and Gre ek words are not noted.
(6). Footnotes to the translation give the variants from B.G. and CGI. where pertinent.

They also

give explanations of drubtful translations.
(7). The textual sigla employed are the standard
ones of Greek papyrology .

CHAPTER TWO
TEXT AND TRANSLATION
SIGLA TO TEXT

.1
[ · .. 1

• •

[·

..

Lacuna at beginning of a line.
Lacuna at the middle of a line.
Lacuna at the end of a line.

[Mn u,JT}

Reconstruction of the text .

f\ [ty~l:\
fn1

Letters partly visible.

~n>

±.

5

Editorial deletion of superfluous letter.
Addition by present editor.
Lacuna of five letters, more or less.

• • • •

Page intact, but letters illegible.

(?)

Possibly a missing letter here.

S IGLA TO TRANSLATION

.....

Translation uncertain due to lacuna, illegible text, or lexical problem .

or}

Translation of reconstruction at beginning
of a line.

~ toodj

Translation of a reconstruction in the middle
of a line.

[ one from

Translation of a reconstruction at the end
of a line.

(are)

Words added to make sense, or to explain
preceding word ( s).

2

P1.ate 47

i

£ <? • . • [ 14-16 letter a missing

So~

N. .

et. .•

cb.N~

~

5 IQ.

TI~

C.

p ·,

~1,l:.~WS

1\"C.0

E:ltE;4}p

~

T~'-\f!

[w

c\-\T

N!.E: 11 E= ~

['« ~~

~ W

- c..

K

?\

o.

~C .Tu.> N

t

N

lH:1

N

\M
t'tt.\(

Nbt>~

("{w

~ ~6. ~ .'lE:. lf M~

. tP~~

<O. '4

'{UJ 6.l-1\T . K

~ ~o~ (i,ii~) ~"

o

•

~

o

~NtT~2K

?

"

o

~?

G

"

o

\ 0 C.
o

G

o

. ' .
a

o

~

Perhaps thex-e ie

missing from top of plateo

13 Nli,./& ~ cf. Kahle, I, p
pace after N 2.
l

cuna in Bc.G.

"

~ oc. C.. NNtTNt oTt- MTo.

5 B,Go begins with this 11
• Reetorations of long
lacunae of Plate8 47 through 52 are based on it,
so can b~ regard d as only approximately correcto

14f.

0

6'1W o~~1E: 1t\~T~

4'(~ .. , ., Traces look like N6C.
a 11n

~~~

lf~~ ..

~t: cfj o'{ "~~ N ~

6. o (c.

o

"i (t~~

~( 1t'

'{ U)

<>

C

~ ~ ~ ei ~ i

~ MM w (fYN _Ql6 ~ T\ \ NO._it, uJ?
(

~'2P~'i t

Na 1

~o.

M

·Tc

d<-\C~

vt-t (~ t "'\ o '1 o t 1, t p o

C. \0

1

NT Pt\.\~t ~ 2

N . (pE:. H"LE:: 6E: ~ 4\ oc..

E:

n~?nt

15

1.

20)0

t \

c.6NN~t.

~ \

10

N

o"i

'TC..tBtHi"{

letters missing)o.

..•.•

~o'(~

~ E:

1 .... 'irN

12-14 letters mis ing

pwv\ (s-9

MITTK

] .. , ,

p

147 for ~ ::: d""..

e C and al

of lo 15 is

~

Plate 47

. . . . . . [. . . . . . . . . . . . ·1 . . . . .
for th ( ? ) • • [: • • • • • • • • • • • • ) • • • in a
silence ~
to John

•

........

[: • • •

.]

• • •

• •

• • • •) he taught them

. . . . ,..

5 rt happened \2,n one of these d) ays when he went

up, namely Joh
are the son
temple .

e_

[l-,

the brother of1 James, these who

of Zebede] e .

He went up to the

A Pharisee who E e name was) Arimanios

ca E?e up1

to him, and

10 he said to him,

{:where i ;::i your teacher whom

you were following?"

1

And ~ e said to him

has gon ~ again to the place

"He

from whence he came . tt

The Pharisee ~ aid to him, "Through err or he has
made you err ,
15 And he

~ amely this Nazarene . " • • • • • • •

l: . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •

And he closed ~ our hearts and he turned you
from the tradi ~ ions of your fathers . "

When

llf. Cf . John 3:13
14 "Nazarene"- Acc ommon designation of Christ and
his followers in the 1st. century .
18 "traditions" - cf. Gal . 1 ~ 14 . Josephus, Ant .
13,10; 6 distinguishes these from the wriTien
Mosaic tradition .

Plate 47

20

pi}c.w(TP\1 E:-No·, ~N(e>K o·, '(c,
~ ,r from C.
ta~~] cM lT'=PUTf: f:lt'To~'( f:'1~4 N.l.o(:tf:
~'fJU:l tH:..,\5 A['<}1t['=, Ptlt'~6 2P~·, N2MT ~·,iw
F\r-\] oc. E:.T~~ [o'f ~w t.'f X q>o,oN I M tt'C.lJl p
At(lW ~- E;TB~ oY ~'fT~NoC>'1t.,\ ~it' KoCMOC.
t:eo~ crT M [ltt:"'\t\UJT 4:NTo\.\TN~Oo'<~ o'(W

±

N\lM lfE:T~[

10

A'{u)

Ne&

o'(o~

251ft lTA\UJN f::\J"M~6'( E:TtlNc@)w~ t-;po~ E:Te&
0 '(

T"6 {)

E:: '-\ '-'j

l

:t

~" lf \~ \ w N ': (

TfoC.

r'\n"~\WN

~,~~o.'<

t

t-l 0. N

A"-\~\ T'l

:t 12

60N E::TB~ lt'iT~t-10.'<
':3o ~

~\.\ i O •

10

NoTTt:~o Mlt'~"\TC. E:

i,.E:

o'(~U;i ~t'\f:l~f: 1f

NTo'< N [o'< • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

'°''t:

6.Ml,.• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

No'(oE: 1(tJ

... 1\< [ .•••••••••••••

t=\~\T-N H(T)'n'E:

(l'{W

6'-\~\M uld'l l{~OC.MOC.

18 Probably completed by some such construction as
a.'(w ~-, ,w~, not in text of B.G.
19 Confusion of -'~ (: \

~

and .XoEr IT ? Cf. fn. to tran e .

24 B.Ct. t,J\lo\ '\Tt trt'-'\~twT. Perhaps 1. 1\'tTo.U,~10 ~ ti-\0'"\
25f. t:T~~to

o.~i. not in B.G.

30-32 Proba b ly read sonething like the following (cf. 8,0
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I

heard these things, I

U,urned • • • • • • • • • •

from the Te~p [}. e to the Mount , to a solitary
20 place

And I was sorrow D- ng greatly in heart, say-

ing , "Why then E as the Saviour appointed?

And wh [ y was he sent to the earth
by

f!iis

father who sent him?

who is it who [

• •••

?J

And
And of what sort

25 is that Aeon U, o which we shall go?
For why is 1 t

[: • • •

"This Aeon [ • • • • • )

1 lt r He said to us,
• 9·J
He took the

type of fi; hat indestructible]

Aeon'

us concerning ~ hat, what form it is .

He did not teach
11

. . . . . . . . . ..
..
•
. . (. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
. . . . . ... . . . . .. . .
of Light [ ..
•
[

30 When

• • •

•

beneath the Heaven .

• • • • •

•

And ~ he entire Cosmos] stirred.

18 Probably "and I went" at end of line.
19 Till says the Mt . is Olivet, citing Acts 1~12, P.S.

4 . 13 .
24 B.G
26

11

"who is his father '

why 11 to

11

Phps

l. "who begat him?"

he said" is not in B.G.

30-32 Perhaps "When I thought on these things, lo

the heavens opened, and the firmament lighted
with a light not of the earth ••• " cf. ~t . 3.16 .
33 "stirred" - cf. Ex. 19il8, Ps. 114:6f . Heb . 12:18 .
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5 Read Mo~G"OM {= B.G. ~tt'Mf>I) at beginning or line'!
There are traces of ( , but perhaps 1nsutf le lent
room r or rest of word. Traces at end may be t.~lo ~.
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11

ihp~.r •
1
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15 Tl
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U,,6\(. 4M lt!- ~~A~ M ff"
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:B.O. o~ ~~MO
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And I was fearful .

r ] sa.w in

the light [ a Child .
When I

And he)

~ aw him, lo ;} he was like

an elder and he was
5 a •

stood before me .

• •

• •

•

•

•1 form ,

[ •••

• • •

•

• • • •

•

being like
• •

And there was

[ ...

in the light .

And (!; he f orms) appeared

through each other
form .
10 why

• • • •

• • • •

me,]

.]

. .

•1·

[ ••••••

[ He said to

[.

• •

•

• • • • •

.] in form

He was tri -

"John, John,

darkness (?)' or why

• • ] face (?) [. • •

.

• •

.]

a stranger to this(?)?·

I am

• • • it is , do not [ make yourself} little .

with you

• • •

.

• . ] always .

I

am

the Father, I am the] 1,1other, I am the Son.
15 I am the unspot U ed, and the unsu j) lied .
I came to teach you concerning)

and what has been , and what]

1 Or "And I fell down,

what now is,

shall be

r) ...• 0

cf . Rev . 1:17 .

2,4 "child , elder" cf . Rev . lrl3- l4?
4 Perhaps read "was

~ f manifold) form . 11
I

cf . Gk . ,u__, ~ ~t:-•.S
11 a miracle ."
Till says one would expect a third
fem . form to be enumerated . Cf . 1 . Bf., 13f .

5 Phps . "a wonder" at beg . of 1 .

10 "darkness," B. G. "why are you double-hearted?"
11 Phps . 11 are you fearful? Have you become a stranger
to this? But if it is otherwise .•• " B.G .. "For
it is not a strange thing to you, but do not •• ., 11

12f . Cf . Mt . 28:20
13 : 7 - 8 .

16- 18 Cf . Eev . 1:19, M. Ps . Bk .
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3 1 B.,,.,," re--'-ds

:3.G.

aclds

o

i\l.W"\ ~.. ~ ~ ~ rc1 ~

18f. Poss it.;l:' read N C.f:~'i
21

t\N

Till 's

~'l~"i~~i6

simply~.,.~,

"\i\f~ ~ir"

34 Re s toratjon sugrested b y H.J.P.

~~t ~N
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Plate 48
be so that you should know ) that they were ( • • •

.. . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . ..

20 • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

.

..

• to your fellow) spirits whom you{?) [ ••

to the unwavering generation are] of the perfect
man •• • • • • • • • • • ] so that [ •• • • • • •

.......

..

.

•

• He saia]

to me, "The [ • • •

25 is a monarch who has no ) one above her,
• • • •• • • • • • • • •• ) and Father of the
All, the Spirit, the Invisible) who is over
the All, he who is in) the indestructibility which
is in the pure light,)

this which there is not

30 any eyesight able to look)
•

.

• •

.

• • • • • •

. .

into it.
•

. • ·.J·

It is not fitting

to think or1 h1m as ~ he God) , or that he is
of this sort .}

Rather he is more than God,

who has no) one over him, for there is no one
18f. Possibly read "they were revealed to you ••• "
21 "you" - B.G. "some fro~•

23f. B.G .. reads "men and [ those who are able] to know."
26 Perhaps read "for she is the true God ••• "
27 Bei'ore

11

spirit 11 B.G

31 B.G. reads

11

adds "holy."

But the Spirit, it is not fitting ...."

10
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E:Q~~ 'if:
Or ~l"\OO'i'
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is a possibility.

may be possible.

9,16 Restoratioru, sugbested b y H.J.P.
17 Perhaps in lacuna read

e>"{OE:\t,l

lt_•·,

N6'T~l',~

17f. B.G._6:T f>~N ~f>O'j
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ruling (1>ver him • • • • •

. . . . .J ..

nothing

of defect ( . • • • • • • • • • •• ex) isting in him

. .J

alone (.. • • • • • • • • • •
he needs uiot life .
5

is he .

he is , because

RatherJ a completely perfect one

\jnde ed , he lacks nothing :J so that he should
But in all time] he is com-

be perfected in Q. t .

pletely perfect in ~ ight .

An un - appointed OneJ

is he,

because the re is none ~ xis ting over him to) appoint him
An un- divide d

({ ?)

One is he, because]

10 none before hir.i ( to divide him.

there is

An un- measured One is he

because there is [ none existing before him to measure
him .

An rn E7 isible One is he, because there is no

one seeing fii im .
eternally .

The Eternal One, who exists

An [ unspeakable One is he, because no

15 one can ~ tand to speak of him.,

An un-named One

is he, fp ecause no one is able
to name [_him • • • • • •
is he, purlfying

[.

.

•

1 Or perhaps " • •• life :)

..
• •

.. • .
...• ..• •
• • •

•

•
•

.
.

• •
• •

Nothing • • • 11

l:=3 B .. G.. "rule over him . For there is no one existing before him, nor does he need anybody . 11
2 ~ in him bee a use he 11)
4 Instead of t life 11]

,

is a possibility .
11

them 11 may be a possibility .

15ff . Cf . E.V. 39 : 11 - 19 and ,John 1!18 .
17 Phps . in lacuna read "A light not divided ."
17f . B .. G .. 11 to name him. This is the undivided Light,
the holy, clean Purifying One, the un •• 11
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An unspeakable One is he ,

[i.nperishably perfect .

20 Nor • • • • a l}erfection is he, nor

a Blessed fu ess is he , nor a Divinity is he (?) [ • • • • • • •

. . .

• • • • A Cor -

poreal One [ he is not, an incorporeal One he is not,

a great One [ he is not , nor a little one is he .
25 As it 1s said " [ • • • •

• • • • • • •

•

•

• • • • •

For it is not possible (! or anyone to know him .
being

{2f

A

those which exist] he is not , ~ ut a Thing

superior to {E hem is he .
which (is) his (?) .
30 in time .

Not as though superior it is

He is [ not alloted to an Aeon

[ •••••••

Fo::-- this one was

fii lloted

.. .. .

. .

...

•

•

•

to an Aeon

in a time {!,hich is not divided so that
he is not taking
• • •

(jrom

he is (?) .

others , dividing • • • • •

He [ does not lack .

35 preceding him so ~ hatl

There is no one

he should receive [f rom him .

For this one wondered (?) after him [ • • • • • • •
22 Phps .

C.' BJ. t

a chosen thing .

A cor- 11

25 B.G .. Till trans . "he has no measurement, no
creation , nor can anyone ••• 11
28f. Translation is provisional .
34 B.G .

11 He

has no need . 11

35 "wondered"- B .. G.

11 asked 11

CGI.
.a

11 An
-

un - needy one is he • 11

(0. 1't&1 t/ ), so passim ..
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.

.•

light

...

[ ....

• • • • • .} a ~rea t

One

is he •

He has [ . • • • • • • • • • .:.) undivided One

is he .

An Aeon [ he is, giving eternal life ~

1s he, giving U-- ight .
5 blessed ~ ess .

A light is he 1

A Blessed One']

[ A knowledge

a knowledge .

giving

is he, ~iving

is he

,1

giving a

A[ • . • • . • . • . . •J with

Goodness .

A grace is he,

A Life

Wiving grace .

Not

salvation ..

asJ though

he (?)

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • light] undivided in
10 • •

. .

..

• • •

..

• • • • ••]

concerning him.

Aeon is imperishable in] rest and he

.• • .• .• .. • ..
•

..

.

• •

•

•

.

• •

..

• • • •

.1 the

• • • •

.

.]

him , he being
head of Aeon

• •

.)

a strength up in

15 • •

..• .• •
.• .• .• .

• • • •

:i

For we, again (?)

..

• • • • • • •

• • •

•

•

•

.)

k!'lOW ( s )

not

his measure except he to whomJ it was revealed
•

• • • • • • • • • •

1 Phps .

11 pure

light .

.. l

Fathe:r .

For this is he

11

2 Possibly somethin g like "all power" filled the la-

cuna .
7 Possibly

Egreat

one is , b l ess ing 1~ .

16 Or p erhaps " no one] knows" .

His
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who spoke these things to us .

ForJ he looks (?)

20 in his own light re} volving around
him, which is the fount

o.:q

the water of life .

And he furnished the world with) every kind, he
knowing his image ;:\ seeing it in
the water of light .
25 • • • • • • •

] wished (?) in his

• • •

. . . .1

of the fount of the water

of life which re] volved around him , and
his Thought created a)

work .

before him , she appeared]
in the glow of]

And she appeared

befoi-•e him

his light .

This is

30 the power • • • • • existing)
all .

She appeared • • • •

before them

J thought

is the Perfection of the All .

which

She)

lightened

the likeness of the Invisible in the]
Power which is in the

im]

light , the perfect

age of the Invisible,

35 Virgin ~ piri t) he being perfect

. . . . . .Jin the

glory of the Barbe lo , the glory

24 Phps . ttand he 11 or "and hisj wish ..... "
25 Possibly "own light to make) the fount ••• "
26 "life," or perhaps "pure water . 11
27f . "she appeared •• .,before him ."
she stood before him. 11
31 Perhaps

11

in his)

B.G.

11 she

appeared,

thought •••• "

36 Perhaps 11 exis ting'~. One would presume that all
plates s hould have lines of nearly equal length .
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13 Lacuna seems too ahortf or tr~o rNW C. IC , but it i s
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16f.

MN
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complete ih the Aeon of glory .
was not revealed [ . • • • •

.

The Virgin Spirit
• • • • • • •

.

• • •

And ~ he1 blessed him for bec ause of him
she appeared .
5 his image .

This is the first Thought in

She was the womb of the All,

because she is the first of them all, the
Mother's father, the First Man, the Holy Spirit ,
the Triune Man, the Triune Power,
the Thrice named @al lre-female .

And the

10 eternal Aeon in the invisible ones [ • •

The first coming forth (emanation) .

.. ....

He {2- s iil ed

from the Invisible, Virgin Spirit,
who is the Barbe lo

Tho give]

And the Spirit of the

her a Fore- knowledge .

[. . . . .. ..] wondered (?)

15 because ( ?) the Fore-knowledge appeared, and

she stood with the (r ore) -thought, who is G ne from
the thought of Q;he:} Invisible Virgin
2 Perhaps, as B.G.

11 by

him. 11

4 E.G. "while she knows him. "
11 B .G. "The Barbe lo asked from him . "

13 B.G .. 11 to give him" which Till emends to "her.
who refers to ''he" 1 . 11, cf . comm . , p . 166 .

11
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18f. B.G.

MN ,Tt

E:tOC.

NA.'<N•M•C..

19f. Probab_ly NT~'<u.jVJ'1't:.
CGI. NT~"\~ v..> Tt & ,
23,30

~,& -

B.G. •"<~uJltt,

Possibly read aa one word, cf. l

25f a E:(~)T6'i ~ w lT• B.G .. AC. ~\AHt ~ CGI ..
30 ~

Boi E. ...

B .. G • N ~ '{ -

co I

.. tJ w&.\ ...

~5.

Ni•"f ~ wlt 6.
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Spirit while she [ gave gloryl

to him [iind the

other perfect power, ~ he Bar1 belo, because
20 they ( ?-:} existed [ because of)

her .

~ nd aJgain she asked

to send her [an i:ndes tructibili ty, and.l he considered.

While

(!ie

considered, she appeared ;}

_! •.! • the _1ndes true ti fp 111 ty .

She _stood] with

the Thought and fl; he Fore-knowledge, while sheJ

gave

25 glory to the Invisible and the Barbelo, this One whom
ffiecause of her) they existed .
to send her an Eter [ nal

And the Barbelo asked

L{l fe .

And

the Invisible Spirit considered, and
while he considered, the Eternal Life ~ ppeared].
30 And they (?)

Gtooaj ,

giving glory

to the Invisible ~ pirit and the Bar] belo, This One
U,ecause of) whom they existed .
to send her the tpruth.
considered .

And)

And again she asked

the Invisible Spirit

The Truth appeared.

35 And they stood .

They gave glory to the Invisible

18f . B.G. "and the perfect power."
19f. B.G. "they existed" (I Perf . ); CGI .

(II Perf . )

25f.

11 they

existed 11 so CGI ..

11 he

existed"

B ..G. "she existed . "

30 "they (?) stood" B.G. 11 they were standing"
CGI. 11 he was standing . "
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Spirit which is

[ • • • J and the Barbelo , this One

because of whom they existed.

This is the Pentad

of Aeons of the Father who is the First
Man, the Image of the Invisible Spirit .
5 This is the Fore -T hought, which is Barbelo,
And the Thoueht with the Fore -Knowledge and
the Indestructibility, and the Eternal Life and
the Truth .

This is the Aeonic Pentad of Male-

Female which is the Aeonic Decad, which is
10 the Father] .

And he looked into the Barbelo

in the pure light surrounding the .i.nvisible
• • • • • brightness .

Spirit

• • • • • •]

or)

And she said

. ...

he (?} begat a spark of light in Light

the like Blessednesses .

15 resembling his Greatness .

This

But he

u,as)

is (!iotJ
an only begotten

of the Mother's Father, he having appeared

• • • • • • ... ) he alone .

thej

Father

{1n

The only begotten of

thej pure light.

ure

rejoiced

1 Traces seem to preclude "which existed with."
One would expect something like "Virgin Spirit . "
2 Original "she" corrected to "they . 11
12 Possibly "and his rays/brightness . "
14f . B .G . "he was not of even birth with her . "
CGI . omits "but 11 and "with her . 11
17 Phps .

11 who

is his only begot ten ."

Cf . John l: 18
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namely , the Invisible, Virgin Spirit,
20 over the light which was existing, which
first appeared through the first Power
of anointing {?)

• • • • • • • • This is the Barbelo .

And he anointed him with the Goodness
of anointing{?) until he became perfect, he having
25 no defect of Goodnesses because he anointed him
with the & oodnessJ

of the Invisible Spirit.

And he stood before him, pouring
upon his head an (? intment] •

And when he received

from the Spirit • • • • • • • • to the Holy Spirit
30 and the perfect Fore - thought through the Spirit .
And he gave glory to the Holy (spirit]

and the

perfect Fore -Thought, this one who appeared
because of her .

And he asked to send him a fellow -

creation which is the Mind .

And he considered in

35 • • • • • • • • • • • • namely, the Invtsible Spirit.
22 Perhaps "which is the Fore-thought . 11
23

11 anointed 11

cf . G. of Truth 36-:16- 19 (CGPI. 5:16-16)

26 "goodness" B.G. 11 Christ . 11 The abstract form shows
Till 1s alternative 11 good 11 is correct .
28 "ointment"'- perhaps "water" could be read .
a symbol of the Holy Spirit .
29 Perhaps "the ointment, he gave glory . "
35 Traces could read "the thought .... 11

It is

,.
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The Mind appeared, and he s;tood
with the Christ, giving glory to him and
the Barbelo .
in silence .

But these all were
And the Thought wished

5 through the Word of the Invisible Spirit
to create a work .
for a work .

And his desire was

And he appeared with

the Mind, and the Light giving glory to him .
And the Word followed after the Will,
10 for because of the Word, the Christ, the divine
self-begotten one created the All (the universe?) .
But the Eternal Life in his Will, and the Mind
and the Fore-knowledge stood, they
glorified the Invisible Spirit and the
15 Barbelo , for because of her they existed .

And the

Holy Spil"'it perfected the self-begotten God,
his {?) Son with the Barbe lo,
1 Till {B.G~ 31:8) thinks that text has erroneously
inserted the Achmimic imperfect before the regular
perfect . CGI. "he was standing . 11
2 A new sentence be~ins after "silence" (contra B.G.
"and a Thought . The Invisible Spirit appeared ••• 11 )
because the conjunction usually joins clauses and
otherwise "mind" of 1. 1 would be subject of verb
"wished" contra 1 . 7f .
17 Possibly "his son . 11

B.G. "the son of the Barbelo -. 11
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~"< It ._1 po. C. T • C. 1 r. Fi\ 1\ o C':{ e 1 c l ) ii• i o P•T• H R II"~ •
Perhaps read 'ff fllo(cr 6'(lw
as tr. ot \(•\', "even "
22 One would expect II Perf. (B.G. N1•'-t'(\\&"\ ) or
im.pt. instead of
but lacuna 1a too 1hort ,

C.•'11Kw ,

29 H.J .P. suggests
~u> M "t'"\ pt. N.

(1t~ E:To'<1N~

- B.G. lt•'t° ~Tea'i fltC -

31 tTf:- Orj gin-il has an ~ corrected to ~ at second
6. Perhaps scribe started to write e:-T4'(,
:32

i,T;;; through rn"'Too'( •
O~lN ll')f:"\'"\TOO'{, CGI.

B.G.

,1T•T'i

t•lM ff1'

~"({tf o'(T,

ti.fflt.1.opll'•N

(t.J•~

~rtJct

itt'i~f
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Plate 55
so that he stood before the great One, & ven1

(?)

the Invisible, Virgin Spirit .
2o J3U t the self-begotten God, the Christ, it is who
honored him with a greijt voice .
through the Fore-Thought

Qre1

appeared

And the Invisible,

Virgin Spirit placed the
self-begotten, true God over the Universe .
25 And he made subordinate to him all

Power and the Truth which is in it
so that he should know the All (Universe), this One
whom they called from the G, eginning)
every name . 11

G:s that

For the name

"Exalted above

which they} shall

30 speak it to those who are worthy of it o

For from

the Light which is the Christ, and the Indestructibility, through

• • • •

•

of the Spirit of four

Lights, through the self-begotten r:od .
He expected to cause them to stand
18 B.G. 11 for he stood before him, the eternal,
Virgin, Invisible Spirit . " CGI. "to a standing
to the great(?) Invisible Spirit . "

26 B.G. 11 He caused the truth which is in it to be
subordinate to him. 11
28f.

11 Exalted 11 -

-uca.r.

11 Ba'al

cf. Phil . 2:11, O.T. "God most high .. "
Puissant . "

32 B .G. 11 through the Light-God the four . • 11
CGI. "through the God of the Invisible Spirit his

four .

&

11
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1 B.G .. NTu:iO'°\NT'f: - Till suggests :reading t"HT
~ol'\tJT,. He quotes Irenaeus in SJ;ppo:rt .
The A~
may have replaced an original k-\ = Till 'a i"\~,
Other-wise it seeras superfluous.
13-35 The remairi~er of the plate is ve:ry faded and
difficult to :read, but reconst~1ction• a:re
reaeonably certain by comparison of clear
letters with closely parallel te~t of B.GQ
16 -r[1.~Af4. - Perhaps lacuna is not large enough
f o r t hi l!I so could be read [,tt.) .
j
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before him.

But (?) (and) the three (are?) the Will ,

the Mind , and the Life .

But the four

powers (are) the Wisdom, the Grace, the Perception,
the Understanding .

But the Grace exists with

5 the Light-Aeon, Harmozel
is the first Angel.

who

But the other three Aeons

a.re with the Aeon~ The Grace ,
The Truth , The Form .

But the Second Light,

Oroiel, it is who was set over
10 the second Aeon .

But the other three

Aeons with him are the Thought, the Understanding ,
the Memory .

But the third Light

is Daveithe who was set
over the third Aeon.

But the other three

15 Aeons with him are the \II isdom,
the Love , the As pee t .

The four th

Aeon was set over the four th
Light, ~l leth .

But the other three

l B.G. "(and) to the three ." Irenaeus. "de thelemate rursus et aeonia zoe quutuor emiss'Iones
fa'c'tas ad suoministra tionem qua tuor luminibus ."

II
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Aeons with him (are) the Perfection,
2o the Peace, the Wisdom ..

These are the four

Lights which stood before the self-begotten God .
These are the twelve Aeons which stood
with the Son of the Great One, the Self -begotten Christ,
through the good will of God, the Invisible Spirit .
25 These are the twelve Aeons belonging to the
Son, the self-begotten One .

And the All

strengthened upon the Will of the Holy Spirit
through the Self-begotten .
the LJ" irs t Knowledge)
30 the Power • • •

But through

and the Perfect Mlnd,

in (?) the Will of the Invisible,

Perfect One and the Will of the Self-begotten
Perfect Man, the First Revelation,
and the Truth(?) .

The Virgin Spirit said,

" Call him J • • • • • •
35 Adam' 11

•

And he set him over

21 "self-begotten"

B.G .

11 self-be getter 11

23 "self-begotten"

B . G.

11 self-begetter"

25 B.G. omits "These are • "
33 B.G. "He gave his name ••• 11 CGI. "They called his
n8J!1.e 'Adamas.'" H • .T.P . 11 it is which he called ••• "
34f. I have no suggestion .

B.G .

11

Adam 11

CGI.

11 Adamas."
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Plate 57
the First Aeon with the Great One, the Self-begotten,
the Christ, with the first Light, Harmozel,
and his powers existing with him.
And the Invisible One gave to him a spiritual,
5 unconquerable pov,er .

And he spoke,

he praised and blessed the Invisible
Spirit, saying , "Because of you the All
became and the All shall return to you.
And I shall bless and give gl ory to you and
10 the Self - begotten and the Aeon--The Three: the
Father, the Mother , the Son- -the perfect Power."'
And he set his son Seth over the second
Aeon, before the second Light,
Oroiel .

But in the third ~ eon

15 the seed of Seth was set over
the third Light, Daveithe .
But (?) the souls of the Holy Ones were set up .
But in the fourth Aeon were set up
1 "great"' B. G adds 11 God. '1 11 the self-begotten"- B.G .
"the self-oogetter . " CGI. 11 the self-begotten God . 11
4 "the invisible"- B.G . adds "Spirit. 11
10

11 the 'three" are (1) The Father:v ou (1 . 9)=the Invisible Spirit , (2) The Son: the Self-begotten=
Christ, (3) The Mother:the Aeon=Barbelo .

12 B.G. omits t•over • • • • before."
17 B.G. 11 the seed of Seth, the holy Souls, these
which exist eternally in the third Light . "
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Plate 57
the souls of those [!ho were]
2o p1eroma .

ignorant of the

And they did not repent speedily,

but they remained for a while, and
afterward they repented .
four th Light , ~le leth .

They were with the
These were some

creatures giving glory to the Invisible Spirit .
25 But the Wisdom of the Thought , being an Aeon,

she meditated within herself, with the thinking
of the Invisible Spirit, and
the Fore - Knowledge .

She wan [!;ed to]

show forth

an image out of her without (?) • • • •

of the Spirit .

30 He did no agree • • • • • • • • her(?} yokefellow

and without his t hought .

But the face of her

husband did not consent .
Therefore she did not find her union{?) .
But she intended (thought) without the Will of the Spirit
35 and (without) the knowledge of her union .

She brought forth .

19 "of thoae ••• ignorant . "- B.G . " who knew"
21

11 afterward 11 -

B . G.

11

but at last . 11

23f. "these ••• creatures"- B.G. "whom he bound to him. "
CGI 11 They were bound to that place . "
29 Perhaps read "union" in the lacuna .
32 "husband"- literally "her manhood . "
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But because of the irresistable power within her,
her thought was not idle.

And

an imperfect work appeared from her,
and dif faring from her form,
5 because she created it without her yokefellow .

And it was a non-form ~o the likeness of its
mother, it being in another form.

But when she saw

her desire, it was in an altered, dragon
form (with) the aspect of a lion~

But his eyes

10 were like the lightning flashes when they give
light.

She cast it away from her to the outside

of those places, so that no one of
the immortals should see it, because she made it
in an ignorance .

And she surrounded it

15 with a Light-Cloud.

And she placed a throne

in the midst of the cloud so that no one
should see it except the Holy Spirit
who is called "The Mother of the Living Ones."
But she called his name,

1

Yaldabaoth.

1

This One

4 "differing"- ••form"- B.G. "hateful(?) in his
likeness .. " CGI. 11 his form is not in her form."
6 "was ••• likeness"- B.G. "he was not like the likeness. 11 CG'I., 11 he was not in the type of the likeness of the Mother. 11
18 CGI adds 11 all" after 11 the Mother of. 11
"Zoe, the Mother of everyone."

B.G.

10
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for the occurence of l~ pM6C as second power one

would certainly fill in lacuna with 1t.

:31 KWl(T) , so B .G. But Till querlea whether or not
1 t should be e tricken and read aa CGII. (Dores se I

-

32 M 6

~ \ - Perhaps part or proper name.
Note a u_per•
linear etroke. Traoea or lacuna look like 8 P •
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20 is the first Archon, this one who received great
power from his mother .
withdrew from her.

Arrl he

And he removed

frorn the places where he had been born.
took possession(?) .

He

He made for himself other

25 Aeons in a flame of fiery light, which exists
now.

And he was stupefied in his madness

which is upon him.
powers for himself .
is

1

Athoth . '

30 ca 11 him

1

•

And he begat
The firs, indeed, his name

This one mom the generations (of men)
• • •

~he second is 'Harmas,'

who has the eye of fire .
is 'Kalila ' • • • •

The third

The f onrth is 'Yabel.'

The fifth is 'Adonaiou,' who is called
1

Saba5th . '

The sixth is 'Cain,'

35 this one whom the generations of men call

'Ra . '

The seventh is 'Abel .

is 'Abrisene . '

1

The eighth

The ninth is ' obel . '

26 "stupefied"- B.. G. "joined."
30 The Egyptian God Thoth is equated with Greek
Hermes.
31

fire 11 - so B.. G. but Till, following CGII . , would
emend to tt jealousy . 11
11
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The tenth is

1

Armoupieel.'

is 'Melcher Adonein . '
is

1

Beliae .'

of Hades .

The eleventh

The twelfth

This it is who is over the pit

And he appointed seven kings,

5 one for each firmament of the heaven, over

the seventh ( ! ) heaven, and five over the pit of the Abyss,
so that they should reign .
of his fire .

And he distributed on them

But he did not send forth

the Light -Power which he received from
10 his Mother .

For he is a darkness of ignorance.

But the Light, when it mixed with the Darkness,
enlightened the Darkness .

But when the Darkness mixed

with the Light, it darkened the Light, and it became
neither Light or Darkness, but it became
15 weak (?).

The Archon, therefore, which is weak (?)

has three names.

The first is Yaldabaoth.

The second is Saklas .
Samael.

'I'he third is

But this one is impious in his madness .

2 Cf. Commentary, infra, p . 193f. for discussion of
~,1elcher Adonein . - - 5 B. G. simply "over the heavens."
7

11

distrihlted, 11 so CGI ..

B.G.

11

he appointed . "

.,
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which is in him ~

For he said ,

2o "I am God, and there is not another God
except me , " he b eing in ignorance.

He did not

strengthen the place from whence he came .

And

the Archons made seven powers for the~, and the
powers made for themselves six angels

25 for each one until they made 365 angels .
But these are the names of the bodies .
first is Athoth .

He has an aspect of a sheep .

second is Eloaiou o

The

He has an aspect of a Typhon .

The third is A.s taphaios .

He has the aspect of
He has the aspect of a

The fourth is Yao .

30 a hyena .

The

dragon with seven heads .

The fifth is Saba o th .

He has the aspect of a dragon .
He has the aspect of an ape .

The sixth is Adonin .
The seven th is Sabbade .

He has the aspect of a fire which lightens .
35 the Hebdomas of the week .

These are

But Yaldabaoth

had manifold faces,
24 "powers"
28

11 Typhon 11 -

.!..·!:..•
B.G.

seven angels, cosmocrators .
11 donkey

30f. 11 has ••• heads 11 aspect . "
33

11 ape 11 -

34 B. G •

11 f

CGI.

. 11
11 wi

th a lionlike dragon

B .•G. "partridge" unless
la.me of f 1 re • "

=

CGI. "ape . "

••
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he being ~laced over them all
so that he should wear a face before
them all according to his desire, he being
in the midst of Seraphim

He divided

5 upon them some of his fire .

Ther-efore

he ruled over them, because of the glorious
power in him of the light of the

1-1other

.

Therefore he called himsel
" God . 11

But he did not have confidence

10 in the place whence he proceeded .

And

he mixed with the powers which were
beneath him seven powers in his
thought .

And while he spoke, it happened .

And he named the power "The Power • 11
15 from above .

He began

The first, indeed, is

the Goodness, with the first

1 Athoth.'

The second is the Fore-thought with
the second 'Eloaio .

1

The third

3 B.G. "his pleasure"- CGI. "his c'l.esign . " Other
texts omit "he being in the midst of Seraphim "
9f . Jonas trans lat es B ~G. , (from German?) "renouncing the substance ( uTI o crt:, tf" '.J ) from which he
had issued . 11
11

11 m1xed"-

B.G . "he united."

18 Gloss reads "the flecond is the godhead with .... "
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is 'Astraphaio . '

The fourth is the

z-o Lordship, with the fourth, 'Ya~.,
The fifth is the Kingdom, with the
fif th,

1

Sanbaoth . '

The sixth is the Envy, with

the sixth, 'Adonein '

The seven th is

the Wisdom, with the seventh,
25 'Sabba.teon .

1

But these have

a firmament (In) every Aeonic heaven .

These, indeed,

were given names according to the glory of the nonhea venly, to the first (?) • • • power .

But the

names which were given them by (?) their Chief-begetter
30

strengthened them.

But the names given unto them

according to the glory of the non-heavenly
were to them for a destruction and a powerlessness to
them so that they bore two names

But in every

way he adorned him according to the likeness
35 of the first Aeons which came into existence so that he
21 "kingdom"- B.G . "the fire ."
22 'fire"- B.G. "understanding."
26

Ae onic 11 - B. G..
likeness ."

11

11

and an Aeon accorcling to the Ae onic
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should create them in the imperishable form .

But not

that he saw the imperishable, but the Power
which is in him, which he received frorn
his Mother, when she bega t in him the 1 ikeness of
5 the Proper One .

But seeing the creation surrounding

him, and the multitude of angels wheeling around
him, those who existed through him, he said
to them, "I am a

jealous God, and there is no

other God except me . tt

But this he

10 proclaims, signifying to the angels

existing under him that there is another God .
For if no other existed, of whom
shall he be jealous?

to go to and fro .

The Mother, therefore, began

She knew the defect, when the

15 brightness of her light waned.

And she was

darkene& because her yoke-fellow did not
agree with her."
11 0

But I said,

Lord, what does it mean, she stirred ? 11

But he

Bf. Ex. 20t5, Isa. 45~5.

13 "go to and fro. 11 Till translates Gr. of B.G .
11 to move . 11
CG-PI. uses same verb in 1. 13 & 18.
15 "waned"- cf. M. Ps. Bk. "waning or diminution .. "
The Coptic words are the same as "defect" (1. 14)
and 0 waned . 11
18 Lit. "what is it--she went to and fro?"
Lk. 8:9 "What mieht this parable be?"

Cf.
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laughed .

zo (1 t

He said, "Do not think that

is) as Hoses said-: 'over the

waters.

1

It is not l

But when she had seen

the evil existing, and the form which her
son received, she repented .

And a forgetfulness befell her in the darkness of
25 the ignorance .

And she began to be ashamed

in an agitation.
fro .

But the agitation is the going to and

But the Self-willed One took a power from

his Mother

for he wqs acting in ignorance, for

he was thinking that the re is no [ one exis ting1 except
30 his Mother alone .

-

But '(he saw]

the multitude

of angels, these \.?hom he created j
himself, therefore, over them .

He exalted

But when the Mother

knew the garment of the darkness that
he wets not perfect, she knew, therefore,
35 that her yoke - fellow did not

consent with her .

She repented

19 "Do not think'' - B. G. "Are you thinking • • • ?"
24 "forgetfulness • • • her . "- B .. G.

11 while

she went to

and fro . 11
25 "she began"- so B.G.
26 "an agitation" - B.G.

CGI.
11

11 she

was first. II

to return . 11

29 "one existing" - so H.J . P .
31 "exalted"- B.G.
33

11 garment"

- R. G.

11 he
11

was victorious . ti

abortion . "
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0...

Omitted 1n B.O.

8 ~ - Om1aa1on or N in II Pert. attested i n I V.
Cent. cf. lCahle, I. P• 158. Ct. iltll.
9 lfE:.C.\t:ITc\- CGI. N~~
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·
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Plate 62
wit h a great weeping.

And they heard

the plea of her repentance.

And the entire Pleroma

brought a blessing upon her
from the Invisible, Virgin Spirit.
5 The Holy Spirit poured upon her ( a Spirit)
from their full Pleroma.
For her consort came to her a gain.
But he came down to her from the Pleroma
that he might correct her defect.

And she was ( not

10 brought up to her own Aeon

bu t to the Heaven of her son so that she should
be in the Nonad until she corrected her defect.

And a voice came from the exalted Aeonic
"Heaven: "'The '.'1an exists and the
15 Son of Man. n

But the first Arc hon, Yaldabaoth,

he ard, thinking that the voice
was from his Mother .
5 B.G. adds "a Spirit" after ~upon her. 0
7 "again" instead of negative.
9 "her defect "- CGI. "their defect." " (po "so B.G . This emendation seems required by the
neg. particle and the adversative 11 but 11 of 1. 11 ..
13 "from" through "heaven" omitted in other texts.
16 B.G. "The voj.ce is not a coming ••• 11 CGI • "the
voice came lfrom the Mother." (reconstruction by
present edit or.)
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N4'f <.\'trME:poc. TH\)q MlfC.~Mlt\TNf:
o'(oE;.IN

a.'<UJ 1:Bo~ 2•TM

2f?)~·i (~
23.f.

1ro~o(:-1N ~'<N~'(

tr Moo'{ ~ ltT'(ltO C. NT

i~ ... i•111Ap.,AC.
missing from C~I.

'=~'-\P

c.' KW N

B.G. M1f\Ct-\oT

~•'fpw~ t,

?4-30 4"fu.> to NT4 po'( - Not in R.G. or CGI.
30 Phps. ~ 4'<)~.
4'(k~'t~Nt'<t.

~1•~0'( - B.G. 6C.~4T0Wf:-'(~ , co·

3l1"Hpo'( - B.0. TC.t.~~E:

Nt'LO~C\6.

31-33 c.\'fN6'( to (\'{N~'( - not in E .G. or CGI.
32 'ltl'TN'-- This form attested in M. Ps. Bk. 21 0:5 .
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and whence it came he did not know.

And

the holy Mother's Father showed them .
20 And the Perfect One, the complete Forethought,

the image of the Invisible who is the Father

of the All, this One in whom the All existed,
the First Man., because in a manly type he
re vealed his likeness .
25 t he Aeon of

And

{t he) First Archon trembled all over .

And the foundations of the abyss stirred, and
fr om the waters, those which are over
the matter, the (man of?) the abyss enlightened(?)
through their • • • • his image which
30 appeared.

All the pcwers when they

• • • • • •

considered (or, gazed) and (the

Protarchon, they saw

the entire portion of the (man of the ?) abyss as it/he
enlightened.

And through the light they saw

in the water a type of the image .
23f. "in ••• type" - missing from CGI.
24-30

11 and II

26

11 stirred 11

27

11

up to

11 when 11 -

not in other texts.

cf . note at 47:33 .

over" cf • Gen • 1 : 7 •

28 Cf . Rev . 11:7?
30 Phps .
31-33

1}.t.

11 they

And .

saw" to

"all"- B.G. "seven."
11

they saw"- not in other texts .

34 Cf. Jonas, p . 161 for motif of mirror image, and
infra, 21lff .
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3. ff~l1nlt, 1'3 .Q. ~i, rr11we 1 CGI. better
12f. nt-,r•N

Jrt'f tlNE .

to io"fot-,--,1 uG. nP•M "nM Mij T61,\

fota. ~'16- OJ"' rt E

H•.,

ii 0'(0Es1N

14. lt\ii°~p"CTOC. J: .3. TkiTNo1Tt. After each or41•
n al B.S. inserts 1r,/T". Instead of 6&'T6 NI O
!3 .(;. has •'t'l''f t K

H...

T '.

15. r11pot110,o B.C.Tftl\~~~
t'OCw?T,18. T,-Jl',o••c-

17 .Tll'•TtJo'CT"9 B.C.
B.9. TlrroNolcl.
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And he said to ~ he} Powers which were under him,

"Let us come and create a man according to
the image of God and according to our likeness
so that his image shall be for us a light. 11

5 And they created by their mutual powers

ac cording to the features which had been given them.
And each one of {;he)

Powers made a feature in

the type of the image, which each one had seen

in his soul.

He created an essence

10 according to the likeness of the First Perfect

1v1an.

And they said: "Let us ca 11 him

'Adam' so that his name ·shall be to us
a

Light-P.ower. 11

And the Powers began-:

the first, the Goodness, created
15 a bone soul .

The second, the Forethought,

created a sinew soul .

The third,

the Divinity, created a flesh-soul.
The fourth is the Lordship.

It created

3 "our likeness."- B.G. "and the likeness"- CGI.
11 his 1 ikene ss."
12

11 his name ••• Light"- B.G. "The name of this one
and his power shal 1 be for us a Light. 11

14 "Goodness"- B.G, "Divinity."

B.G. reads

11

After the ordinals
he/she is a soul of ••• 11

15 "Forethought"- B.G. "Messiahship. 11

17 "Divinity"- B.G.
18

11 Lordship 11 -

11 the

fire" cf. n. 63:21.

B.G. "Forethought."
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Plate 63
a marrow soul .
20 Kingdom .

The fifth is the

It created a blood soul .

sixth is the jealousy (?) .
soul..

The

It created a skin

The seventh is the "lisdom .

a hair soul .
before him.

It created

But the multitude of nngels stood
They l"ece i ved from the

25 seven Powers the Essences
of the Psychical, so that they should create
the articulation of the members and the articulation
of the trunk, and the composition of the • • • of each
of the members .

The first • • • • • began to create

30 the head, Eterathao • • • • •

its head, Meniggesstr~eth .
our heads, Asterechmen.
Easpomacham .
Jerome.

•

He created

He created

The right eye ,

The left eye,

The right ear, Bissoum.

35 The left ear, Aki ore im

The nose,

21 "jealousy"- B.G. "Intelligence" Phps . B.G. 1 s
third power- 11 fire" is to be emended to II jealousy . "
24

11

the angels" - B.G. "their angels. 11

28 H.J .P .. suggests

fit the context .

E'purpose" •

t' healing)
1

29 H.J. P. suggests " u ndeed, he begaIU•"

of" would
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P'late 64
Banenephroum .

Of the lips, Amen .

Of the teeth, Ibikan .

Of the tooth, Easiliademe .

of the aristhmion (?), Achchan, Staphule, Adaban .
Of the joints , Chaaman .
5 Archon .

The throat, Tebar .

s houlder, Heniarchon .
Abitrion .
anthen .

Of the phontulos,
Of the left

Of the left elbow,

Of the right palm, EuOf the left palm, Krus .

ha nd, Beduai.

Of the right

Of the left hand, Tremneu .

10 Of the fingers of the right hand, Balbe l .
Of the fingers of the left hand , Krima .
nails of the hands , Astrops .
Barboph .

Of the navel (?) • • • • • •

Of the diaphragm, Arachethopr .
s ide (?), Zabedo .

Of the right

Of the left temple, Arech .

15 Of the bowels, Pheaue .

Bariao .

Of the right breast,

Of the left breast, Baoum

temple, Ararim .

Of the

Of the right

Of the left side (?),

Of the left hip • • •

.....•

• • • •

•

3 "Staphule" cf . Gk . Staphulos, maternal grandfather
of Anios, king of Delos .
Cf . H. J . Rose, Handbook
of Greek Mythology (London, 1953), p . 276 .
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of the marrow , Chnoumeninorin.

zo

Of the bones,

Gmeeas ( ? ) •

Of the stomach , Agromauma (?) .

foot, Bano .

Of the lungs • • • • • • • • •

of the liver, Anesimadar .

• • •

•

Of the spleen, E. -

pithro .

Of the bowels, Bublo .

Roeuor.

Of the sinews, Taphreo .

z5 of the body , Ipouspokoba .

Of the

Of the kidneys (?}
Of the back

Of the veins,

Of the windpipe, Latotmenupe • • •

Bineborin .

Theirs are the breaths which are in every member,
or in the • •

• • • • • • • • all flesh, Bedouk •

Of the

. . . .

30 Thilo.

Of • •

Kaiochaabar .

..

• •

. . .

. . .

• • • • of •

of the leg, Asaklas .

35 •• enun .

. . .

• Gorma,

Of the right thigh, ;ebrith .

Of the left thigh, Pserem.

Ormaoth .

• the left groin(?}

Of the right kidney

The left kid ney,

Of the right knee,
Of the left knee, Knuz .

The right shin,

29 "eroin"- lit . "penis," perhaps "testicle ."

••
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bone, Tupelon .
Achlel.

The left shin bone,

The right knee, Phneme .

knee, Phiwerom .
Roabel.

Of the left

Of the right foot,

Of its toes , Trachoun .

5 l eft foot, Philma .

'Hamai.

Of the

Of its toes,

Of the nails of the feet, Labernioum.

But these are the ones appointed over a 11 these:
Athoth, Armas, Kalila, Yabel .

But those

who work part by part in the members:
10 The head, indeed, Diolimdr--aza .

I am.111eaz .

The right shoulder, Yakonib .

left shoulder, Warton .
Oudidi.

15 Leekaphar .

Odear.

The fingers of the

The fingers of the left hand,

The right breast, Barbar.

l eft breast, Imde.

The

The right hand,

The left, Arbao .

r ight hand , Lampno .

t es.

The neck,

The

The bosom, Picandrap-

The right temple, Kolae .

The left temple,

The right side, Asphiziz .

The left

8. Cf. 58 :29-32 for these 11 powers . 11 Perhaps three
more names should be added. Cf . textual note.
15

11 bre as

t 11 - distinguished from

11 bos

om.
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Plate 65
s ide, Sunogchouta .

The bowels, Arouph.

20 rts bosom, Saba lo.
charc harb.

The right thigh,

The left thigh , Chedon.

All the genitals, Bathinoth.
leg, Chouz .

The left leg , Charcha .

The right thigh , Aroer .
25 Toechea.

The le ft thigh.,

The right knee , Aol.

knee, Charaner .
Basten .

The left

The right foot

Its toes, Archentechtha.

le ft foot, Mar • • • eunth .
Abrana .

The right

The

Of its toes,

They were • • • • • upon

30 a l l these, i.e . the seven: Michael , Oriel,
Asmenedas, Saphastoel, Aarmouria e l ,
Ri chram, Amiorps .

And those who are , over the

senses, Archendekta.

And the one over the

pa ssions, Deitharbathas .
35 • • • • • • • Oumrnaa •

And the one over the

And the one over the • • •

28 Perhaps "Mareghsheunth .

11

29 Perhaps " But seven were appointed over all these . "

Or uThe seven worked over all these . "
31 E-mend to 11 Armoupiael 11 ?
33f . "senses , " "passions "- Cf . Poimandres, 24, speaking of the ascent of the soul: " your f o:bmer
character • •• you hand over to the demon, and your
bodily senses return to their respedt ive sources •• ~"
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Plate 66
Aachiaram.

And he who is over all the impulse,

Riaramnacho .

But the source of the daimons

which are in the whole body, rour are designated!
a fever, a cold , a chill, a parching .
5 But the Mother of them all is the
1,1a tte r .

Bµ t Philoz opha is the Lord over

t he fever .

But Oroorrothos is the Lord

over the cold .

But Erimach~ is the Lord

over the parching .
10 over the chill .

But Athuro is the Lord

But the Mother of all these

s tanding in their midst , Onorthochrasaei,
s he being undesignated, and she mingles
with them all .

And this one , truly, is the Matter,

f or by her are nourished the four
15 chief dai~ons ! Ephememphi is the non-delight .
T~kO is the non- desire .
Nenent~phni is the non- sorrow .

Blaome n

•• w= .

~

J'-. . .

--
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Plate 66
i s the non- fear .

But the

Esthensisouch-Epiptoe {?) .

other of all them (is)
But from these four

2o daimons passions were existing .
From the sorrow: an ill will, a jealousy,
a pain, a trouble, a quarrel, a nonr ee;:retfulness, a sorrow, a grief, and the
r est.

But from the delight much

25 evil is wont to be, and the vain
gl ory, and like things .
But from the desire: a wrath , an anger,
and a (rage, and

al

passion which is bitter,

and an U-n1 satiability, and like things .
30 But from the fear: a consternation , a
cajolery(?), an agony, a shame .

But all these

(are) like some good and (some) evil .
But the ':'hought of their truth is • • • • • °'
which is the head of the material soul,
6"

lT4 9 oJ" has here the
wider sense of Classical Gr . which it does not
have in the N . T . Cf . Trench, S~non~s of the New
Testament (London, 1901), P • 30 .
- -- -

20 "passions"- Strangely enough

31 "caj olery 11 - This suits con text better than the

literal "flattery . "
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for she exists with the Esthesisouch-Epiptoe (?) .
This is the number of the angels
altogether, making three hundred sixty five .

They

all having worked on it until it was completed
5 by them, member by member, namely (the) psychic
and the material body .

For others are

over the rest of the emotions
which I did not tell to you .

If you

want to know them, it is written down in the
10 book of zoroastros .

But all the angels

and daimons worked
until they had set in order the psychic body .
And their snake

('2) was wholly slothful

and motionless for a long time .
15 But when the Mother wished to take
t he power which she had given to the First
Arch on, she asked the Mother I s Father of

3 B.G. reads "three hundred sixty. 11
6 The

'material body" is still im-material.

l o An Apocaltpse of Zoroaster was found at Nag
Hammadi,

ut isstlll unpublished .

Cf. infra,

p . 203f .

13 "snake"- For the Gnostic motif of Adam created
as a motionless, wormlike being, cf . Infra, pp .
158f . , 199 .
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the All, the exceedingly gracious one .

He sent

fi ve (?) lights by the holy decree
20 down upon the place

First Archon .

(?) of the angels of the

They advised him so that they

s hould bring forth the Power of the Mother, and they
sa id to Yaldabaoth,

'Breathe into his face

of your spirit, and his body

25 shall arise . '

And he breathed into

him his spirit which is

of his Mother .

the Power

He did not know that he was

i n an ienorance .

And the Power of the

Mother went forth from
30 Ye.ldabaoth into the psychic body
which they had made according to the likeness of the
One existing from the beginning.
i t found strength .

The body moved and

And it shone .

And also they were jealous in that hour,
18-20 These lines seem to be corrupt, and must await

publication of all the texts for correction .
18

11 five"

cf. 55-:32 which indicates that
the correct number .

11 four 11

is

20 "place"- Probably an error for "type, form."
22 "bring forth" - D. G .. and CGI. add "from him. tt
24 "spirit"- Phps.

simply "breath" which was a life
index and would create life in the lifeless form .

31 "likeness" i.e. the archetype .
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1• 8 .

--

,

the remaining powers, because, verily, he existed

t hrough them all .

And they gave their

power to the Man .

And his wisdom was stronger

than those who had made him, and greater
5 t han the First Archon .

But when they knew

t hat he shines, and he thinks more (thoughts)
t han they , and that he is free from evil, they
to ok him, they cast him into a place which is
be low all matter .

But the Blessed One, the Mother's

10 Father, the Benef icient One, and the Compassionate
One had compass ion upon the power of the ,fother
which was brought forth from the First Arc hon .
Moreover, that they should have power over the
psychic body and the perceivable .

And he

15 sent out by his Beneficent Spirit
and his abundant Mercy, a
helper for Adam, a Thought of Light .
This is one (taken) from him, who was called

Zoe
6

11

(Life) .

But this one assists the whole

th1n~s " - B. G.

11

he is wiser" - CGI ..

11

he was wiser . "
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zo

cr eation, she suffers with him, and she sets him
up in his Pleroma .

And she teaches him

concerning his coming down with the
seed (?} .

She teaches him the way he ascends,

t he way on which he came down .

And

25 t he Thought of Light is hidden in Adam

so that the Archons should not know,

bu t that the Thought should be a correction
of the defect of the Mother .

And the man

appeared because of the Light-Shadow
30 which is in him .

And his thought

was exalted above all those mo created him .
When they looked to the heaven, they saw
t hat his thought is exalted .

And they made a

plan with all the Archontic and the
35 Angelic beings .

They took a fire and earth

se ts up"- cf . textual note . Both verbs have
this meaning, cf . also 70:17 .

20

11

21

11 Pleroma 11

B.G.

11

in his own perfect temple . "

22f. 11 seed 11 - B .. G. and CGI.. 11 defe ct II which should
be read here . See textual note .

23 "he ascends"- B.G. "of his ascent . "
27

a correction"- B .. G. and CGI. "she shall correct" .
cf . textual note to 1 . 20 .

35

11

11

fire" instead of Till's emendation to "spirit . "
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*~

~,n .

l TW - H .J.P. aeea a auperl1near 2 not via 1bl• 1a .,_
copy. B.G ...1t'\o'ft? , CGI. t•\f~•"(~ K · • ct. D bl•,
I, 96, 14:7 tor K •
Ct. 1tl Q ,
Sp . g1fll
no Egyptian antecendent.
T
•

er.

2 6'< ~WC'l-, B.O. t1TWCS'4:

7

After

11•1il B.o.

8 M1tk.~Kt, so
,·

MN n It~~ t:.
I

I Or1g1ul r••· 'TKWtT•

reads tTt: 'l'o'i ••

c.o.I.

which Till eaenda to rollalf , .,.
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and water .

They mixed (?) them with each other

and the four flaming winds .

each other .
turbance .

And they buffeted

And they made a great disAnd they confined it within

5 t he sh~dow of death so that they should form
agE!_in from the earth and the water and the fire.
And the wind is from the material which

is the ignorance of the Darkness, and the
de sire, and their different spirit, which is
10 t he tomb of the reformed body,
t his which the robbers put over man,
t he bond of forgetfulness .
a man subject to death .

And this one was

This one it is who came

down at the first, and (is) the first division .

But

15 the Thought of Light which is in him,
she it is who aroused his thought .

And the Archons brought him.
him in Paradise .

They put

And they s a.id to him,

2 "buffeted"-- B.G. "joined, united ."
7 B. G.. 11 the wind which is-- 11 - Lines 6-9 present difficulties in syntax so translation is provisional ~
8 Or, following Till , "ignorance and the darkness . "
9

14

11 diff erent 11 - B .. G,. 11 opposed," CGI .. 11 imitation . "
Jonas translates it 11 c ounterfeit . 11
11 division 11 -

cf . P .S. 131:12 .

...
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N~pt<1 6'<W lt~'1 l(o pn-o C. iff: fl"~O'( d '(
3 5 w o'(e;rra91 Mid lrl: ~~"f C.trep~\\ 4'(VJ

E."\to'iw
19

f:~o}.. ,~ lt'Ko.~E:

e>"'(l&Jfol\ ••••

ff.•\

'ft~

c.'f t. P\.\ f:

tl~TX.\

• B. G. o1TP'i

tH

trrE:.
tl6"\ T.,

tT~

~6:: 4:4 ,6it41'4 MkO'-'\ •

20 C.6~, unattested by Crum. t.6 (S}, C~ I~ (A }(M .Ps. Bk)
22 tJo'(- so CGI., B.G. rtfl'( (sing.I) with pl. part icle ....
27-29 B.G. llt'M'<C.'Tt\i)lo,J ~"«6''-IW~i it•i t{~ 1l ~ MN11•
~,t-\0N ~ l t ~ ~'t~OlT 1:1•~ H'Zt\iO'C frTp t4tK oT'4
t8o~ .lf: W'°'(ttJe,· ~ct''{AWK n'~~N Kt4t-\o1 o"t T.. t\•
t'\UU:: TtG. CGI. agreaa with 9GPI in reading o'< ltfr
(1.8?) and t.Tf: (1. 29) and ~80~ ti1 #t:'f~ c~'(
( 1. 28f).
·
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•Eat that which is (here) in leisure . '

And truly

20 t heir delight is bitter, and their beauty is illicit .

But their delight is deceitful .

And their

tree:s a.re ungodliness, and their fruit
i s an irremedial pois on .
promise is death .

And their

But the Tree o~ Life

25 was placed in the midst of Paradise

But I s hal 1 teach you ( p 1 . )1
what is the mystery of their life , which
is the counsel they made with each
other, which is the likeness of their Spirit .
30 This one ' s ro ot is bittel'.', and its bl'.'anches
a re death .

Its shadow is hatred, and

de ceit is in its foliage ,
and its flower is the ointment of
wickedness , and its fruit is death, and
35 it s seed is desire , and it
be ars in the Darkness .

Those who taste

19 i . e . Of the Tree of Knowledge of Good and ~vil .
II a delight to him it is, which is this, that
~B.G.
he (Yaldaba~th) might deceive him (Adam) . "
27-29 3 .G .

the mystery of their life .
This is their
Counte:rfe it Spirit which exists by them to cause
him to turn aside that he mir)lt not know his end .
That tree is in this manner ••• " CGI. 1 . 27 11 wha t
is," 1 . 29 "which," 1 . 28f . 11 through each other . "
11
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6 B.G. 57tl3-l6 widely variant. T1ll'a correc ti on (1,15)
'2'° to ~• is confirmed by CGPI. ~fs IC.6 ~ C..
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fr om it, their dwelling place is (the)
underworld .

And the darkness is their burial place .

But that which is called by them
1T he

5 Evil,

Tree of Knowledge of Good and
1

which is the Thought of Light,

t hey remained in its presence so that he should not

100k up to his Pleroma , and that he should
know the nakedness of his unseemliness .
But I corrected them to cause them to eat .
10 I said to the Saviour,

11 0

who taught Adam to eat? "

11

And

Lord, was it not the serpent
The Saviour laughed .

He said, "The serpent taught them
t o eat from an evil of procreative desire
of the destruction so that he should
15 be come to him profitable .

And he knew that he was

not hearkening to him on account of the Light of the
Thought which is in him, which corrects him in his
t hought more than the First A:rchon .

And he

4 "knowledge"- CGI. 11 the knowledge (of the good)"
B.G. 11 to know the good . tt
8 "unseemliness" - B .G. and CGI.

11 Pleroma."

12 Sex as the sin of Eden is a. connon idea.

15

profitable 11 - i . e. by bringing more individuals
into the world-wno would be under his control .

17

11 corrects 11 B.G . "she is wiser than he . "
CGI. 11 he was (!, iserJ.11 Phps "establishes . "
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des ire d to bring out from him the power which he

SO gave t o him .
upon Adam . 11

And he brought a forgetfulness
And I said to the Savi our, "What is

the fo rgetfulness ? 11

But he said,

wrote, which you have hea :rd .

his fi rst book,
25 his se nses .
prophe t,

1

1

11 Not

as Moses

For he said in

He laid him down' but in

Por truly he said by the

I shall harden upon their

hea rts so that they shall not give heed, nor

see.

t

The the Thought of Light

hid in him .

And the Pirst Archon wished

&I to bring her forth fr om his side .
But

the Thought of Light is incomprehensible .

When the darkness pursued it, he did not comprehend

it .

And he brought forth a part of his power

from him.

And he made another moulding

S5 in the f orm of woman , according to the likeness of
the Thought which had appeared to him .
20,22

11 forgetfulness 11 -

CGI ..

11

And he

trance . 11

24 " he laid down"- B. G. " he caused him to sleep . "

25 P:robably some verb must be inserted at beginning
of t he line .
E. G. "He clothed his senses with a
ve 11. He caused the imperceiva ability to be hard ."
CGI. " He clothed his senses with imperce i veabili ty .
32 ~he did not comprehend "- B.G . " he was not able to

comp rehend . "
34

1t
11 ~ 0 ulding 11 -

Cf . John 1:5 .

phps . "vessel" (of clay) , cf . Mandaea.n
am a Mana . " Phps . cf . G. Th . Logia # 97 .

11
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br ought the portion which he had taken from the
pawer of the man into the image of the womanhood .
And not as Moses said,

rhiS rib."

And he saw the woman with him.

5 But at once the Thought of Light
appeared .

She took a.way the

ve il which is upon his mind,
and he sobered from the drunlcenness of darkness .
And he knew his likeness .

And he said,

10 ' This is now a bone of my bones,
an d a _·r1esh of my flesh . '

'Because of this

s hall a man leave his father and his mother,
and he shall cleave to his wife.
s hall becor.ie one flesh .

1

And they two

For because (of this)

15 his consort shall be sent to him .

' And he shall leave his father and his mother ,
and he shall cleave to his wife, and they two
s hall be one flesh . '

For because (of this) his

4 "rib"- B.G . adds " He created the woman for him."
CGI. adds 0 He created a woman. He put her with him.''
8 "darkness"- CGI. "death . 11
9 "he said • • • this""Which was like him . 11

CGI . omits this and reads
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20-35 This entire passage is widely variant fr om B.G.
and perhaps is corrupt.

22 ~~• Koc- First example present editor has s ee n ot
a Gk. privative after Coptic ab1tract prefix

~r,,c.\•,

30 Looks like
corrected to t:'11'14-, but c f . NTO·
(1st. a. conj.) at end of line. Subject mus t
be 4.t,IO~ (1. 27). T~tt'IN0\6 as sufject wou l d rt·
quire ~C.Nci -. It 1a subject in BO. and CGI .

35 B .G. adds

~ 1t ~ "t i..uH(, CGI. n ~Hf lal II\~ after

Mt'"''
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consort shall be sent to him~
20 his fat her and his mother .

And he shall leave

But our sister,

the Wisdom, who had come down in an innocence
so that she should correct her defect .
Because of this she is called "Life" who is
the Mother of the living ones through the Fore-thought
25 of the Autocrat of Heaven .

And through her they

ta sted the perfect lmowledge .

I appeared

in the form of an eagle upon
the Tree of Knowledge which is the Thought
from the Fore-thought of pure light,
30 so that I should teach them, and I should arouse
them from the grave of the sleep.
were existing in a fall{en state).
the ir nakedness .

For the two
And they knew

The Thought app.eared to them,

enlightening, arousing
35 their thought .

But when Yaldabaoth knew

tha t they were removed from him,
he cursed in his land.

He found the wor.ian pre-

20-22 Evidently a verb or copula is missing from
this passage .
Cf . Ezek . 17 ~ 1-7 for eagle as symbol of
King and Saviour . Cf . Widengren, ~.~esop . Elements ,
p . 153 for Syriac and possible Ugaritic parallels .
For Ugar . cf. Gordon, U .:M. text 125 :7-9. See also
M. Ps . Bk . 100. 30, l88!2IT.

27 "eagle 11 -

- -

35 "thought"- B.G. and CGI. add "in his perfection. "
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- f"\ lost by h plography ~

For tnia p article,

cf. von Lemm, Kleine Koptische Studien, I 11 .
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paring herself for her husband.

He (Adam) was Lord

over her, he (Yaldabaoth) being ignorant of the mystery which was from the holy Counsel.
But they were afraid to blame him.

And

5 he appeared with his angels in the

i gnorance existing in him.

And

he cast them out of Paradise .

And

he clothed them wi t h a blackness of darkness.

And

the First Archon saw the Virgin
10 standing with Adam, and that the Thought of Living

Light had appeared in her .

And Yaldabaoth was fille d with ignor~nce.
But when the Fore - thought of the All knew,
she sent certain ones, and they wrested
15

zog' from

And the First Arc hon

Eve .

de filed her .

And he begat by her

tw o sons, the first am the second,
Eloim and Yave .

El~im, indeed, has a face of a bear,

1 Cf. Rev . 21:2
2 "to blame him," so CGI.

B.G. "to curse him."

5 11 'he appeared"- B.G. "to appear."

5t • "with his angels ••• " CGI .. "to his angels and he
cast out •• • " B.G .. 11 All his angels cast out •• •"
8

er .

II Pet. 2:4 .

18-24 The faces, characters and offices are transposed in B.G.

.
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2lf.t."\f4ttO-, CGI.4'C6lt0-, B.G. 6"\~6Q"\•

25 t'-1 Ne.'(
27

"tt.'< .a•~

~T~

C.\6

\,\- - not 1n B .0. and CGI ..
-

B.G. haa 1t and vb. 1n maao.

cot.

has vb. 1n maac. but subj. ia pert1all7 mis a1ng .

29-58 6"iT0'f No'< C. ••• tT'-'3 illc\.f:\T, widely variant
from B.G. & CGI.
32 lt\op~wN (aing. )= 5.0. ll: should read-,,= CGI . II (pl•
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but Yave has the face of a cat.

The one, indeed,

'5J 1s a righteous one, but the (other) one is unrighteous.

Yave, indeed, he set over

the fire and the wind, but Eloim he set
over the water and
the earth.

But these he called by these names,

25 1cain' and 'Abel,' seeing, therefore, his

knavery down to this day.

This cohabitation

continued through the First Archon.
And he sowed a seed of desire in
that of (the desire of?) Adam.

But he raised up through

30 cohabiting with the creature the likeness of the bodies ..
And he supplied them with his counterfeit
spirit.

But he set the two Archons (Cain and Abel)

over some dominions (Arch!), so that
they should rule over the tomb (the body).

But when

35 Adam knew the likeness of his vecy own Fore-knowledge
he begat the likeness
2lf.

11 set 11 - following B.G.
Lit. "re-established"
B.G. uses Gk. at 1. 32, but without prefix.

25 "seeing his knavery"- missing fr an B.G. and CGI.

28 For motif of Satan injecting sexual desire into
man cf. infra, p. 213.
29-32 Till translates B.G. "'so that it is one from
this substance who begat a likeness through their
false (Spirit)." He says it is corrupt.
34 For motif of body as a tomb, cf. infra, p. 223.
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of the Son of Man.

He called him., 'Seth.'

According as the generation in the Aeons., like\'Jlse
the Mother also sent down her Spirit
in the liken es a of the One who is like her., and of
5 one in the type of the One in the Ple roma, that she
should prepare a dwelling place for the Aeon to
come below.

And he made them drink a water of for-

getfulness from the First Archon so that they should
not know from whence they were.

And this

10 is the way which the seed existed for
a time., as it served so that when

t he Spirit comes down from
the holy Aeons, he shall establish it and
he will join it to the defect so that the
15 entire Pleroma shall exist., being holy and
non-defective."

"o

And I said to the Saviour:

Lord, shall all souls., therefore., be safe

within the pure light?tt

He answered,

2ff. "likewise" through "her. 11 B .G. "In this way
the mother sent the one which is hers." CGI.
"likewise they sent from the Mother her peculiar Spirit."
17

11 be safe."- B.G. "they shall live more" which
Till emends to "be saved."
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He said to me, "Some great things are they

20 which rose up in your thought.
a

For it is

difficult thing to reveal them to others

except to those who are of
t he unwavering g eneration, those upon whom the
Living Spirit shall come, and it shall be with the
25 powe r .

They shall be saved, and they shall become

perfect.

And they shall be worthy of greatness.

And they sha 11 be purified in that place from
a ll evil and the cares of lust.

Therefore, they shall not be caring for anything except
30 t o give indestructibility alone, caring for it

f rom this place, without wrath or envy or jealousy,
or lust, and the insatiety of the
Universe.

They shall not be restrained by

anything except the nature of the flesh
35 alone.

Those possessing 1 t, they a re waiting for

t he time that they should go to find their good news•
24 "shall c

B.G. 11 is wont to come." "And he
shall be"- CGI.. "and he shall be joined," B.G.
OIJE"-

tt.they having joined."
32

11 1nsatietytt·

- B..G. and CGI. "satiety."

35 Cf. I Thess. 1~10.
36 Cf. English idiom "to go to his reward."
11 and they shall be taken to /re ce 1 ved."

B.G.
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bY the takers.

These people, the ref ore, like

t hat, they are worthy of the incorruptib le ,
eterna l life, and the Call, while they endure
in t he Universe, bearing up under
5 t he Un iverse, so that they should fulfill
the go od, and they . should inherit
eterna l life. 11

I said to him, "O Lord,

t he s ouls which did n ot do these deeds,
~ wha t shall they do,,

these upon whom the Powe r

10 of t he Living Spirit came, fnamely, the SpiritJ
1

< t hat t hey also should be saved?"

He said to me,

b "Thos e upon whom that Spirit shall come,">
by all means, they shall be saved;

and the se shall pass away.

For t he

Powe r sha ll come upon all men.
For with out it . it is impossible for anyone t o
15 stand .

But after they have been begotten, then

if t he Spi rit of Life is inc r eased and
3 "Call" cf. M. p·s. Bk., index, sub. voce.
4, 5 "Universe"- B .. G. "every work."

6 11 i nheri t

11 -

cf. Luke 18 ~18 .

9 ''what s hall t hey d o ." Phps. "Whither sha l l they come ?"
CGI. "Where are their souls, or where shall t hey g o?"

lo a-b Omission is certain due to "I said 11 in 1. 7, 23
wit hout any intervening

11 he

said."

11 " s a ve d " - B.G. "live'' but cf. Till's note .
l 3 "p ower"- cf. J oel 2:28, · cts 2:17.
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the Power comes and gives strength to that •Olll
and none is able to make it go astray

•

in the works of the evil.
20 But those upon whom the counterfeit Spirit

coae,

they a re wont to be seduced
by it and are wont to err."

said,

11

•

But I

0 Lord, the souls, therefore,

of these, whenever they shall come f orth from
25 their flesh, whence shall they go?"

But he laughed,

he said to me, "The soul in whom {is) the Power
shall be more than (prevail over?) this despised Sp
For this one is strong, and it constantly f'leea
from the evil, and from
30 the imperishable death (?), it 1s wont to
be saved.
rest."

And it mall be received up to eternal

But I said,

11

0 Lord,

those who themselves did not lmow
to whom their souls belonged, where
35 shall they be?."

Arxl he said to me,

"With those in whom the despised Spirit has
26f. B.G_. 11 To a place of the soul, which is the p011er
which was greater thah ••• " Till delet es "to •
place of" and "which was•" Neither te xt as it d
stands or as emended answers the quest ion prece 28
Phps. supply 11 is 11 in 1. 26 and delete "for" 1. '
30

11 death 11 -

cf. Rev. 20~14

... 11
31 "received"- cf. I Tim. 3:16. B.G. "and they :IJ"'
bring her." CG I. "'and they sha 11 bring them•
32 "eterna 1 11 - B .G.

11

the rest of the Aeons . 11
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1nc re ased in causing them to err.
constantly depresses the soul.
seduc es it to the evil deeds.

And it

And it constantly
And it constan tly

casts it down to forgetfulness.

And afte r i t

5 ca.me f orth, it was de livered to the Powers

that existed through the Arch on.
it was bound with bonds.
into t he prison.

And

And it was cast

And it was tumed hither and yon

until it awoke from the forgetfulness.
10 received the knowledg e.

And it

And thus when

it is perfected, it is wont to be saved. 11
I said,

11

But

0 Lord, how was the soul made little

and t u r ned itself into the nature
of it s Mother or of the man?"

Then

15 he rejoiced when I asked him a bout this.

And he

said t o me, "True art thou, and blessed,
s ee i ng that thou hast urrlerstood that soul .

They go

on causing it to follow after the other in whom
5 " came"- B,.G,. "stripped naked."

8 "pri son"- i.e., the b ody, cf. commentary, i nfra,
p. 223.
- 9 " awoke"- cf. !,.. V. 29:26, 30:12.,14.
12 t•ma de little" - B. G. "became thin/delicate."
Is this passage a reflex of John 3~4?
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~Tc N4 ~wp~,, but Till suggest a homo1oteleutonc
n f'\d fTC.No ~w~, t-po4 ~
"l't-\d t:To'( N•·N•·
~w p, E-po"" ">· However, CGPI. makes sense an4

w,

eliminates the need for th1• emendation.

25 Dr. Gaster suggests f"\N'f1.t-H <f:, 1_?ov ert ~r, '' :r:1ay
reflect " ~ !I ft or a Gk. mis translation of -r l!J
in the sense of "poor" instead of "afflicted."
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is the Spirit of Life, this One through whom it is
20 wont to be saved.

It was not cast, the ref ore,

1nto another flesh."

And I said,

no Lord, these, also, who knew and
they w1 thdrew, wh1 ther shall their souls

go ?"

Then he said to me, "The place

25 where in the poverty angels sha 11 go,

they s ha 11 be r eceived there, the place
of non-repentance .

And

they shall be guarded to the day when they shall
torture those who had blasphemed against the Spirit.
30 And they shall be punished with an eternal

punishment . 11

But I said, "O Lord,

whence came the despised Spirit ?lfl

Then he said to me, "The Mother's Father,
t he Great of Grace, the altogether
35 Holy Spirit, the Compassionate One, and

20 "cast" - B.G .
21

11 anothe

11

it goes," CGI. "they come."

r flesh"- transmiga tion ? Cf. Philo' s be lief.,

22 cf. Heb. 10:26-27.

25 "received"- B.G. "which they shall withdraw,"
CG I . "which they shall go . " Till suggests a line
omitted due to homoioteleuton--"The place to which
the soul shall go is the place from which the angels shall be withdrawn. 11 However, CGPI. voids
this suggestion.
25-28 Cf. II Pet. 2:4, Heb. 12: 16-17, Jude 6 (?).
29-31 Cf. Mark 3:29, Q_.TH., Logia# 44.
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,rho suffers with you, who is
t he Thought of the Fore- thought of Light.

And

he aroused the seed of the perfect generation

with his thought and the eternal
5 Light of Man.

When the First Archon

knew that they were exalted

ab ove him in the height, and they think
t houghts superior to his , then he wanted to
sieze their Intention, he being ignorant that they are
10 exalted above him in the thought, and that he shall
not be able to s ieze them.

He made a plan

wi th his authorities which a.re his powers.

And

t hey committed adultery with each other's Wisdom,
and they begat through themselves.

They struck (?)

15 t he Fate, which is the last, changed fetter.
And it is of divers sorts because
t hey are different from each other.

And it is pain-

f ul, and it perverts (the right), this one by whom
3 "he set up"- B.G. "he set it up" CGI. "she set."
6 tt they

a re exalted"- B .G .. "she excels, 11 CGI. "they
excel."

l o "Intention"- i.e. Thought, cf. M. Ps. ~-, sub
voce and n. 2~;T8.

-

l 8f. "mixed" cf. n. 60:11 .
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were mixed the gods and the angels and the da~
~
20 and all the generations down to this day.
For from out of that Fate
appeared all iniquities, and
the injustices, and every thralldom
of forgetfulness, and the ignorance, and eveey
25 grave conn-n.and, and the grave sins,
and the great fears.

And in this

way the whole creation was blinded

so that they should not know God who is
above them all .

And because of the b ond ot forget

30 ness their sins we re hi dden .

For they were bound

for periods, ar:rl. times, and seasons
while 1 t (Fate) is Lord over the Univ erse.

And be

(God) repented upon all the work whic h he had
created.

He resolved

35 to bring a flood upon
20 "generations"- phps. add "of men" B .. G•. "men."
23 "injustice"- or "violence."
26 "fear" cf. I Jn. 4:18 for it as an u nworthy emoti
31 B.G. "they bound ••• the God of the .l:iea vens, and t
angels, and the daimons, and the men ." er. Act•
1 :7 for "times
seasons." Cf. IV Esdras 14:1·1

am

33ff. "repented"- cf. Gen. 6:5-7, 13.
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upon the work of the man.

But the Greatness of the

Light of the Fore - thought taught
Nosh.

And he preached to the entire

se ed which are the sons of men.

And

5 t hey did not hearken to him, those who were strangers

to him.

Not as Moses said:

'T hey were hidden in an ark .

1

t hey were hidden in a place.

But
Not

only Noah , but many other men
10 f rom the unv,aver1ng eeneration went

into a place .

They were hidden in a

Light-Cloud .

And he (Noah) knew his

authority .

And she of the Light was with him,

enlightening them because
15 he (Yaldabaoth) had brought darkness upon the whole

earth.

And he made a counsel with his powers .

He s ant his angels to the daughters

lf. "work"- B.. G. " presumption. " "Great • •• Fore-thought 11 B.G. 11 the Great Fore-thought which is the Thought
of Light . '' CGI. adds ttshe rememb e re.d " before "which."
Till says this refers to "counsel" of 76:34.
2 "he taught"- B.G. "she ( Fore~thought) tt evealed"= CGI ..
3 cf. Gk. I Pet. 3:19-20, II Pet. 2:5.
12f. "hem- CGI. "they" and adds "of the Height" after

"authority . "
11 and •••

him . 11 -

Till says this: "Light-Kingdom ... "
B .. G., 11 wi th those who were w1 th him. "

17 Cf. Gen. 6:4, Jude 6, II Pet . 2:4 .
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,.,t"l
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cM
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(?). L.S .. atte sts Ip 1o. 0
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of men so that they should take for them (w i v es)
fr om them, and that they should raise up a s eed.
20 The y consented (?.) to them.
no t s ucceed at .first.

And (to) whic h they did

When, therefore, they did not

su cceed they gathered together a g ain with each o ther .
The y made a counsel together .

They made a Sp irit

which despises the likeness of the Spirit
25 which came down, so that by it to befoul the souls.
And t he angels were changed in their likeness,
li ke t o the likeness of their
consorts, being filled with the spirit of darkness,
whi c h was mixed upon t hem.

And in evil

30 t hey b rought their gold, and silver,
and a gift, and copper, and iron,
and metal, and all kinds
of thi n gs.

And they drew the men

down in a great sorrow, these who

24 "like n ess"- B.G. "they thinki n g ," a confusi on of

Gk .
27

11

to imi ta.ten with Gk .

11 to

re mind . 0

11 consorts 11 -

doub le."

11 t . 11 pair" but Crum a tt est A2 " a
B.G. "husband"- CGI. 11 male. 11

28 "filled ••• dark ness 11 -

B.G . (as emended) "they were
sati a ted with the Spirit . He filled t hem with
d arkness." CGI . " ••• filled with darkness."

29 Gk . "to mix" exactly translated by B. G. Coptic if

it is a by-form. How e ver, CGI. suppor t s Till's
emendation to "filled." Cf. n . 60-:11, 7 6:-18 .
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6 ~t. . T~6•~" - There is a trace of a missi ng letter,
but anything additional would be a mie-spe lllng.
11 oNoK - Fram here to 79t2'6 widely variant fr om

B.G. 75rl0-l4 which omits most
in CGPI.

12 Perhaps a haplography: d'"t Tt

or

what is round

i~W. -

er.

1. 16t.

16f. ~t \ Moo~ E - From here 'Do em of A .J. t his 1•
usual form for 1st. s. I Perr. cf. 16jra, P•
and Kahle, I, p. 78f. Thia form (ti = a after

vowel) 1a normal in G. Th. which follo ws A.J .
in CGPI.
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fo llowed them, as they are led astray
in a multitude of error.

rest.

They died.

They became old not having

They did not find any truth.

And they did not know the God of Truth .

And this

5 1s the way which they made the whole creation a slave

forever, from the foundation of the world
until now.

And they took wives.

They begat from the darkness children according to
the likeness of their spirit.
10 hearts.

And they shut their

And they were hardened through the hardness

of the despised Spirit until now.

I

t herefore, <am~ the complete Fore-thought of the All.

I changed myself in my seed, for I was
the first, walking in every path of walking.
15 For I am the Richness of Light.
I am the Remembrance of the Pleroma.

went to the Greatness of the Darkness.

But I
And

I held back (?) until I went into the midst

3 Cf. Heb. 4:9, M. Ps. Bk. 135:21-24.
5

Cf. Rom. 8:2lf.

12 Perhaps haplography ace ounts for the loss of "am. "
Cf. 79:11 •.
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of the prison.
20 moved.

And the foundations of the Chaos

And I concealed myself from them because of

t heir evil.

And they did not know me.

Age.in, I

returned the second time ,
and I went.

I came forth from those of the

Light, I which am the Remembrance of the Fore-thought.
25 I went into the midst of the darkness, and the
i nward part of the underworld when I sought after my
s tewardship .

And the foundations of the Chaos

moved so that they should fall upon those who
are in the Chaos, and they should perish.

ro Moreover , I ran up to my root of
Light so that they should not be destroyed
before the time .

Yet the third time

I went, I which am the Light
existing in the Light.

I am

35 t he Rememb.eance of the Fore-thought so that I should

go into the midst of the darkness and the inward
30f. "root of Light." Cf. M. Ps. Bk. 138::38, 144:8

and~ voce, Index.
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There 1a a marginal gloss, probably piit, 1-t , at
the end of line 6, and three lettera, probably
f t-N at the beginning of line 7. The p and N
e certain.
• form shows that (1 le needed beoa UBe root i s
ue. Tf>&o , not o"(t.4 8.

•~\~'f - For t-l = \ cf. p. 10 and 78tl6n.
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of the underworld •• I filled up the treasury with

t he Light of the perfection of their Aeon.

And I went into the midst of their prison
,rhich prison is the body.

And I

5 said, '!Because\ 0 Hearkener, Arise from the

de ep slumber.'

And he cried, and shed

tears abundantly.

He wiped them

f rom him and he said, 'Who is it who ca 11s on my

name?: And whence came this hope to me
10 while I am in the bonds of this prisoh'r'

And

I said, 'I am the Fore-thought of purifying Light.
I am the Thought of the Virgin

Spirit, thy setter-up in the honored
place.

Arouse thyself, and remember

15 t hat you are the one who hearkened.

And join

t hyself to your root, which I am, the Merciful
One.

And save yourself from

t he Poverty- Angels, and the daimons
of the Chaos, and all those who catch you.

l "treasury of Light'' Cf. _M. ~- ~• 94:23.
5

11 Hearkener" - "The one who hearkens raises up" is
also gramr.iatically possible, but context shows
that vocative plus imperative is needed.

5ft. For motif of Call and Hearing, Cf . M. Ps. Bk.

index, ~ ~ ·
6, 14 "slumber"- cf. Commentary, infra, p. 228 and
Eph. 5:14 (Isa . 60:1,2), Rom . 13:11.
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20 and be awak ;J from the

de ep s lumber, and from the garment within

t he u nderworld.

And I raised him up.

And I sealed him with the Light

wate r with five seals so that
2s de a th should not have power over h i m from hence f orth.
And lo , now I shall go up to the

perfe ct Aeon.

I canpleted for you all

t hings up to your measure (?).

But I

spoke all things tD you so that you s hould write
50 t hem, and you should g ive them to your fe l low spirit s

in secr et.
genera tion."

For this is the mystery of the unwavering
And the Saviour gave these things to him

s o tha t hes ould write them and put them away securely.
And h e said to him, "Cursed
35 be everyone who shall impart these thi ngs for a

gif t or for food or for drink

or for clothing or for (any) other things
23

11

sea led 11 cf. Mandaean rites.

32 B.G . adds " But the Mother came before him once

more . Tho s e, moreover, whom she had made in the
world, she set (c orrected) her seed (T i l l emends
to 11 the defect" c f. n. 68:22f. of text ) . I will
tel l you what shal 1 be."
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00

And these things were given to him
And at once

he (Christ) disappeared from before him.

And he (John) came to his fellow disciples.

He

5 relat ed to them those things which the Saviour spoke

to him.

Jesus is the Christ.

Amen.

(The) Apocryphon according
to
10

John
6 Cf. John 20~31, I Jn. 2:22.

CHAPTER THREE
THE BIBLICAL MATERIAL
Scarcely a page of the Apocryphon can be read
without realizing how greatly indebted, directly and
indirectly, its author is to the Bible .

While com-

plete quotations are relatively few, yet the work contains allusions and catch phrases which hinge upon tpe
scriptures.

Being a treatise devoted to an explana•

t1on of "Whence came evil ar:d why?

Whence comes man

and how?" 1 the Apocryphon naturally deals at length

with the early chapters of Genesis .

In this chapter

a brief glimpse of their exegetical methods will suffice to show us the Gnos tics attitude toward the Bible.
I BIBLE EXEGESIS IN THE HELLENISTIC AGE
Before turning to Gnostic exegesis, it may be
well to examine various viewpoints toward the Bible

held during this historical period.

From the pre-

Christian era one may note that the Letter

!:.f..

Aristeas,

168, says "nothing has been set down in Scripture to

no purpose or in a mythical sense . n 2

However, in the

next centuries {100 B .. C ... --100 AJ) ) Jewish exegesis
was info!'med by Hellen1s tic philosophy, resulting in

a tendency to follow the Stoic allegorical method of
l

Francis Crowfoot Burkitt, Church and Gnost
(Cambridge, 1932), p. 56. - - -

2 Quoted by Philip Edgeumbe Hughes, "Myth in Modern

Theology," Christianity Today, III, 13 {March 30,
1959), 7 •
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e~egesis. 3

In this period Philo of Alexandria is fa-

n1ous for his acceptance of the allegorical method .
While he recognized the Mosaic Scriptures of the Pentateuch as containing all truth, and the other Script ures as writings of inspired men, his exegesis soug~t
t o accomodate the Scripture to the age in which he
11ved .

Of this allegorizing tendency, Casey writes:

Hellenistic Jews like the Pahrisees brought the
meaning of the Old Testament up to date and into
line with their own thinking bJt by exegetical
devices: the Pharisees by casuistry, the Hellen
izers by the allegorical method borrowed from the
Stoics . The early Christians employed both mians
but evinced a marked preference for allegory.
On the fringes of Christianity we find a different attitude towaro the Old Testament.

"The Clemen-

t ine Homilies saw in the Pent~teuch a corrupt and rad-

i cally different transcript of the oral teaching of
Moses. 115

The Epistle of Barnabas suggests that "the

Old Testament was moral from cover to cover, but was

absurdly worded . " 6
3

Its author spiritualizes the com-

William Foxwell Albright, From the Stone A~e to
Christianity (Baltimore, l ~ , P . 2~4, 33 n . -cr .
I". Kaminka, Enc ye • Jud . IV. p . 623 , J. Q. .R. XXX
(1939), P• l~lf . , Rosenblatt,~ Interpretation
of the Bible 1n the Mishnah .

-----------

4 Robert Pierce Casey, "Gnosis, Gnosticism and the New
Testament," The Background of the New Testament and
its Eschatol°if, ed . 75y W.D:-Davlesand David Daube,
Tc:H. Dodd Fes schrift), (Cambridge, 1956), P• 56.
Cf . the exegesis of the Dead Sea Sect .

5 Robert H. Pfeiffer, Introduction to the Old Testa~ (New York, 19411~ p . 135.
- 6

Burkitt, Church and Gnosia, p. 24f .
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mandment against eating ha re J2 ony ,U , as a proh1b1 tion
of a vie 1ous practice: tc,~

rl-~2 4,, tr,; rr do I d/ qeor o.s 7
I

The writers of the New Testament followed the exeget 1cal trends of the times, but interpreted the Old
Tes tament in the light of the "Christ-event."

"They

place themselves squarely upon the Old Testament revelation and build their theology upon its premises
and promises . "8

A cursory reading of the New Testa-

ment shows that its writers treated the Old Testament
somewhat differently than the historico-grammatical
exe get e would .

One example will suffice .

Farrar says

that Ma tthew "finds a new and deeper significance" in
Hosea 11:1 when he applies it to the flight to and re-

turn from Egypt .

In a footnote he says a friend com-

ments, "'finds a new and deeper significance,• or, in
other words, totally misunderstands . "

To this Farrar

re plies ,

And so, no doubt, it might at first appear to our
Western and Northel:'n conceptions and methods of
criticism; but not so to an Oriental and an Analogist . Trained to regard every word, nay, every
letter of Scripture as mystical and divine, accustomed to the application of passages in various senses, all of which were supposed to be
latent, in some mysterious fashion, under the
7

Of this attempt to escape from literal exegesis,
Burkitt says: "1:t is suicidal to accept a Book as
sacred and at the same time to declare the natural
meanihg or its words not to be the meaning . "

8 Quo ted from the author's unpublished B.D. dissertation: Matthew's Use of Isaiah; An Exeget 1cal ~judy
(Mi ssion House Seminary, Plymou'tn, W!sc ., 1g4 , p .
17 . Chapter III is devoted to this problem.
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original utterance , so Matthew would have re•
garded his least apparently re l evant quotation
from , and allusions to, the Old Testament, not
in the light of occasional illustrations, but in
the light of most solemn prophetic references to
the events about which he writes . And in doing
so he would be arguing in strict accordance with
the views in which those for whom he wrote gad
been trained from their eailiest infancy • ••
For the use of the Old Testament in the early
church, a citation from Irenaeus , a contemporary and

an opponent of the early Gnostics, will be ample .
It was a teaching which annexed the Hebrew Bible
to the Christian Church, with the corollary that
the meaning of that Bible wa s in e very part the
doctrine of the Church, and that those parts of
the Bible that did not seem to set forth the doctrine of the Church might be practically (but
not formally) ignored as being of only temporary
significance . 10
Turning now to the Gnostic groups, we find that
their attitude toward the Hebrew Scriptures usually
parallels their a tt1 tude toward the Hebrew God .

Again,

Irenaeus (Ad . ~ - I, 23, 2-3) bears witness concern-

ing the Simonians .
The prophets uttered their prophecies inspired
by the angels that made the world; wherefore
those who placed their hope in himself and his
Helena need no longer heed them and might freely
do what they liked . For by his grace men were
saved, not by righteous deeds . For works are not
in their nature good tf> r bad) , but by external
dispensation: the angels who made the world decreed them as such, by precepts of this kind to
bring men into servitude . Wherefore he promised
9 Frederic William Farrar,~££._ Christ (New York,

n . d . ), p . 48 .
10 Burkitt, Church and Gnosis, P• 23 c1t1ng, E~ideix£s .
He cfs . Das hl . Yrenaeus Schr1ft • • • ~i:l ~ h ~ ~13 , v
• • • herausgxrben von Dr . Karapet Ter-Mekerttschion,
(T. u . u. X I, Hen-rr, (Le1pzig,--rn-d?}.

-- -
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that the world should be dissolved and that his
own should be liberated from the dominion of
those who made the world.11
Following Simon, other Gnostics said that the prophe•
cies and Mosaic law issued from the world-ruling angels, among whom the Jewish God is prominent .

"Satur-

ninus went so far as to say that the prophecies were
spoken partly by the world makers, partly by Satan. 11 12
Marcion stands in as parate category among the Gnostics.

He regarded the Old Testament as a product of

the world-god .

Therefore he interpreted it literally

(and rejected it), instead of allegorically as so many
around him were doing .

T~ church rejected Marcion 's

views and held to the continuity of the Testaments and

the God they presented .
Concerning two prominent Gnostics, Valentinus and
Basil1des, Burkitt says they should be considered as
Christians who were striving to set forth the
living essence of their religion in a form uncontaminated by the Jewish envelope in which they
had received it, and expressed 1n terms more
suited (as they might say) to the cosmology and
philosophy of their enlightened age.13
Valentinus did not attenpt to supersede the Old Testament, but to interpret it.

He was entirely unhistor-

ical (like modern existential exegetes).
church retained biblical terms.

The early

Valentinus substitut•

ll Jonas, Gnostic Religion, p. 108
12 ~ , P • 133n
13 Burkitt, Church and Gnosis, p. 28.
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ed others .

The early church, "with a true instinct,

was aft"aid of mythology. 11 14

Ptolemaeus, the disciple of Valentinus, in his

E£ Flora distinguishes a Divine nucleus in the
-Letter
Old Testament from inferior elements . Some things
were typical ( sacr:U'ices), some were temporary (!_

-

l ex talionis). 15

.s_

According to Irenaeus (ed . Harv,Y,

Vol. I, P• 27), Ptolemaeus
is profoundly unhistorical and entirely arbitrary
according to our ideas. of true interpretation,
but he seems to have thought he was really giving
the true meaning, as when, for instance, he declares that by Christ and the Woman with an Issue
is signified the passion of Sophia and her cure,
for the 'virtue' which went forth from Jesus was
that Horos-Stauros, which separated her from her
pathological issue . 16
A simpler but more r.adical method of dealing wibb.

t he Old Testament is that of the Manichees who completely rejected it . 17

But among gnostics they stand in

a class by themselves .

In brief, the Gnost1cs did not originate a new

method of exegesis but simply carried to greater
l engths allegorical and mythical trends already pres •
ent .

14 Burkitt, Church~ Gnos1a, p. 52.
15 ibid . ,
P • 26

-

16 ibid., p . 5lf .

17

Charles Robert Cecil AllbeITy, A Manichaean Psalm.Book, Pt . II (Stuttgart, 1938),-p . 57:~-14 ana
!'ootnote there .
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II QUOTATIONS FROM THE OLD TESTAMENT
The Apocryphon quotes from the Old Testament a
number of times, some places quite literally., others
very freely, some places only a snatch, others a full
verse or more .

Since, very evidently, the Apocryphon

was composed in Greek, and since the Sahidic version
1s later than the Apocryphon, the Bible passages in

-A.J.
-

are most likely quotations from the Septuagint .

At two places the Coptic is quite literal translations
of the LXX text: Gen . 2:23 (71:9-10) and Gen . 2:24

(71:11-14) .
11

At the latter passage the Coptic reads,

the two ·s hall be one flesh . "

"Two" is missing from

t he Hebrew, but is found in the LXX, Syriac , Vulgate
and Targum Jonathan .

The citations of Gen . 1:26

(65:1-3)., 2 ! 9 (70t4~5), 3:20 (71:23-24)., Exodus 20t5
(61:8), Isa . 6:10 (70 : 26-27), Isa . 45:5-6 (61:9) are
f airly close to the Septuagint .
Of special interest is the Apocryphon ' s use of
single words or phrases from the Old Testament, usuall y re-interpreted, in order to prove a point of Gnost ic theology .

Examples of this are Gen . 1:2 (6l:20f)

" Not as Moses said ,

'Upon the waters, ' no •• •"

Here

t he reference is to the Spirit of God moving over the
P~ 1meval chaos .

~rra

I

f/> Grr 6-6'9

In the Gnostic myth, Sophia did
, , which is not what it means in Gen .

l :2, but that Sophia, tortured by shame and remorse,
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went to and fro . 18

At Gen. 2:21-22 (71:3-5) the

author lifts out the phrase "his rib" in citing the
Biblical passage in order to contradict it.

Again

at Gen. 7:7 the Gnostic writer paraphrases the Bibli•
cal text to "they were hidden in an ark," and then
proceeds to controvert it, saying "They were hidden
in a place . "
This exegetical device 1s quite common among both

Jews and Christians of the era .

-

It is employed in

Lev. Rabba, XXXIX on Gen . 22~13 . 1 9

ment many examples can be seen.

In the New Testa-

For example, ,1 atthew

22~32, which is a citation of Exodus 3:-6, turns on the

t ense of the verb "am. "

Gal. 3cl6 hinges upon the

s ingular number of the noun "seed . "

While these are

not e.x:adt parallels to the Gnostic device of contradicting a single word, they do show that a solitary
word could be considered of paramount importance, a
~

interpretum, in a Biblical pasaa·ge .

Matt . 2:23

offers another N.T . example of a single word being the
l odestar of the exegetical voyage .

In addition, the

word in question , "Nazarene" must have a mystical or

analogical exegesis to fit the citation .

This phenom-

enon fits well into the Gnostic scheme of interpreta18 Cf. Walter Till, "The Gnostic Apocryphon of John,n
J.E.H., I I I (1952), 18 .

---

19 John Bowman, "Exegesis of the Pentateuctt among the
Samaritans and among the Rabbis," Oudteatamentiscae
Studien, VIII (1950), 235 .
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t 1on .

~umran parallels are also to be noted .
The Gnostic mythologoumena required that they

drastically re-interpret or re-write crucial passages
of the Old Testament in order to support their doct rines .

Here we may note Gen . 1:26 (63:1-3) where the

A. J. adds "so that his image shall be to us a light."

--

The context shows that these words are added to the

sc ripture passage and are not part of the surrounding
narrative .

At Gen . 2:9 (70:4-5) the tree of knowledse

of good and evil is identified w1 th the Epino1a of
Light .

Gen . 2:21 in

!• l ·

says God "laid him down"

(!to) as contrasted to the LXX "God put a trance upon
Adam and he lulled (him) to sleep . "

-A. -J.

Gen. 3:16 in the

seems to reflect a passage in Rev . 21:2 .

The

Coptic reads "while she prepared herself for her hus -

band, he being Lord over her . "

The LXX seems to con-

t ain an inner "toning down" of the Hebrew .

It reads,

"And to they husband ( shall be) thy turning away and
he shall Lord over you . "

Perhaps the Coptic variant

is introduced to explain how Yaldabaoth became inflamed
with lust for Eve--he found her in the midst of her
t oilette .

At Gen . 3:20 (?l:23-24) the Gnostic text

paraphrases and adds a clause.

"Because of this she

was called 'Life' who is the Mother of those who live

t hrough the Pronoia of the Autocrat of Heaven . "
Again at Gen . 3t23 (72:6-8) an addition to the Biblical
st ory of the expulsion from the Garden is "he clothed

15'7

t hem in a gloomy darkness . "

Perhaps this serves to

he ighten the Gnostic dichotomy of God- Light vs .
111a t

t e r-da rkne s s

While Christian and Jewish exegesis of the period
often sought to re-interpret the Old Tea tament, never

i n the canonical books of the New Testament are Old
Te~tament passages re-written and amplified.

Even

where the LXX is used and is widely variant from the
M.T ,.20

the variants are due to exegetical interpreta-

t ion, not to deliberate :re-writing of the original
record.

It is at this point that the Gnostics part

company with the Christians from whom they may have
sprung .
One other phenomenon in quoting the O. T. should
be noted .

--

The A.J. (61:8- 9) combines Exodus 20:5 and

Isaiah 45r5.

This "telescoping" of quotations is a

common phenomenon in the Gospel of Thomas .

It strin

t ogether quotations and allusions to different N .. T.
passages .

This practice in Gnosticism has been traced

back to the Naasenea . 21
in the New Testament .

It is aleo a common feature
For example, I Pet

bines Isa . 28:16 and Psalm 118~22 .

2:6-8 com-

In this passage,

as in most quotations, the N. T . uses the LXX instead
20 The writer is aware of the anachronism of the term
tt M.T. 11 for the lst . century, but uses it as a convenient designation for the current Hebrew text
21 Robert M. Grant, "Notes on the Gospel of Thomas, tt
V.C., XIII (1959) , 175ff .

--
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of the M.T .. , so that the source of the Gnostic prac-

uce may well be the Hellenized Judeo-Chr1st1ans .
However, the combining of passages from Deuteronomy
and Leviticus in the ~e~ches

£f.

f

oses of the Dead

sea iect may indicate the common adoption of this

motif' • 22
III THE CREATION OF MAN

The cosmogony of the Apocrzphon is discussed
lso

l ater

~

ferred to in the following chapters are

most of the other Biblical quotations or allusions not
already discuss ed .

However, it may be well here to

pay closer attention to the narrative of the Creation

of man, although this, too , comes in for further discussion .

Here the Gnostic interpretation of Gen .

1:26, 2:7 can be contrasted with that of other groups.
Turning to an early Gnostic system, we find a
closely parallel account to that given in the !:,Epcrz•
2hon.

In Irenaeus I, 24, 1 we find that- Saturninus, like Menander, taught the one Father,
unknown to all , who mad, ngels, Archangels,
Powers {virtut,es: ,Guvd.l"'-6'$ ) and Mighty Ones
(potestates: Ei~ ou cr,~ c. ). The world, moreover
and all things in 1 t wet-a made by a group of
seven a nge ls • Man, too, was the workmanship of
angels . (The following were the circumstances
of his formation . ) A resplendent image coming
from the highest Power manifested itself below
(!•! • outside the Pleroma) . When they (the an-

22 Cf. Theodor H. Gaster, The Scri tures of the Dead
Sea Sect {London, 1957)-;-pp . ~~ ?f . ?orapre!!ni=
lnaryaiscussion of' their use of the O.T. F .F
Bruce has written a volume on their exegesis .

1
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gels) found themselves unable to restrain it
( tenere f I< t 6 ~"' ) for the reason that it immea!a tel? returned upward, they urged one another,
saying ; tLet us make man in accordance with the
image and likeness . 11 When the form (blasma) had
been fashioned and proved unable to s ana erect,
by reason of the impotence of the angels, but
wriggleEl (on the, 1 gt-ound) like a worm, the Power
alone (desuper: ~"""'"6-V ) took pity on it, since
it had been made in its likeness, and sent forth
a spark of light which set it upright~ gave it
limbs (articulavit) and made it live . 3
Here we note that Saturninus parallels the Apoc -

rlJ>hop in a number of detailsf the creation of man by
seven angels or powers, the mirror-image idea, 24 the
citation of Gen. 1:26, the worm-like character of the
supine creation, the necessity for the addition of a
divine spark

(! . . !!_• "breath") to cause man to live .

Parallels are to be noted in the Ophite system:
In beginning man lay without breath or motion,
inert like a statue bearing the image of a
heavenly originat, until at length an animating
principle ( ~v)C? ) was given to him in order that
the image of the great and perfect Man which he
held in slavery might suffer . 25
Here the inertness, the image motif, the need of an
outside animating principle, the name "pe :rfec t Man,"

and the idea that divinity is captive in humanity are
parallels to the Apocryphon .
Almost all these details of the story of Adam's
creation (in the Apocr1phon) can be coupled to the
23 Cited by Carl H. Kraeling, Anthropos and Son of
{an (New York, 1927), p . llra' . ..
-

-

24 Cf . infra, PP • 2llff .
25 Robert Pierce Casey, "Naasenes and Ophites,"
J.T.S . , XXVII (1926), 377 .

---
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Biblic al account and interpretations given of it.
ID(e gesis of Gen. 1:26 by unorthodox Jewish groups led
to their associating the angels with the act of crea -tion.

"In certain circles the angels were even

thought to have furnished the prototype in the image
of which man was made. 1126

Quispel calls attention to

the fact that Justin Martyr (Dial.~• Tryphone . 62)
at tests that "a Jewish heresy taught that the body of
man was made by angels. 11 27

He also quotes from Gen.

Rabba _B:5':::-6: (incorrectly cited as I. 26) •
When Moses wrote the Torah, he described the work
of eech several day . But when he reached the
verse (Gen. 1 . 26) "Then spake God, Let us make
men, 11 he said, "Lord of the World l What an opportunity Thou givest the heretics to open their
mouths l" He answered, 11 Writel Who wishes to go
astray can go astra.y. 11 27

He cites Rabbi Johanan as saying (Sanhedrin 38b) that
God does nothing without consulting the angels.

Quis-

pel is seeking to demonstrate the Jewish roots of the

Gnost ic "religion."

He quotes from the Treatise on

the Three Natures, probably written by Heracleon, which
is fourrl in the Jung Coo.ex.
They (ic. the Jews) have founded numerous heresies which exist do,m to the present day among
the Jews . Some say that it is One God Who spoke
by the Prophets; others say that there were many.
Some say that God is one and singular in His
being; others say that His acting is two-fold rum.d
26

Louis Ginzberg, Legends of the Jews, I, (1909),
p,p,. 52-55, referring to Ber:-7fa'6"5a,, 21.5, Shemoth

~
27

• 30 . 16, cited by Krae'Iing, Anthropos, p. 116.

iung Codex, P• 65. Instead of "Writet 11 one should
rans late "it is written o"- :i\f\:)
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the origin of both good and evil
Some say that
He is the creator of what exists; others say that
He created through His angels . 28
Enough has been said concerning the creation of
man to show that the Gnostic exegesis of Genesis foll owed a pattern already laid down in that era .

It it

i s more mythological, this may be due to the influence

of Oriental mystery religions, but the story is pri-

marily an adaptation of the Biblical account .
I V THE CONCEIT OF YALDABAOTH

When Yaldabaoth had produoed the Aeons and powers
he said,

11

cept me . "

I am God, and there is not anot her God ex-

( 59:20-21) .

The same inc 1dent may be in

mind at 61:8-9 where Yaldabaoth, after seeing the
creation and angels about him says,

0

r am a jealous

God, and the re is no other God except me . "

Thea e

quotations are from Exodus 20:5 and Isa . 45:5 (cf .
46:9) .

In the Ophite system he boasted, "I am Father

and God, and there is none above me.n 29
Yaldabaoth's . role will be discussed later on.
Here we are concerned only with the fact that the God
of the Old Testament is equated with the demi-urge of
the Gnosti cs .

The ref ore, for the Gnost ics, the Old

Testament 1a not normative because it is not from the
a.upreme God .

The revelation of the supreme God is ·t o

28 Jun5 Codex, p . 161 .

29 Jonas, Gnostic Religion, p . 134 .
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be found in the Gnostic l iterature and esoteric teach-

i ng.

Here again, Gnosticism parted company with Chris•

t 1an1ty.

In so doing it substituted the :mythical for

t he historical, the allegorical for the literal, and

t hus laid the axe to its own roots.

CHAPTER IV
DRAMA.TIS PERSONNAE
The Gnostic myth of creation and redemption presented in the Apocrypha~ o f ~ revolves around the
personages who come upon the stage in the work.

These

msy be divided into four groups! (1) The beings within
the Pleroma, including the great God called the Invisible, Virgin Spirit; (2) The Archons outside the
Pleroma, including Yaldabaoth; (3) The powers, or
daimons over the human body {while these do not play
a substantial role in the Gnostic myth, yet they are
interesting for a study of the physiology, psychology,
and demonology of the early Christian era); {4) The
historica 1 persons, including Adam and Eve, et. ~ •
I THE PLEROMA

Starting from a basic dualism between matter and
spirit, God and the world, light and darkness, the
Gnostics had to account for the presence of evil in
the war ld, and had to find a way whereby the good God
could redeem it .

This problem led to the development

of the idea of a series of emanations from the high
God down to the material universe .

These emanations,

in some systems including the high God, are called the
Pleroma {cf . !•V• 17:4-9) .

This is the idea expressed

by the definition of C.H. Baynesi
Collectively, it represents the fullness of the
divine perfections and attributes, thus standing
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in sharp contrast, as a positive conception, to
the negative, ineffable aspect of the Deity of
which the human mind can form no definite
notion . l
While the Valentinian Gnosis had a Plerom.a of thirty
emanations arranged in pairs, the Barbelo-Gnostics did
not employ the pair-principle, except at the aberration
of the Sophia .

The Apocryphon does not give a full

pleroma of thirty Aeons .

Perhaps the emanation of

Aeons from Logos and Zoe in the Valentinian system is
omitted in this work as not germane to the subject .
l.

~

Invisible, Virgin Spirit

In the Valentinian system the supreme God is part
of the Pleroma .

In the Barbelo- Gnost1cs he is above

t he Pleroma in that all other Aeons emanate from him.
He occupies a place in the Gnostic system somewhat

l ike El in the Ugarit1c pantheon, or Ea in the Babyl onian pantheon--remote, removed f r om the scene of
action, while his son/daughter, the Barbelo, is the
chief actor, like Ba'al or Marduk.

Unfortunately the

pages describing the character of this God are very
f ragmentary in our text .

However, from Till's edition

of the Berlin Codex we know that they are occupied
mainly with a description of the negative attributes
of this God .
1

This idea 1s based on a belief in God's

C.H. Baynes: A Coptic Gnostic Treatise, pp . 17-18n . ,
cited by Ralpn X. Marcus, "Fieroma and Fulfillment,"
V.C., VIII (1954), 202n .

--
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exalted position and removal from contact with the
world found in Judaism.

Philo used the Platonic con-

ception of God as a being without attributes or qualities (cf . De . post . Caini l - 11) .

He, along with Al-

binus, Plotinus and the church Fathers, used affirmative propositions with predicate negatives (~•~ • "God
is uncreated . ") while Basilides makes them unmistake -

able negatives ("God is not even created . 11 ) 2

The

Valentinian system does not elaborate this position
but is content with a few telling words and symbols .
"Above the universe dwells the prime Father who is
also called Bythos and Chaos .

He is invisible, in-

comprehensible , above time , a nd dwells unbegotten in
eternal peace ••• n3

The ~~ocryEhon (~. G. version)

takes nearly five pages to elaborate these negative
attributes .
2 . The Barbe lo

While in the Valent1n1an system, Bythos unites
wi th Sige (Silence) to create the second pair of emanations, in the Barbelo - Gnostics the second emanation
is produced by the Invisible, Virgin Spirit reflecting
2 Cf . Harry K. Wolfson,

11 Negat1 ve Attr·1butes in the
Church Fathers and in the Gnostic Basilides," H.T .
R., L (1959 ), 145- 156 for the most recent discussion
of the subject .

3 Han Leitzmann, The Beginnings of the Christian
Church, tr . by Bertram Lee WolftNew"'York, 1g3'7},
~ - 38'7 . er . E.v 17:7- 9, 20 ~19,20 .

--
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in the pure (living) Water of his Light and producing
a hypostasis of his Thought.

This hypostasis has many

names, some male, some female.

It is called Ennoia

(Thought), Pronoia (Forethought), M:othe r's Father,
First

~

an, the Holy Spirit, the Triune fan, the Tri -

une Power, the Male -Female , the ,fother .

She is the

equivalent of the Higher Sophia in Valentinianism.
Ep iphanius (Haer. xxi. 56 !:..!E_.) mentions Prunicus
(Sophia's monstrous offspring) as being called in
other heresies,

11

/fJ l p ~ 'l p ~ ~'to• 13d.p/Jc,~._,"4

In

Valentinianism the lower Sophia's four blind passions
(grief, fear, bewilderment and ignorance) became the
source of the four traditional elements of matter,
This may possibly tie in with the first etymology
suggested below.
Many attempts have been made to explain the origin and meaning of the name Barbelo.

In the nine-

teenth century Hilgenfeld (Ketzergeschichte, p. 233)
suggested that it might be derived from Hebrew '!) 11. , . ~ ;l.

. .

-- ... .

a"!'\ ') 1 ,

11

i n four is God--the deity is four ." 5

He

was followed by Harvey (ed . of Irenaeus), Lipsius
(Gnosticismus,

11

0phi te Systems'' in I ilgenfeld 's ~ -

Schrift, 1863, P • 44). 6
4

Dr. Hort leans to the Aramaic

Burkitt, Church and Gnos s, p

58f.

5 Cited by Kraaling, Anthropos, p . 105n.
6 Acc . to Fenton John Anthony Hort, article, "Barbelo,"
Dictionary of Christian Biography, I, P• 248 .
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'? ;::>

~ ~ found in the Targums and cites Buxdorf ( ~ .
He compares it with Biblical Hebrew ))::1

Rabb . 309) .
-

T

"mixture, confusion ."
probleme,

Bousset's suggestion (Haupt -

(1907), p . 14) that it is a corruption of
I

Gk .

it'•f 9e.-vo.,s

rules. 7

violates both context and linguistic

Burkitt is not sure of any etymology but con-

jectures that it came from Coptic
or grain . 118

11

belbile,"

11 a

seed

He says, "while Greek speculation traced

the first beginnings of things to a thought or notion

(1•~ • Valentinianism), the more concrete Egyptian ·mind
thought of a seed . 119

It seems evident that the Apoc -

r yph on was not compas ed in Egypt, so that would mitigate a g ainst his argument.

More weighty, however, is

t he fact that linguistic evidence is a g ainst this
etymology.

"e

" this leaves unexplained the long
to "a a nd "i toe,

vowels
to

While Achmimic and Sub - Achmimic shifts

e and o.

11 belbile 11

CW \ •

Late Egyptian

11

blbil 't 1t g iving rise

follows a pattern seen in fl'\~~~ t:-,

Such possible except ions as

11

bo" fr om

11

n~ ~,

b '~ t"

are due to the bi-consonanta 1 character of the root,
the aleph being lost in the Coptic stages of the language and the long

o

compensating for it.

Gressmann (Z . K. D. , XL, (1922), 187) suggested
7 Cited by Kraaling, An thropos, p. l05f . n .
leans to it.
8 Burkitt, Church and Gnosis , p . 58f.
9

ibid ., p, . 55.

J onas
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that it means "in Arbela" and then equated it with
Ishtar of Arb ela. 10

He is followed by Kre.eling who

tried to equate Anthropos ( Coptic "First Man" ) with
rmrduk and Barbelo with Ishtar.

This suggestion seems

to be the best offered to date.

Since other proper

names are of Semitic origin, it fits the g eneral pattern.

Original Akkadian ~}'arba 'il'!l

(source of place

name "Arbela) could become I3arbelo in a Semitic community where Greek predominated.

So there may be a

trace of truth in the first suggestion.

How e ver, is

there evidence for ''in Arbela" as an epitaet of Ishtar?
The idea of the Gnos tics importing Babylonian ideas
will be evaluated later. 11
This concept of the Fa ther producing the Ennoia,
or Epinoia

(!•~·

the Ba rbelo) through thinking is also

found in the "Great Exposition" (Hipp. Ref . VI. 18)
credited to Simon.,12

Here, too, the Epinoia is andro-

gynous, ass he is in the Apocryphon (53:9, 57;32).
In the Simonian docnrine, his consort, Helen, is "The
Mother of All" as is Ba rbelo.

(53:5).

The Manichaean system, with its ontological dualism, has a different conception of the origin of the
Mother.

Kr ae ling says,

11 when

the King of the Realm

of Ligh t

(=The Invisible, Virgin Spirit), so we are

lO Kraeling , Anthropos, p . 105f.
F .S.A.2_., P • 233.

Cf . Al br igh t,

11 Cf . concluding chapter, p. 235f .
12 Jona s, Gn ostic Rel igi on, pp. 105f.
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told, becomes cognizant of the efforts of Satan to
1nvade his k i ngdom, he emanated from himself the Mother
of Life, who in turn produc ed the Primal ~.an . ttl 3
The relationship of the First God with Barbelo
is attested likewise in Pistis Sophia which is of a
late third century date .

In P . S . 359 is a prayer of

Jesus for his disciples that "all the powers of the
Unseen God Agrammachamareg and the Barbe lo • •• " 14
Lady Drower demonstrates that in the Mandaean
masiqta (so-called "death mass") the priest mingles
water and wine in the hamra {wine bowl) .

This repre-

sents the union of the cosmic Father and the
The Divine Womb is fe r tilized (cf . 53s5) . 15

other .
So the

Great Mother motif is part of that gnostic movement .

-----

3 . Emanations from Barbelo

Ac cording to the Apoc r yphon, the Mother asks the
Invisible Spirit to give to her four Aeons: First
Knowledge, Indestructibility, Eternal Life and Truth .
These are personified abstracts which pass from immanence into separate being .

At least two, Truth=

Alethia , and Eternal Life: zoe parallel emanations
found in the Valentinian Ogdoad .

If , as may be pre-

supposed (cf . 54~9) these four Aeons are androgynous,
they would parallel the Valentinian number .

These

14 Burkitt, Church~ Gnos1s, p . 61 .
15 Ethel Stefana Drower ,
1956), P • 253 .

ater into Wine (London ,
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Aeons praise the Invis 1ble Sp1r1 t and the Barbe lo
t hrough whom they came into exis tence, but seem to

play no furthe~ role in the myth .
4 . The Christ

Unfortunately the text of CGPI . is fragmentary at
t he crucial points in the description of the emanation

of the Christ .

-B.G.
-

However, it seems clear from it and

that this Aeon was produced by the Barbelo in-

t ently contemplating the Pure Light which surrounded

the Father .

He 1s described as a "spark" of Light,

but is not an equal of the Father .

He is the Only-be-

gotten , a term used in Valentinian speculation for a
member of the Ogdoad .

is "self-begotten. "

Another epithet applied to him
He is anointed with Goodness, so

that he is a perfect being .

In this passage (54i22- 29)

there seems to be a word-pjlay in the original Greek

I

I

(Xp 1~..t , 'f.. "I C-ro~ ) on the words "goodness" and
"Mess iahship . "
The Christ praises the Holy Spirit an
thought,

l •~•

the Fore-

the Barbelo, for his emanation.

There

is a strange reference in the Hebrew Gospel preserved

-

in Jerome (Comm. on Micah 5-7, in Ezech . xvi . 13) to
the effect that Jesus said his mother, the Holy Spirit
caught him up by the ha1r of his head and lifted him
up . 16

16 Frederick Cornwallis Conybeare, "The Demonology of
the New Testament, " l•S•R., o . s . VIII, (1896), 580 .

1'71

Of course the Aeonic Christ is not to be equated
with the historic person of Christian dogma .

Rather

he is a hyper-celestial being to whom all power and
truth is subordinated .

He creates or brings forth

four Aeons, each composed of three abstractions.

Thus

a dod.ecad like that produced by Man and Church in the
Valentinian system comes into being.

--

5 . The Nous Unlike the other beings in the Pleroma, the
Christ has a "yokefellow . "

The Christ asked the In-

visible Spirit to send him a "yokefellow .. "

Heap-

peared, and like the preceding Aeons, joined in
praising the Invisible and the Ba.rbelo .

He doesn't

seem to play any substantial role in the myth.
6 . ~~Lights
. Through the assent, and probably through the
power of Christ Four Lights come into existence .
These Light-Aeons bear Semitic names! Harmozel,
"Hermes is God"; Oriel , "Light is God"; Daveithe,
~David"; and El~leth , which may possibly be connected
with Helel ben Shachar of Isa . l4tl2 .

With each of

these Light-Aeons is associated three abstractions to
comprise a dodece.d as in Valentinianism.

These Light-

Aeons are personifications of abstractions .

In CGPI .

these abstractions are listed e.s Wisdom {Sophia),
Grace, Perception and Understanding .

In~

Q•

Intel -

ligence replaces Wisdom in the 11st, while Irenaeus
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115 ts Grace, Will, Intelligence and Understanding
The Aeons associated with the Light-Aeons are:
(l) Grace, Truth, Fonn; (2) Epinoia, Perception, Memory; (3) Wisdom, Love Aspect; (4) Perfection, Peace,
Wisd om (Sophi a) • 17

Harrnozel could be the source of fruitless specu ...
iati on concerning Egyptian influences in Gnosticism,
fo r the name means "Hennes is God."

Hermes is equated

with the Egyptian g od of the underworld., Thoth, and
bear s the same general traits .

However., as will be

shown later, these names are not reliable clues to
origins.

'

An apocryphal work, "Les prieres de la

Vie r ge, 11 contains this name in its Ethiopic form . 18
If astrological influences upon gnosticism are
veri fiaJble 19 then the relation of Eleleth to Helel

£!£

Shachar of Isa . 14:12 may be established.

The

day- s tar is Venus, one of the planet s, while the dodec ad may be related to the twelv e s igns of the zodiac.
There is a possible reference to the same personage
in t he Testament of Solomon (ed . Fleck, p.• 29) where

Bee l zeboul tells Solomon that he (Beelzeboul) can be
frus trated
by the holy and precious name of the Almighty
God called by the Hebrews by a row of numbers,
of which the sum is 644, and among the Greeks

17
18
19

This last Aeon will be discussed moro fully below.
A.. z 'j Aescoly , ¼ls Noms Ma~iques dans les Apocryphes
.£.hretiens des Ethiopians Paris, 19321,p. 112 .

er .

-

-

concluding chapter, p. 234
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it is Emmanuel. And if one of the Romans adjure
me by the great name of the power Ele~h, I disappear at once.20
7 . The ~ophia
The final emanation within the Valentinian and
Barbelo-gnostic Pleroma is the Sophia.

In the former

system the First Forefather is invisible to the Aeons,
except the Nous.

Fulfilling her unauthorized passion

to see him, Sophia became fecund with a formless monst er .

The Father sent Horos who separated her from

the monster and restored her to her place in the
Aeons.

The monster fell outside the Pleroma and be-

came the cause of this sensible and material world.

The monster parallels the creature Yaldabaoth in the

Barbelo•gnostics. 2 1
Sometimes the lower Sophia is called Achamoth,
which 1s probably a hybrid form of the Greek privative
prefix and Hebrew chakam

This recalls the specula-

tions within Judaism regarding "wisdom" as the agent
of God in the creation of the world.

There seems to

be a distinction between the wisdom of God and

himself in Job 28tl2ff., Prov . 8

&

9.

od

The well-known

Philonic Logos doctrine has been regarded as the precursor of Johannine teaching (John l~l-14).
2

It may

° Fo .s.
.. C. Conybeare, "The Testament of Solomon," .Q..R.,
X (1898), 22. He notes that the Greek !etters
J

equal 644, and that Emmanuel is Hebrew.

21 Burkitt, Church~ Gnosis, p. 44f., cf. P • 55 .
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tie in witb Gnostic and Manichaean doctrine (cf . Man .

----

pisc . , x1:ll . ) .
Jonas says that the Ophites and Barbelo-gnostics
found it necessary , in view of the wide span of
conditions ••• to differentiate this aspect into
an upper and a lower Sophia, the latter being the
fallen shape of the former and the bearer of all
the divine distress and indignities following
from the fall . In both systems the differentiation is expressed by separate names! the original
female aspect of God is called by the Barbeliotes,
"Ba.rbe lo" (possibly 'Virgin') and Ennoia, by the
Ophites "Holy Spirit" (this to the Barbeliotes
is one of the names of the fallen form); the name
'Sophia' is by both reserved for her unfortunate 22
emanation , also called 1 Prun1kos' and 1 the Left . '
Proponents of a Greek philosophical origin of

Gnosticism might well point to Plato's Symposium
(203b) where Eros , the offspring of Penia has a yearning and desire after the unseen but etemal Beauty, a
longing for the unpossessed, just as ~ophia in the
Gnoe tic myth .
Within the Mandaean system Ruha plays about the
same role as Sop~ia .

In fact, as in CGP~ . , she is

called "The Holy Spirit ."
as

Ruha seduces mankind, just

in CGPI . the "counterfeit Spirit" (72 ~31, 74:07)

keeps man in bondage . 23
The figure of Sophia is found in the earliest

attested Gnostic system--that of Simon .

Jonas says:

A divine hypostasis already in post-biblical

Jewish speculation , the 'Wisdom' (chokmah) was
22 Gnoo tic Religion, p . 177 .
23 ~

• , P • 72, cf . PP- • 202, 205 .
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there conceived as God's helper or agent in the
creation of the world, similarly to the alternative hypostasis of the 'Word.• How this figure,
or at least its name, came to be combined in the
gnostic through with the moon-, mother-, and lovegoddess of the Near Eastern religion, to form
that ambiguous figure encompassing the whole
scale from the highest to the lowest, from the
most spiritual to the utterly sensual (as expressed in the very combination •Sophia-Prunikos,'
'Wisdom-the Whore') ~ we do not know and, lacking
evidence of any intermediate stages, cannot even
hypothetically reconstruct . As early as Simon
the figure is fully developed in its gnostic
sense . But the psychologital elaboration of her
destiny is there still rudimentary, the causation
of her fall more in the nature of a mishap brought
upon her by her offspring than in the nature of
an inner motivation . In other systems leading
over to the Valentinian form the tale of the Sophia is made the subject of more and more extensive elaboration, with her own psychological
share in it becoming increasingly prominent.24
There is evidence that a "mother" figure played
a part in the Manichaean system .

In the

(22l:5f .) the phrase T M.o'a'c. it:" !='f
"The •

- -Ps . ~~ .

Bk .

Nl:.Tt- 1uflc1o C.Mo C.,

. . ., the Mother of the world . "occurs.

Since

in the Manichaean sources Darkness is personified~ in
the Persian he is Ahriman, in the Arabic he is 'Iblis'

'

{from '• ... 8ca~•J - the Devil), in the

G1•eek

(in0lud :tn,;

also Latin, Syriac and Coptic), he 1s called Hyle,
which is a feminine noun, there may be some connection
here with the Gnostic Sophia.

-

In the Aan1chaean sys-

tem, Hyle, like Sophia has "powers, movements, and
strivings of its own which differ from those of God
only by being evil: . ... " 25
24

Jonas rightly points out

Gnostic Religion, p. 176f .

25 ~ • , P• 211 .
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now this differs radically from the passive Hyle of
the Greek philosophers.

Among the Mandaeans Namrus (b•\"'\l'ltcl ) is also
ca lled

1

a...
Ruha' and has the epithet of Ntlt4JC"'T
Jtl'l~.26

This leads Save-Soderbergh to suggest that perhaps the

- -

untranslateable Ttw\O ... C of M. Ps. Bk . 22-l:5f. is a
corruption of Namrus . 27

It doesn't seem plausible,

bec ause one would expect a long vowel,

o to compensate

for the elided r .
Returning now to Simon and Helen, Dr . Grant calls
attention to Epiphanius' statement that Isis was a
prostitute in Tyre.

The equation of Isis-Aphrodite-

Asta rte is well known .
have been

a

Grant suggests that Helen may

sacred prostitute to Ashtoreth .

Her des-

cent in the Simonian doctrine would then parallel the
story of Inanna-Ishtar in Babylonian mythology .

Grant

ca lls attention to the longevity of myths as instanced
by Plutarch on

Is1s, and that Plutarch says Isis is

s ometimes called Soph1a . 28

So the evidence for an

early_, Syrian origin of this gnostic figure is strong.
Concerning another Gnostic sect, the Ophites,
Hippolytus says they attended tm rites of Attis and
26 Johannesbuch, 63, n.3, p . 165, tr . P • 166; Mand.
t1t ., p . lg~f ., 184, R. Ginza, P• 342.
-

-

-

27 Torgny sa·ve-Soderbergh, Studies in the Co;etic Mani-

chaean Psalm-~ (Uppsa!a,
28

l949T, P:-146.

-

Robert M. Grant, Gnosticism and ~arlt Christianity,
( ew York, 1959), p . 81, a3r-;--c
a so Oliver Shaw
Rankin, !srael's Wisdom Literature (Edinburgh,
1936), P• 235 .
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Cybele .

These rites were basically worship of the

Great Mother . 29
The summary of this discussion of the emanations
within the Pleroma points up the following conclusions:
(1) The Apocryphon does not clearly fix the position
of the Invisible Spirit .

He may be thought of as the

male principle paired with Barbelo .

On the other hand,

he may be outs 1de the Pleroma, with "The Thought"
being the male principle .

(2) The Apocryphon does not

consistently use the pair-principle .

The four Aeons

brought forth by Barbelo are not paired .
they seem to be androgynous .

However,

The twelve Aeons brought

forth by Christ are not distinctly paired .

This has

a bearing upon the question: "Which has priority,

the philosophical or the mythological form of Gnosis ? 1r
Zimmern ("Babylonische Vorstufenden vorderasiatischen
Mysterienreligion, n Z .D .. M.G., LXXVI {1922), 52}
"pointed out, the syzygy idea which plays such

a

part

in determining the nature of Gnostic theology, may
well have its origin in the Babylonian practice of
11s ting deities in pairs . 1130

However, the Sethians

played down the syzygy idea.

(3} The AEocryphon makes

no attempt to present a Pieroma of exactly thirty
Aeons as do the Valentinians .
29 Casey, "Naasenes and Ophites, 11 J .. T .s., XXVII
{1925-26), 375 .
- - 3o Cited by Krael1ng, Anthropos, P • 106.
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II THE AR CHONS
Outside the Pleroma there existed a group of
powers called Archons .

At the head is Yaldabaoth who

created twelve Aeons or Powers.

The first seven were

placed over seven visible heavens, while the last five
were placed over the underworld and seem to play no

further role .

While CGPI . seems to indicate that the

seven Archons made seven powers for themselves (59:22f.)
these latter powers may be merely re-duplications of
the previously named Archons .

same names.

At least two bear the

The second group of seven have both beast

faces and abstract qualities similar to the names of
the Aeons in the Valentinian system.

Their names, with

two exceptions ( one in B.. G•.), are those of the Old

Testament God or corruptions of it .
the beast faces,

tt show

These names, plus

the depth of contempt or re vu l-

s ion to which the world-rulers have sunk for the Gnos-

tics . "31

These seven are set over the seven firma-

ments of the seven heavens .

They are the cosmic war-

ders who (as in Manicb.aeism) seek to keep the spirit

from rejoining the Pleroma .
1 . Yalda baoth

The illicit offspring of Sophia's passion, having
a dragon form, is cast out of the Pleroma .

He is

placed in a Light - Cloud and possesses griat power from
31 Jonas, Gnostic Religion, P • 201 .
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his Mother .

He incites the Archons to create man.

He is deceived by the angels into breathing his Mother's
power into man.

As the serpent, Yaldabaoth teaches

man the evil of procreative desire.
Eve, Cain and Abel .

He begets, with

Finally, to circumirent the re-

demption of mankind, he counsels with his powers so
that they produce a new generation through adultery
with each other's Wisdom (Sophia~.
At least two attempts have been made to explain
the name and origin of Yaldabaoth.

Hilgenfeld (Ket-

zer gesch . , p . 238, 243) p.r obably was the first to
sugrrest the e ~yrnology h\'1~
chaos. 1132

'i ).~. , "child of

In this he has been followed by Albright. 33

Supporting this view could be the Greek G"o f>i w
(Rom. 9 :29, James 5 ~4) from the Hebrew ~ i l( .1 ':I .
T

t

9
The

use of the fem . def . art . with it also ties in with
the Heb . or Phoen . word for

11 chaos

. 11

However, caution

in accepting this etymology is suggested by the occurrence in Coptic texts of the ending

II

aoth. 1134

It may be difficult to accept either the pessi32

Cited sic b Ernest Findlay Scott, articl~ 11 GnosticismTE..R .. E., VI, P• 236. Cf . Heb . •\ i'Hl. .

33 "Goddess of Life and Wisdom," A.J .. S .. L .. XXXVI (July,
1920), 291 . He now says (correspondence) that newly discovered data confirms this etymology .
34 Cf. Walter Ewing Crum,

11 An Egyptian Text in Greek
Characters , " J.E.A .. , XXVIII (1942), 3,1, Pistis
Sophia (Schmiat7 ed.), P • 365 and P.G. M.°IY;-770,
J.E . A. XV (1929), 234. Cf . CGPI. 64~34, Ormaoth.
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:inism or the suggestions of Burki tt concerning the name .
No proper derivation for this name can be found .
I doubt if any rational derivation ever existed .
It seems to me to be formed after the analogy of
Sabaoth. Possibly also the first inventor of the
name had heard that Jald or Yeled meant 'child'
or 'boy ' and that Ab~Abba meant 'father . ' But
the rules of philology, which are undeviating in
genuine natura l formations, do not hold for artificial names ••• Personally, I find it difficult
to s eparate Yaldaba oth altogether from °I'Q. w
ct,.B ~ wS, but n either in sound, nor in writing
does AA resemble wc. 35
Is there a possibility that the name may be derived from yeled and the verb \( \11

?

Yaldabaoth is specifically identified by two
other names i n the Ap ocryphon~
and Sa mael .

He is called Saklas

The latter name gives us a clue to the

Jewish origin of this character .

By a typical inver-

sion , the gnostics have replaced the God of the Old
Testament with Yaldabaoth, and have inves ted the latter with the characteristics of Satan .

According to

the Zohar, Sa.tan is called "the second God" (
(ct . II Cor. 4 : 4) .

,n.K
•• T

~~ )
•:

There was a persistent Jewish idea

that Satan was active in the temptation of the first

man (cf . Philo , ~~Wisdom, 2:24; "through envy
of the devil came sin into the world . 11 ) 36

In II

Baruch,
Baruch sees Hades and a dragon that consumes the
bodies of the wioked . He learns that the for35 Church and Gnos1s , p . 38 and note .

-------

36 John Peter Lange, Genesis (LangeTSchaff, A Commentary 2!! ~ !'{oly ~cr1ptures) (New York, 1884), p , 243 .
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bidden fruit of Paradise was the vine, which
Samael had planted and which God cursed along
with Samael; (4-:4 - 9) . The moon saw Samael taking
the serpent as a garment; ••• tt37
Targum Jonathan and Yer. say the seed of the woman
wi ll vanquish Samae1 . 38

So also

in the Targum, and by Maimonedes in his More
Nevochim, Lib . ii, ch. x.xx . , Sammael is called
Ehe angel of death, 11 "·\QI :T f'" } l'l • Says
Maimonedes-: 1 He took the ancient serpent for his
vehicle, and seduced Eve . 1 Elsewhere he says,
that he is no 3 gther than Satan, who caused death
to the world .
In later Judaism (according to Bamberger) there
is a faint echo of the Demi-urge idea "in the notion
of an archangel who bears God's name within him, and
who is vouchsafed a 11 but di vine honors. 1139

He is

called~ ha 1 olam (Hullin 60a), sar haPanim (Tanouma,
Mishpatim 18), ~etatron, (Hagigah 15a, Sanhed. 38b.)
and Ja ne l .

The equation of Samael and .Satan is found

in Sotah lOb. and in Pirke D 1 Rabbi El iezer . 40

The

idea expressed in the Apocryphon that Yaldabaoth had
sexual relations with Eve is found in later Rabbinic
legend. 41

All this evidence clearl y indicates that

37 Bernard J . Bamberger , Fallen Angels (Philadelphia,
1952) , p . 269f . Samael Is called ~, .. ::)~n .
38 Lange, Genesis , p . 234 .
p.. 105.

Cf . Ginzberg , Legends, I,

1

39 Fa l len Ang ls , P • 58f . and notes . Cf . also for
cTtation o -Test. of Solom . 19, Jaoel as angel of
God, F .C .. Conybeare, 11 The Testament of Solomon, 11
J.Q.R.,o . s . IX (1898), 20 .
40 Bamberger, op . cit . , p . 275n.
41 Farrar, Life of Christ

p . 696.
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within Judaism itself the demi-urge idea could have
developed .

But others have sought its origin else-

where ..
Grant feels that Yaldabaoth originated in Iranian
dua l ism .

According to Iranian teaching, Ahriman cre-

ated six gods hostile to Ahura Mazda (Plutarch,

~

rside, 47) or according to another text (Zaehner,
zurvan), u the seven planets are said to be the seven
commanders on the side of Ahriman . " 42
Ahriman is oalle-d

1

darkness . '

-----

In De Is ide, 46

Likewise in B .. G.., Yalda-

baoth is "first arc hon of darkness "1 and in CGPI. ( 61:

33 ) he is called "the garment of darkness . "

Under the

name Saklas he is chief and head of the evil archons
in the Manichaean system.

In some of the sources he

is the creator of man as in the !E?CrYEhon. 43
This figure is paralleled in the Mandaean system
by Ptahil ("Ptah is God"?) according to Burkitt . 44

Another possible parallel is fotmd in the Johannes-

-

buch, p . 5lt8•11 (text), p . 56:12-15 (trans . ).
From the day when the Evil one began to think
the evil was moulded in him .
He was angry in a great anger
And made war with the light
The Messenger was sent out
To tread down the power of the rebels . 45

42 Grant, Gnosticism~ Earlz Christianitz, P• 49 .
43
Kraeling, !E:thropos, P • 2lff .

------45 Cited
George W1dengren, MesoEotamian ·Elements
44 Church and Gnosis, p. 115 .
by

in Manichaeism (Uppaala, l94l3), p. 45.
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The "anger" may be reflected in CGPI .. 59~18 "madness .. 0
The conceit of Yaldabaoth (CGPI. 59~18-21, 61:8-9) is
a motif in Mandaean1sm.

B'haq Ziva regarded himself as a mighty one, and
forsook the name which his Father had created
(.f or himJ
He said, 'I run. the father of the
Uthras, who have created the sh'kinas for them~'
He pondered over the turbid water and said, 'I
will create a world.' (Ginza, 97f. )46
In the early Christian apocryphon,

~

Ascension

of Isaiah , Isaiah informed Hezekiah that his son Ma nasseh would be led astray by Sama.el Malchira, and
would serve Belial .

Malchira of course means "king

of evil . 1147
Turning to the Hellenistic mystery religions,
Grant calls attention to the statues outside Uthraic
shrines showing a lion-headed figure within the coils
of a snake.

Cumont identified this with Endless Time,

1 .e. Zurvan.

Bousset called attention to its resem-

blance to Yeldabaoth (cf. CGPI. 58:Bf.).

Grant holds

that by gnostic times he was identified with Ahriman. 48
Within Gnosticism itself, the development of the
doctrine of the demi-urge is interesting . 49

In the

Baruch of Justin the one demi-urg1cal Elohim 1s contrasted with the supreme Good one.
46 Jonas, Gnostic Religion, p . 134:f.

Cerinthus taught
Cf. I Tim. 3:6.

47 Bamberger, Fallen An5els, cf. infr!_, p . 193
48 Gnosticism~ Earlz Christianitz, p . 49!.
49 Cf. Jonas, Gnostic Religiog, p. 136.
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that "the world was made, not by the first God, but

bY a power which was far removed and separated from the
source of being, and did not even know of God who is

exalted above all things •" (Iren . I, 26 . l) .

Cerdan,

t he teacher of [a re ion, said: "the God whom ~os es and
the Prophets preached is not the Father of Jesus

Christ: the One is knowable, the other is not, the one
merely just, the other good . "

(Iren . I, 27 . 1) .

Irena-

eus says these gnoat1cs take the doctrine of the Un-

--

known Father from Matt . 11:25-27 (Ad. Haer . I, 20 . 3).
Marc1on thought that the world and all of nature
and man came from the world - god. 50

There was for him

no connection by genealogy or history of the demi ~urge

with the good god as in the other Gnostic systems .

Here he has something of the radical

anichaean dual-

ism.

11thin Gnosticism itself we find the following
ideas concerning the demi - urge .

In the Oph1te system

he is the firstborn of the lower Sophia or Prunikos and begets out of the waters a son called
Iao, who in turn in the same way generates a son,
Sabaoth, and so on to seven . Thus Ialdabaoth is
mediately the father of them all 5f1d thereby of
the creation . (Iren . I, 30. 4-6)
Here, too, the lower Sophia rebukes Yaldabaoth after
his conceit in saying "I am Father and God, and there
1s none above me . "
50

Jonas, Gnostic Rel1gio~, p . 138

51 ibid . , P • 134 .

-
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Basilides is less harsh in correcting the demi urge by enlightening him as to his true nature from
the Gospel of the Sonship ..
And the Archon learned tha. t he was not the universal God but was begotten and had above him the
treasure of the ineffable and nameless 'NonExistent' and of the Sonship i.e. 11 The Man and
the Son of Man" as in the Apocryphon.. and he
turned and was afraid, perceiving in what ignorance he had been ••• and he confessed the sin which
e1i~a~ 6
in magnifying himself." (Hipp .

~~1:g~d

In Ephiphanius (Haer . xxvi. 2.3f . ), YaldabaothSabaoth is treated to exactly the same rebuke by the
Barbelo as in the Ophite system.
The place of the demi-urge in the Valentinian
system is well known.

Jonas says that the Lower Sophia

brought forth another son, the demi-urge, who is also
called All-Ruler of what is below (Iren . I, 11.l}.
For the Anatolian branch this is confirmed by :Ex.
Theod . 23:2,32, 2~39.5 3
Other features of the demi-urge found in the
Valentinian system are (1) He is the creation of Lower
Sophia out of psychic substance, (2) He, along with
his six ( l} angels creates the world.

Thus a lower

ogdoad comes into existence, (3) He creates man according to his own likeness out of matter and psyche,
soul and body •54
52 Jonas, Gnostic Religion, p. 143f.
53 ibid., p,

186

54 Lietzmann, Beginnings, p. 389.
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~ . The Hebdomas of Planetary Powers
The theme of seven powers which imprison the soul
or restrain it from re-entering the pleroma is a typ•
1cal gnostic motif.

Jonas says they rule over the

spheres of the seven planets and are borrowed from the
Babylonian pantheon. 55

In Judaism we find the mention

of seven good spirits arrayed against seven evil
Spirits . 56

In the Testament of Solomon seven female

spirits say: "we a.re of the thirty six (thiru,y three
according to the original text) elements of the cosmic
rulers of darkness ."

They denominate themselves with

abstract qualities, ·,J ust as the Archons of the Apocryphon

are g iven these

11

p,owers. 11

At least three of

these are exact parallels: jealousy-envy; Power-Lordship; battle-Sanbaoth (Sabaoth).

Conybeare points

out the astral associations of these decani .. 57
Origen (Contra Celsum) says that Celsus speaks
of seven ruling demons whom the Ophites accept, but
whom Celsus identifies as being part of the Christian
scheme .

In Celsus they have beast-faces: lion, ox,

dragon, eagle, bear and dog . 58
found in the Ophite diagram .

The first four are
B.G. 1 s list is lion,

55 Gnostic Religi~, p. 43.
56 Albright, F.SAA.C, p,. 279.
57 "Test. Solomon," J.Q.R., o.s. X (1898), 24.
58 ibid., p. 8.

One face missing from Celsus' list.
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donkey, hyena, seven-headed snake, dragon, ape(?) and
shining flame .

CGPI. varies from it in giving the

First Archon a sheep face and the second a face of a
In the Ophite system they are given the names

Typhon.

of the traditional angels of Judaism, plus two names
of undetermined origint Michael, Suriel, Raphael,

Gabriel, Onoel, Thauthaba eth (Thoth-Ba'oth?) . 59
In the Test

of Solom2!.! the thirty six deca.ni

over the parts of the body had animal heads.
motif is also found in the

11• !:!• 12!•

This

(54:13·} "I am

in the midst of my enemies, the beasts surrounding
me; the burden which I bear is of the powers and pr in-

c ipali ties •"

Theodore B. Konai (ed . Pognon, 128)

likewise attests this Manichaean mot if .

"Peace unto

thee, Good one among the evil ones, Light one in the
darkness .

God who dwelleth among the beasts of wrath

who do not know their glory . 060

Again the

f!• ~ •

says (66:20-21) "Do not, Light, do not forsake me in
the midst of the wild beasts . tt 6 1

Two other passages from the M. Ps . l2!, • dealing
with the Archons may be cited .

Psalm 244 ( 51:24) "For

the powers of heaven and the earth are desiring to
59

Conybeare, ''Test . of Solomon, 0 J -S •!!.• o . s. X (1898)
13 .

60 Cited by Widengren, Mesoiotamian Elements, p . 94.
Cf . Save-Soderbergh, sEu !es, P • 72 .
61 ~

• , p . 55, cf . also PP• 37ff
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submerge me . 11

Psalm 245 (53:18) "that he may escape

from the Hebdomas of these Barbarians . "

As

Burkitt

points out , in M:anichaeism Primal Man is defeated by
the King of the Dark who is

some

times called the Sona

of the Dark , or the Arc hons • 62

In the Mandaean sys tern the seven Arc hons are
attested in the following sourc es : Johanne s buch 59f . ,
~

Ginza, 99; R. Ginza, 63 ; Mand . ~

~ Ginza, 56t22~24 . 63
of Zihrun

Haial

~

~

• (f!.G.) 63;

In the unpublished Masiqta

Kasia (1 . 84f . ) we learn " that when

is recited •the mystery of the seven (which)

had power over the soul is vanquished thereby . '"

64

Somewhat afield from the main Gnostic bodies we
find a similar reference in the Hermetic literature .
Poimandres 9 says the Demi - urge fashioned seven
governors (Arc hons), who "encompass with their circles
the sensible world, and their government 1s called
Heimarmene [pestinY. . n 65
Perhaps the best and simplest way to present the
Names

of the Archons is by means of

a

chart .

62 Burkitt, Religion of the Manichees, (Cam.bridge,
1925) , P • 25 .
- -

63 Cf . Save-Soderbergh, Studies, PP • 101, 103, 104, 104
for each ref . quoted In full . Cf . Jonas, Gnostic
Religion , p . 66 and 85n for a quote of Joh . 6~ .
64 Segelberg, Masbuta, p . 33, citing Lady Drower's

unpublished trans la ti on.

65 Jonas,~• cit ., p . 149f . He attests the Hebdomas
in Vale~in!anism ( ~. Theod . ), p. 58 .

Second :r-r ame
Ath5th
Yaoth
Aoth
Eloa1ou
Eloaios

Face
Sheep
Lion
Typhon
Donkey

Quality
Goodness
Fore-thought
(pages missi~
Fore-tl:iought
Divinity

Kalila
Galila

Asthphaios
Astaphaios
Astophaios

Hyena
Hyena

Divinity
Goodness

Flesh
Flesh ( 4)
Flesh (?)

CGPI.B. G.
CGI.

Yabel
YobtH

Yao
Yao
Yazo

Dragon w.
seven heads
Lionheaded D.

Marrow
Marrow (1)
Marrow ( ? )

CGEI.
B.G.

Adonaiou
Adonaios

Sa(n)baoth
Adonaios (em.
(Sabac5th)

Dragon
Dragon

Lo1,dship
Fire
Heat, (ace . to
Till 's recon.'
Kingdom
Kingdom

Text
CGPI .
B.G.
CGI ..
CGPI.
B.G.
CGI.,

First Name
Athoth
Ya~th
Haoth
Harmas
Hermas
Harmas

CGPI.
B,.G,.
CGI.

CGI.
CGPI.
B.G.
CGI.
CGPI.
B.G.
CGI.

Soul
Bone
Bone (2)1
)Bone (2)
Sinew
Sinew(l) 2
Sinew

Blood
Blood
Blood

Cain_ (Ra)
Sabaoth
Abel

Adonein
Adoni
Adonin
'

Sabbatenn

Sabbataios
Kainan & Kae
(Ka in) (Ra)
• Ka inankas in (R! )

Ape
Ape ( ? )
Ape
Enlightening
fire
Flame of en .
light. fire
.Fire

Envy
Understanding

Skin
Skin
Skin(F)?

Wisdom

"Molar. 11
Hair

Wisdom

Hair

.

-Hair

-

orl
.
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~OTES TO CHART OF THE ARCHONS
Where information is lacking for CGI. in the
chart, this indicates that Till do es not give it in
his footnotes .

One would presume, therefore, that

CGI. agrees with B. G. at these points .

However, as

noted in the chart, missing pages of CGI. at the vital
section dealing with the "good" qualities of the Ar chons, leaves us with no information from this text
concerning this topic .
There ares ome inner inconsistencies in B.G- .. in
its enumeration of the items of the soul .

For example,

the Bone - Soul is listed as# 1, but is connected with
Divinity, the second quality .

The numbers in paren-

thesis refer to the quality of the Archon bearing that
numb er .

All texts agree on the order of the items of

the soul ..
1 The "'Bone-Soul II is attributed to Divinity in Till' s
text (B •.G.) , which is the quality of the secondArchon earlier in that text .
2 The "Sinew- Soul'' is attributed to Goodness which is
the quality of the fourth Archon in B.G. and of the
first Archon in CGPI. Till's emendation of T1Goodness11 to "Lordship" must be rejected .
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According to 65:7f . four of these planetary Archons are given authority over the daimons that create
the various parts of the bcxly.
(po

Again at 65:29f . s even

ers?) are placed in charge of the daimons which

....

work ( t-v tpr~"') upon the various parts of the body.
Two of the seven bear the traditional Jewish names for
angels, names also used far moat of the Archons in the
Ophite system .
'Hie

A third name

11

aarmour1a . el" seems to

synonymous with the name of one of the five over

the abyss.,

!.•~•

All thi

11

Armoup1el . "

confusion and interchanging of names

seems to indicate that they served only as "counters"
and their names were not important .

However, a few

of the names can be · considered in more detail .
A

Athoth

This name is given to the first Archon in both
the first and the " non-heavenly" lists .

A thoth

evi-

dently is a corruption of the Egyptian Thoth, who was
well known throughout the Near East .

Therefore CGPI.

may be in error here .
B ... Ha.:rmas

The second power is called Harmas (Hermes) in the
first list, and Eloaiou in the second .

Bell cites a

magical text from Egypt where the second f crm equals
Hebrew "elohim . 1166

Fitting in with the astrological

66 Harold Idris Bell, Cults and Creeds in Graeco-Roman
Egypt (tiew York, 1953), p-;-173 .
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interpretation is the identification of Hermes with
Mercury .
the

He is cited as "Mercury as hostile star on

day of

his ••• tt 67

In the Aramaic Incante. tion

texts (Montg . 25t4) he is the equivalent of Metatron,
i . e . Jah . 68
His identif'ication by "'aspect" as a Typhon is

fitting .

In Greek mythology Typhon was a grisly mon-

ster with one hundred heads .

Typhon is the Greek form

of the Egyptian God Set, who is the representative of
the power of evil .

In the Leide n papyrus, where he

is given a number of magical n~s (some used frequently in Gnostic documents), Typhon- Set is invoked
to strike down so and so with frost and fire ., 69
C .. Yabel

The power thus name d in the first list is called
Iao in the second .

very early t im:,s .'70

The latter name is well known from
Probably the name means ''Yab is

67 F .. Ll . Griff 1th, "The Old Coptic Horoscope of the
Stobart Collection,tt A . Z . XXXVIII (1900), 76f .
68 Cyrus H .. Gordon, "Aramaic and Mandaic Magical

Bowls," Archiv O!'ient . , IX (1937), 95 . Cf. James
Montgomery, Aramalc Incantation Texts from Nippur .
Cf . Casey, ''lfaasenes ana Ophltes , n J . T:S:-XXVI:i:,
378 for discussion of Hermes, and Quispel, Jung
Codex, pp . 67-75 for discussion of Jah-Metatron .

6 9 Burkitt, Church arrl Gnosis, P • 82f . cf . editio
pr inceps of the papyrus by Griffith and Thompson,

p .. 147 andseealsoH ., C . Youtie, Studies in Honor
of A.C. Johnson for discussion of Typhon. -

- --

7 o Cf . for Babylonia, P'e et, E~tt and the Old Testament (Liverpool, 1923), P •
• Tnenaine"Ts"usea
Inthe Elephantine Papyri, Greek Magical Papyri,
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Ba'al. 11

D.. Sabaoth
The fifth power is called Adonaiou in the first
l i st and Saba~th in the second.

The former name is

attested in the E thiopic Prayers of_ the Virgin, in
Demotic and Coptic magi cal texts, and in the Mandaean

71

Ginza..

The identification of Sabaoth with the Old

Testament

0 1ord

of Hos ts II is sure.

However, Burkitt

issues a word of warning at this point.
LXX translates

11 kurios

whose name was Sabaoth

In Isaiah the

sabaoth," a divine personage
(cf . Epiph. Haer. XXVI, 92J .

Burkitt takes this as evidence of its use by persons
ignorant of Hebrew .

He says when the name Sabaoth

is used- we may infer, firstly, a knowledge of the Greek
Bible (generally, no doubt, at second or third
hand); and secondly, ignorance of Hebrew ....,we
must beware of ascribing any Jewish origin to
the beliefs or traditions (for Jews would know
better), and at the same time we are in touch
with circles that ascribed value and potency to
names found in the Old Testament in Greek.
In
other words these circles were neitheif 8 Jewish
or Pa gan, but some sort of Christian.
(Preisendanz in Bell., Cults and Creeds, p. 73),
Aramaic Incantation Texts from Nippur and a late
Coptic amulet published in C..S.W.E .. C .. , p. 267.
Burkitt, Church and Gnosis,-p7
says that 1 Ieou 1
of the Books of jeu is I Jeho . 1 Heu was the God of
Truth as also-the O.T . calls Jehovah, Ps. 30:6.

~6;

7 1 Ae~ coly, Les Noms Magiques, p . 94 .
7 2 Burkitt, Church and Gnosis, P • 37.
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The name .. is also mentioned in an Old Coptic
magical text, and a fairly late magical amulet. 73
3. The Pentad

~

the Pit

The text does not give much information concern-

ing the five powers over the underworld, nor is much
known concerning their origin .
(variantly spelled in

B.Q.

They are Abrisene

and CGI.), Yobel, Armou-

rieel(also variantly spelled), Melcher -Adonein (simply Adonin in

B.G.),

and Bellas.

Three possible explanations for the name "Melcher"
come to mind,: (1) It is a combination of Hebrew ''melek"
and Egyptian "~"--"The great king . " which must be
rejected because the Coptic fonm would b e ~ not~•
{2) It may reflect Semitic "melek" plus "~"--"king

of evil. 1174

Again, phonetics seem to rule this out .

(3) There may be some connection with the Phoenician

Melcarth .

Albright says he was Hauron, "adopted by

the Tyrians as their chief deity, under the name Melearth (Phoen. milk-g.art) "king of the city,tt i.e . of
the underworld,.. whioh was called "the city," in Ugari tic, just as 1n Accadian. 075

He was adopted by the

?3 Griff'ith, "The Old Coptic Magi.cal Text of Paris,"
A ..z. XXXVIII (1900), 87f . Dresher, 11 A Coptic
H.II1Ulet, Q. .S .W .E.£ •. , P • 287 •
74
_,
Cf. Aescoly, Les Noms Ma~iques, P• 116 for Eth.

...___

"

Ase. of Isa.

alapocrypnes
75

m.-re

c! es Lacau, Fragments
coptes, IV, p . 43 for use o? tne name.

Archeologz and the Reli~ion of Israel (Baltimore,
lg~2), P• Bri°nanote ~, p.-Y9~.
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Greeks and Romans as Hercules .

Since Adonis (Adonin?)

is an underworld god this equation does merit thought .
The final ruler in the list, Belias, is well
known in Jewish arrl Christian circles .

He is the Be-

liar or Belial of the Old and New Testaments and apocryphal literature .

He is equated with Satan (cf.

Charles, A~. Isa . , PP • lv . ff.).
the Sybilline Oracles, iii . 63 , 73 .

-Levi Messiah's

The name occurs 1n

--

In the Test . of

activities are described as followst

And he shall open the gates of paradise,
And shall remove the threatening sword against Adam
And he shall give to the saints to eat from the
tree of life
And the spirit of holiness shall be on them .
And Beliar shall be bound by him
And he shall give power to his children to tread
upon the evil spirits.76

III THE DAIMONS OF THE BODY

The long list of daimons or angels who create the

--

various parts of the body, and who work in them (i .e.
energize, or perhaps, protect and heal them) seems to
be composed mostly of names made up ad hoc.

The en-

tire list is given in the index at the conclusion of
the work .

Those having definite historical or liter-

ary precedents will be noted .

The identifiable mor-

phological elements in the names will be pointed out .
Regarding names of this type Bell says, "It is
increasingly unsafe to rely on nomenclature as a guide
76 Cf . Bousset-Gressmann, Relision, P • 260. f.
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to race, or to take the name of Greek gods, when they
occur, as referring to Hellenic deities. 1177

He is

referring to the religious situation in Graeco-Roman
Egypt after the 2nd . cent . B... C. but his remarks are
equally applicable to the whole Graeco-Roman world.
commenting on nonsense names in Pistis §_ophia, Burkitt
says, "it 1s beside the mark to seek for derivations,
unless they recur in different works with some stability of form . 1178
liberate.

The choice of these names is de-

He says:

What the outlandish names in magical formulae
and on gems attest is the belief, from which the
Bible is almost free, that the use of particular
names or syllables will cause the Deity or the
Demon to attend to an invocation . And it seems
the general rule among all nations ••• tbat foreign, outlandish names were considered the most
potent 79
Budge believed that the Gnost1cs got their magical
names from the Papyrus Harris and similar sources . 80
Among the identifiable names of the daimons are

the following: Archon, Achchan (Biblical?), Asaklas
(from Semitic Saklas or Egyptian Zaklas, cf. ·Budge,
E6zptian Magic , P • 13), Basilia-dame {kingdom of the
people?), Jerome (Latin), Miama1 (Gk. mythology) and
Staphule {Greek) .
tially identified .

In addition, two names may be parThe daimon who creates the head

7 8 Church~ Gnosis, p. 39 .
79

ibid • , p • 36

80 E .A. Wallis Budge, Egfptian Magic (Evanston, n.d . ),
p . 175 gives a list o sue& names, as does Burkitt,
op cit., p . 82f.
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1s Meniggesstroeth .

The first element of this name

is the Greek men1x, "brain.," as Dr . Polotsky suggests.
Chnoumeninorin may contain the Egyptian name, Chnoum.
Budge says he is one of the great gods of reproduction
whose name later occupied an important place in the
magical names of the Gnostics . 81

Perhaps Diolimadraza

reflects an Iranian name .
Turning now to morphological elements, the following forms recur: (1) Endings in~-- Athuro, Bano,
Bublo, E. pithro, Epimacho., Eteraphao, Thilo, Lampno.,
Riaramnacho, Sabalo, Taphreo, TokS and Zabedo; (2)
Endings in! (Greek 1st. dee . )-- Abrana, Archentechtha,
Archendechta, Gonna, Ipousk~ba, Krima, Sunogchouta,
Toechea, Phikna, Phlozopha and Oummaa.; (3) Endings in

-e

(Gk . 1st . dac . ) ... - Basilia.dame, Epiptoe?, Kolae, Pican...

dra.ptes, Staphule, Pheaue and Phneme; (4) Endings in
~

(Gk. 3rd . dee . )--Abitrion, Archon, Mniarchon, and

Chedon; (5) Endings in en (Gk. 3rd. dec.)•-Amen, Asterechmen, Blaomen and Euanthen;. (6) Endings in an-•
Ads.ban, Achchan, Bastan, Ibikan and Chaaman; (7) Endings in ~--Easpomacham and Aachiaram; (8} Endings
in

-

-el

(Semitic?)--Achiel and Balbel; (9} Endings in

~th (Semitic?)--Barboth, Bathin5th and Ormaoth; (10)

Endings in bar--Barbar, Kaiochaabar and Tebar; (11)
Endings i n ~ (Latin?)--Bissoum, Banenephroum, Baoum
81 Budge, E&ptian Magic, P • 119 .
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and Labernioum; (12) Endings in orin--Bineborin and
chnoumeninorin.

In addition to these forms, some of

the names are undoubtedly 3rd . dee . Greek forms ending

1n mutes , ~•~ • Knuz, Iameaz, while two are forms like
3rd. dee . pater--Aroer and Charaner .
IV THE HISTORICAL PERSONAGES
The teaching of the Apocryphon concerning historical and/or literary figures is, for the most part, a
re vamping of B'iblical characters via typical Gnostic
exegesis .

Since the Apocryphon is concerned chiefly

with creation, it devotes more attention to Adam and

Eve than to any other characters.

Cain, Abel, Seth,

Noah and Moses also appear -0n the scene,• . The revelation itself is given to John, the brother of James,
by

the Saviour in rebuttal of the accusations of Ari -

manios, a Pharisee .

In addition to these, there is a

reference to the book of Zoroaster .
1 . Adam an:l Eve

---

In 56t30-35 there seems to be a reference to the
creation of a Pleromatic Adem (or Adamas) who has
authority over the first Aeon , Armozel .

One is temp-

ted to suggest "pneumatic" for lacuna at 56~34, but
traces seem to indicate otherwise.

At any rate, this

is not the Adam of Genesis, who (in CGPI.) is created
by Yaldabaoth and his powers, upon seeing a mirror

image in the abyss .

Each of the Archons endows him
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with a particular psychic substance .
by

They are joined

the angels who each contribute to the creation of

the various parts of the body .
tionless .

But Adam is still mo-

He does not become a living being until

Yaldabaoth, through the trickery of Barbelo, is induced to breathe into him some of the power he had
received from the Mother.

There1fipon Adam becomes a

living being, stronger and greater than his creators.
Adam receives as a helper the Epinoia of Light .

While

the text isn't clear, it seems that the Archons and
angels combine to create a disturbance in which a material body is fanned for Adam .

This is formed from

the four basic elements of Greek thought .
ject to death .

He is sub-

He is placed by the Archons in Paradise .

At this juncture evidently Yaldabaoth brings
forth some of the power from the man and fashions it
into a woman.
his flesh . n

She is "bone of his bone and flesh of
The tree of knowledge is interpreted

sexually so that Adam and Eve fall .

The Ep1noia {iw

dentified with the Tree of Knowledge of good and evilj
enlightens them .

Yaldabaoth, realizing that they have

escaped his clutches through this knowledge, curses .
He casts them out of Paradise .

He becomes enflamed

with lust and defiles Eve, begetting Eloim and Yave,
i.e . Cain and Abel .

Adam and Eve beget Seth .

With

a holy seed thus begun, Adam and Eve disappear from
the pages of the Apocr7phon.
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Turni ng to cor responding motifs in the religious
milieu, we find Jonas cal ling attention to the place
of Adam in Judaism .
Rabbinical speculations ab out Adam based on the
duplication of the report of his creation in Gen .
land 2 , which were referr ed to a celestial and
a terrestrial Adam respectively, supply a link
between biblical and gnos tic doctrines concerning
the First Man . 82
The idea of man's being motionless after creation
seems to be found among the Naas e nes, Ophites, Marcion-ites and Mandaeans according t o Grant.

In 69::14 there

may possibly be a reference to Adam as an andr~gynous
creature, and the first "being" to be split into male
and female .

If this be true, the motif can be traced

back to Sumer . 83

Winter argues forcibly for the an-

dr•ogynous idea, citing Gen . 5:1, Gen . 1:27 and ra,bbinic sources . 9 4

The idea is attested for the Na-

ese:nes in Hipp . Elen •. V . vii . 14 .
The motif of Adam's being robed in light (cf.
67~33) is a familiar one .

Again , there are rabbin-

ical parallels . 85
In Manichaeism the King of Darkness procreated
83 Samuel Noah Kramer, Sumerian Mythology (Philadelphia, 1944), p,. 68f.
84 Paul Winter, 11Sadoki te Fragments iv . 20, 21 and the
Exegesis of Gen . 1:27 in late Judaism," z,.A ..W.,
LXVIII (1956) , 79f .
- - 85 Matthew Black, "The Pauline Doctrine of the Second
Adam , " S . J .. T . , VII (1954), 174 . He cites Ber .,
Rabba 1~, -GI"nzberg, Legends, I, p,. 86, V. p:-io5 ..
Cf . Sanday and Headlam, Romans, p. 85.
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Adam to hide in him the light absorbed by the Archons
in their defeat of the Five Bright Elements. 86

Thus

Adam becomes a true microcosm of the universe, God
and matter, Light and Dark .
Ephrem Syrus (Hymn . 53) says, "These are hostile
powers, stars and signs, a body from the Evil One
with out resurrection, a a oul from the Seven. n 87
again we have Adam endowed by the Archons.

Here

In the

He rmetic sphere, according to Poimandres 12,

man is

brought forth by God by the androgynous creative
principle, so he 1s an emanation of his own substance.
Instead of being made of clay ~ s
Light and Life .

O.T) .,

he is pure

"The 'likeness' is one not of sym-

bolic similitude but of a full sameness of form, so
that in him God contemplates and loves His own adequate representation •• 1188

According to Arnobius

(~. 303 A. D.) there was a Hermetic teaching that--

while we slide and hasten downward to the human
bodies, there attach to us from the cosmic
spheres the causes by which we become ever worse . 89
Again in Poimandres 13 we read-when he rrman1\ had entered the demiurgical
sphere, w~ :re-h e was to have full authority, he
beheld his brother's works, and they (the seven
86

87

88

89

Burkitt, Religion of the Manichees, p. 30f .
Jonas, Gnostic Religion, p . 160 . He says the idea
also occurs in Mandae
literature and Pistis Sophia .
~

• , P • 155

ill£•,

P • 157.
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Governors became enamored of 9 5im, and ea ch gave
him a share of his own realm .
Jona s suggests t hat

0

the conception belongs t o t he

ast ro~ogical range of ide as: each of the plane t ary
powe rs makes its contribution to the equipmen t of t he
s oul prior to its embodiment . " 91
2 . Cain a nd Abel
In post-biblical (ra bbinic) Judaism, Adam produ ced children by means of evil spirits, while in t he
Ap ocryphon Cain and Abel are said to be be g otten by
Ya ldabaoth (cf. discussion supra) . 92
To the ~anichees, procreation was the means
whereb y more Li ght became enmeshed with darkne s s.
Therefore Adam kept away from Eve because he knew
pr ocreation aided the intermingling of lig ht and dark ne ss.

Cain and Abel were sons of the Arc hon brood 93
0

Int he Apocryphon t hese two are each set over
two elements of "natter . "

Abel has the "upper" ele-

ments, fire a nd wind; Ca.in has the "nether," water
and eart h .
90 Jonas, Gnostic Re!.!_gion, p . 150 . In a fn. he sug gests for t he last p nrase "of his own endowment''
wh ich fits the sta tement of CGPI . better.
9 1 ibid . , p . 157

Cf. fn. for sources of t he positive
nieaning of t he gi fts of the planets det ai led in
fa crob ius, IN Somn. Scrip . I . 12, Se rvius, I n Aen.
XI, 51 and C: Herm. , Kore Kosmou .
- - -

92 Bamberger, Fallen Angels, p . 106 , citing Tanouma,
B , I . 20, Erubin, 18b . His ref. to B~ Rab . ~0:11
is incorrect.
93 Burkitt, Relig ion of the Mani chees, p . 33.
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3 . Seth
The Apocryphon stresses only the begetting of
Seth and his final destiny as part of the restored
Pler·oma .

However, according t o other sources, Seth

played a large part among the Barbelo-gnostics .

They,

indeed, may be identical with the Sethians, o~ at
least very closely al lied to them.

The Nag Hammadi

find includes several document s attributed to Seth or
dealing with him e
In other gnostic groups Seth plays an imp.o rtant
part .

According to the Manichees, who called him

"Shithil , " Seth was the son begotten when Adam forgot
that he was to eschew procrea t ion due to its aiding
the intermingling of light and darkness . 94

The place

of Seth in the Mandaea.n system is well known .

4 . John and James
While these . two disciples of Jesus are mentioned
in the opening of the Apocryphon , the y play no part
in the action .

Indeed, John is only an interlocutor

whom the Gnostic author uses to bring forth from the
lips of the Saviour the Gnostic doctrine .

However,

this attributing the Apocrzphon to John the disciple

has an important bearing upon New Testament criticism
as the author has pointed out elsewhere . 948
94 Burkitt, The Religion 2!_ the Manich~, p . 33 .

94a "Sidelights on New Testament Criticism from Nag
Hammadi," to appear in B.E.!_.~-- IV (1961) 1 a:cd nA
Note on the Author s h i p of the Apocalypse" to ap p e ar

in N.T .S. VIII (1961 ) .

~
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5. Zoroaster
The founder of the religion bearing his name obviously had an honored place in certain Gnostic
circles.
was found .

At Nag Hammadi, an Apocalypse of Zoroaster
In Pistis Sophia 369 he is mentioned as

z-orokothora-Maljisedek.

However, his functions there

are neither those of Biblical Melchizedek nor of the
Persian Zoroaster . 9 5

Is it just a co-incidence that

the biblical book of Revelation, which our Apocryphon
seems to mimic in so many details, was strongly influenced by Zoroastrianism {as contended by some
scholars, although there is also strong d1ssent)? 96
The second century Gnostic, Prodicus had as a
source of his doctrine the secret books of Zoroaster.
It was the boast of his disciples that they possessed
these works . 97

Porphyry ( ~

an Apocalypse£!. Zoroaster.98

5?f Plotinus) mentions
The complete appraisal

of the place of Zoroastrianism in the development of
gnosticism must await the publication of the full
Nag Hammadi corpus .
95 Burkitt, Church and Gnosis, p . 69.
96 James Moffatt, Revelation (apud, Expositor's Greek
Testament, V., nrand Rapids, n . d . ), P • 303f .
97 Robert H. Charles, Religious Development between
the O l d ~ ~ New ~tament (London, 1914), p. 184n .
tt The S't 'udy of Gnosticism,
.
tt J.T.s., XXXVI
(1935), 54 . Cf . Allberry, M. Ps . Bk7,-p . 226 and
Doresse, Les Livres Secrets; p:-179, and Doresse,
Q-~·! ..E.c:-;-pp."2$-263 .

98 Casey,
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V CONCLUSION
This chapter on the actors 1n the Gnostic myth
can be concluded by stating that the action is supramundane, and therefore, by and large, its characters
are supra-mundane .

The concluding chapter contains

a summary and discussion of whether or not the beings
in the P'leroma are mythologieed in CGPI. in contrast,

~•6• to the Valentinian philosophy .

CHAPTER V
GNOSTIC DOCTRI:NES AND MOl' IFS

An exhaustive commentary upon Gnostic doctrine
in general and upon all the motifs which appear in the
Apocryphon is beyond the scope of this work .

A

number

of these doctrines arrl motifs have been commented upon
in the preceding chapters or in the footnotes to the
translation .

However, some of these doctrines and mo-

tifs deserw separate treatment because of their es pecial prominence in the Gnostic system and/or their
widespread pres~nce in the ancient Near Eastern religious world from which gnosticism draw its mythology .

The treatment of these themes will follow the

sequence of the Apocryphon.,

An excellent discussion

of many gnostic themes appears in the work of Jonas,
much of which is not repeated here .
I THE DR GON MOTIF

The idea of a dragon being the enemy of man, or
of being a protagonist in a primeval struggle 1s very
ancient, going back as far as Sumerian times . 1
Babylonian inscriptions show giant serpents .

The
Diodorus

Siculus (II . 9) says there was a serpent in the right
hand of Hera in the temple of Be l .

An Assyrian in-

1 Cf . Kramer, Sumerian ~1ytholoft, p . 76ff . He thinks
the dragons of both Greek myt ology and early
Christian literature came from Sumer.
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scription speaks of a "great serpent with seven
heads." 2
known .

The dragon-like features of Tiamat are well
The fallowing specifi c relationships with the

dragon of our text may be pointed out: (1) Tiamat is
deceitful (E.E. iv . 71 - 72), (CGPI .. 69tl8-19; 70~11-15);
(2) Tiamat exalts her spouse to Anuship (E.E. iv. 82)

while Yaldabaoth calls himself nGod . 11 (60:8-9); (3)
Demons accompany Tiamat (E.E . iv . 115-116) as they do
Yaldabaoth; (4) Kingu , the sp ouse of Tiamat has the
tablets of destinies (E.E •. iv . 121) even as Yaldabreoth
and his angels bind man with Fate (76!14 - 15).

How-

ever, the differences are just as striking .
In the Ras Shamra texts, Leviathan is mentioned
in I* AB I . l, and thanin (1tdragon") in V AB D 37 .
In the Bible, Leviathan is found at Job 40:25
(Heb . ) ; Ps . 104:26; 74!14; Isa . 27!1 and Job 3t8 (emended) .

The dragon (tannim) is found at Isa . 51!9_;-

Ezek. 29:3; 32:2 , 6 .

These latter passages may be the

basis for the Jew Testament conceptions of the dragon
of Rev . 12:9; 20~2 .

Note should be taken of the seven

heads, as so often found in Gnostic sources.,

It may

be that the apocalyptic dragon is a coalescence of the
animating spirit of the world r a lers of Dan. 7 and the
physical details of the serpent of Gen. 3.

Again, the

2 Frederich Delitzsch, Assyrische Studien, Heft. I, p.
87 .
Cf . also Albright, studies in O.T. Propnecy, p .
2 and note for discussion of Ugar . & BibITcal passages.
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ur-Zeit-Ende-Zeit concept
----

may have conditioned the

figure in Re ve lat ion.
The fight between a dragon and a saviour is seen
in the Odea of Solomon.

"He that ha th over thrown by

my hands the dragon with seven heads, a.nd set me at
his roots that I might destroy his seed . 113
In the Ophite diagram (Origin, Contra Celsum,
vi. 26,35) the seven circles of the Archons arij surrounded by a larger circle called Leviathan . 4
Among the Mandaeans, Leviathan is called Ur and
is the father of the seven, just as in the Apocryphon. 5
In the

M..

Ps . Bk. a seven""headed snake is mentioned

(149:-23), while Psalms of Thomas XI (217~4) tells of
a female serpent (cf. Tiamat) as the consort of the
dragon .
The motif of the d!'agon seducing our first parents is common.

Jonas cites the Jewish Apocryphal Acts

of Kyriakos and Julietta. (Reitzenstein, D a s ~ ••• ,
p. 77) where the hero meets a dragon

11

'king of the

worms of the earth, whose tail lies in his mouth .
This is the serpent that led astray the first Adam and
expelled him from Paradise . ,n 5
The ";Hymn of the Pearl" speaks of a. dragon guard3

Cited by Widengren, Mesop . Elements, p. 57 from
Harris & Mingana, -Odes
~nd Psalms of Sol. p . 325f .
---,

--

4 Jonas, Gnostic Religion, p. ll6f .
5 ibid . , p. 117 .
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ing the pearl .

In the Acts of Thomas from which the

hymn is quoted, one of dragon 's sons says:
I am the offspring of the serpent-nature and a
corrupter's son . I am a son of him who • • • sets
on the throne and has dominion over the creation
beneath tbe heavens, • • • who circles the sphere,
••• who is outside (around) thg ocean, whose tail
lies in his mouth (para . 32) .
There is an exact Gnostic parallel: "The outer darkness is a huge dragon whose tail is in its mouth . 117
The Manichees also called darkness a dragon .
The worship of the crocodile in Egypt is well

known .

The crocodile figure certainly underlies some

of the Biblical references .

So any theory of total di ~

rect dependence of the Gnostic myth upon Babylonia must
be regarded with suspicion.
II ASTROLOGICAL AND ZODIACAL THEMES
The recurrence of the numbers seven and twelve
in the Apocryphon has led some commentators to see
astrological influences at work .

Referring to the

Archons, Grant says:
What we have now seen in dealing with the seven
is that while their names are Jewish, their
functions are much more closely associated with
Iranian thought {ruling over days of week), and
both Egyptian and Iranian influence is further
suggested by their possession of the heads of
animals . 8
6

Jonas, Gnostic Religion, p . 116 .

7 Pistis Sophia, ch . 126, p . 207, ed. Schmidt .
8 Gnosticism and Early Christianity, p . 51 . His attempts at finding Aramaic etymological explanations
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The editor of B.G. remarks that the names of the
twelve powers of the Apocryphon are the common names
of Zodiacal signs . 9

The wide-spread idea of seven

world rulers has been indicated in the preceding
chapter .

It will suffice here to add two more gnostic

references .

Satorninus said that the world and every-

thing in it was ma.de by seven particular angels
(Iren . I . 24, 1-2) . 10

Among the Mandaeans, the god-

father at a baptism must have the same astrological
aspects as the child . 1 1

They have a whole book de-

voted to the zodiac . 12
Any attempt to explain the astrological concepts
must deal with the wide-spread nature of seven as a
round number .

For example.,, Egypt had its heptads,

worship or planets, etc.

From Gnostic times comes

th,is quotation: "Hail, God of Abraham, hail, God of
Isaac, hail, God of Jacob, Jesus Christ, Holy Ghost,
Son of the Father, who is among the Seven, and in the
Seven .. 1113

At the same time in Hermetic circles the

£or the animal faces are not convincing . However,
they may represent typical Semitic paronomasia .
g Till, "The Gnostic Apocryphon of John," !I_.E.H., III
(1952)., P •

17f .

10 Cf. full quotation in Jonas, Gnostic Religion, p . 132.
11 Segelberg, Masbuta, p. 121n.
~ Iraq and Iran , p . 44.

Cf . Drower, Mandaeans

12 Drower, Asfar Malw§sS. The Book of the Zodiag,
1949 (Or . Trans . Fuhd vor:-3~ - 13 Bell, Cults and Creeds, p . 73 citing Preisendanz,
P.G~!M. IV, 1230-1 2 ~
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astrological influence was strong~
As the souls descend, they draw with them the
torpor of Saturn, the wrathfulness of Mars, the
concupiscence of Venus, the greed for gain of
Mercury, the lust for power of Jupiter; which
things effect a confusion in the souls, so that
they can no longer make use of their own power
and proper faculties.14
By Gnostic times astrological ideas were quite
prevalent in Juda.ism.

For example,

11

Deut . 4:19 is

usually taken to mean that the sun, moon, and stars
had been distributed by Yahweh to the nations as objects of their worship, and it was in fact so interpreted by most rabbinical cornmentators .n l5

These

ideas can be seen in Job . 38:31, Test . of Rueben, ch .
2, and the seven evil spirits of the N.T.

In sho1:>t,

That the Jews and their Rabbis had b or.oowed many
astrological notions from the Chaldeans, ••• is
certain. See the quotations from the tract Sanhedrin, R. Abraham, Abarbanel, the Zohar in irunster, Sepp, etc. Comp Jos. Antt. 11. 9, par .
2 and 1. 7, par. 2, where Josephus quotes Berosus
as having said that Abraham was skillful in the
celestial science . 16
Gnostic astrological ideas, then, may not necessarily be directly borrowed from Babylonian or

Iranian sources. They could be part of the general
religious atmosphere of the times, more particularly
of the milieu in which Christianity arose.
14

Servius, In Aen. VI, 714, cited by Jonas, Gnostic
Religion,p 7:'5'7 .

15 Albright, F .S A.C., p. 245 . ,
16 Farrar,~ of Christ, p. 42n.
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I I I ANTHROPOLOGICAL MOTIFS
Aside from the ideas concerning man's creation
discussed in the preceding chapters, several motifs
merit discussion.

The creation of man by means of the

mirror image has been mentioned .

This theme, a de-

velopment of the ancient idea that one's shadow (among
other things) was a life - index identical with the
essence of the person himself .

It is found in the

early Gnostic Saturninus according to Iren . I, 24,1.
He, like Menander., taught that the one unknown Father

made angels, and that man is the workmanship of the
angels patterned after the mirror image . 17
Among the Mandaeans, the motif is found in R•.G. .
Book 5:: "When Hibil returns from his primordial conflict with the king of darkness, he is addressed by
his superior with the woros:
Hail, Hibil, pure Mana, .Joshamin has called into
being three sons . One guards the neat of his
father, one dwells with his father, and one,
Abatur, goes to that world in which thou hast
been and perceives his image in the black waters,
and his image and son is formed for him from
the black water .
Hibil then relates~
When the Life, my Father, had thus spoken, Abatur
arose and opened the gate and gazed into the
black water and at the same hour his likeness was
formed in the black water and Ptahil il'{as formed
and ascended to the borderland . Abatur considered Ptahil and said to his son Ptahil: Come, come
Ptahil, thou art he whom I perceived in the
17 Kraaling., Anthropos., p. 118 .
is given supra, P • 158f .

The full quotation
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black water . (R.G. p . 173- 4)
This episode is referred to also in a part of the last
book of the right Ginza where we read~ "then Abatur •••
r eflected and perceived himself and perceived his
likeness and he created Adam the man and created for
h im Eve . nlB
The idea of the creation of man through the perception of one's image characterizes the Po i mandres
(12-15) form of the Anthropos tale .

The mirror - image

motif i"s als o found among the Sethians (Hipp .

v.

19)

and the Peratae (ibid . 12ff . ) . 19
Among the Manichee s , this motif is missing, although a r elated idea of using a divine likeness to
entrap divine substance, or to extract light from the
Archons is found .

But the mirror- image mo t i f , ~ ~ ,

seems to be completely "Western" in the gnostic world .
Man , according to Gnostic doctrine, consisted of
body and soul which were made by the cosmic powers .
However , enclosed in the soul is the spirit - a portion of the divine substance from beyond
which has fallen into the world; and the Archons
created man for the express purpose of keeping
it captive there . Thus , as in the macrocosm
man is enclosed by the seven spheres, so in the
human microcosm again the pneuma is enclosed by
seven soul-vestments originating from them. 20
18 Kraaling, Anthropos, p . 70f .

19 Jonas, Gnas tic Religion, p . l6lff .
20 ~

-, p . 44 .
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Thus, actually, a tri-chotomous man is described
(cf . M. Ps . Bk . , 180~5-7) .

However, contrary to Bib-

lical thinking, only "spirit" is of divine origin.
In the Apocryphon the fall of Adam is blamed on
the Archons who deceived him concerning the nature of
the forbidden tree .

However, the explicit statement

that Adam partook is not made .

This motif has partial

parallels in I Enoch 6 where the angels are blamed,
and Jubilees 5 where demons are the cause .

The phil-

osophical Valentinians put the Fall as pre-creation,
and the world as a result of the Fall .
the collapse of Philosophy- - Sophia .

It was due to

In the Apocryphon

the fall i s post - creation .
IV THE ANGELS OVER THE BODY AND THE PASSIONS
The passage from 63:30 to 67:3 (which is not in
E.G. or CGI . ) gives the long list of angels or daimo~
who help create and energize the parts of the body and
who control the passions .
sp irits, is common.

The naming of angels, or

In Mark 5!9 the demons had names .

When Jesus asked for them, they replied, "Legion . "
One name could be superior to another, so that the
superior name could exorcise the evil spirit, or
spirit causing illness . 2 1
Kramer trac&s the motif of powers over the parts
21 Cf . Mt . 12:27, Mk . 9:38; Lk . lltl9, Acts 3t6, 19tl3;
Eph. 1=-21 . Cf . Justin Martyr, Dialo5 . 247c, cf .
3llb .

Zl4

of the body back to Sumer.

In the Epic of Dilmun,

revolving around Enki and Ninhursag, we find Ninhursag
giving birth to eight gods, one for each of Enki's
pains when Enki is seriously ill .

Among the parts of

the body mentioned are ~hip, tooth, mouth, side,
rib . n22

In the N.T., demons cause certain ills, i.e .

have power over certain parts of the body~ blindness,
Mt . 12:22; dumbness, Mk . 9:17; Lk . 9:39; fever (as in
CGPI .) Lk . 4:38f . and infirmity, Lk. 13:11 (cf . 64:24).
Of course this idea is very ancient.

Examples can be

cited from Ps. 78t49b-50; 90t5-6 and other O.T . passages .

In the Greek world, Hippocrates spoke of the

way which some symptoms of epilepsy were popularly
attributed to Appello, Neptune , etc .

In the Jewish

non-canonical literature we findrlepilepsy attributed
to a demon (Enoch XV . 8), headache ascribed to the
demon Kardalkoos, and Asiman is supposed to cause the
b irth of epileptic children. 23

The thirty six decani

of the Test. of Solomon play a similar role.

Irenaeus

(Contra Celsum, VIII . 58) tells us that Celsus said:
That among these demons even down .to ~h~ leas.t
ones, there exists some one or another .-to whom
authority (ezousia) has been given, may be
learned by any one from what the Egyptians say,
namely, that thirty~six demons, or ethereal gods
of a kind, have distributed among themselves
man's 1:x>dy, which is apportioned into a corresponding number of parts . Some say the number of
22 Kramer, Sumerian Mythology, p . 58.
23 Farrar, Life of Christ,~• 696 .
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these demons is much greater . One demon then is
app,ointed to take care of one part and another of
another. Of these demons they know the names in
the local speech (i.e. Coptic) as, for example,
Khnoumen, Khnakoumen; and Knat, and Sikat, and
Bion, and Eron, and Erebion, and Ramanor, and
Reianoor, and the rest of the names used in their
tongue. And, of crurse, by invoking these demons,
they cure the sufferings of the several parts.24
This motif is found in the early Syrian Church.
The poet Balai writest
The good merciful one
Brought Himself down to earth
In order to save His creation
From impure demons,
And healed diseases And obliterated debts . 25
Turning now to the motif of angels controlling
the passions, we find in the Shepherd of Hermas the
(

J

demon of sorrow ( )...v IT') ), and t h:l demon of lust ( (:ill -

,

8u ,-c,.,G. ), the daughter of the devil. 26

These same

angels appear in the Apocryphon as creations of Yaldabaoth.

The Targum Jerus ~ on Deut. 9:tl~ says "to punish

Israelites for worshipping the golden calf, God sent
five angel ... -Indignation, Anger, Fury, Ruin, Vlrath."

27

The widespread belief in the existence and power
of spirits, good and bad, who exercised power in the
24 Conybeare, "Test. of Solomon," J.g.R . o.s. X, 7.

25 Zettersteen! Beitrage zur Kenntnis der religiosen
Dichtun~ Balaisl·-,,text.p:- -LVIY-;-trans. P • 33,
tVII .
itedby Widengren, Mesop . Elements, p,. 159f.
26 Conybeare, "Demonology of the N.T." J.Q.R., o.s.
VIII {1896), 595
27 Farrar, Life of Christ, p . 695 .
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human body and mind was a common Near Eastern phenomenon in the early Christian centur!es, but seems to
have been especially prominent in Judeo-Christian
circles .
V COSMOGONY
The great interest of the Gnostics in the problems of cosmogony is indicated by the number of texts
dealing with it found at Nag Hannnadi .

Besides the

Apocrzphon, cosmogonic works in Codex X include The
Wisdom of Jesus, The Dialogue of the Saviour, The
Sacred~ E_f the Great Invisible Spirit (also called
the Gospel o f ~ Egyptians), and The Epistle of Eugnost£! (the source of the first-named work) .

Codex

XII (Puech XII) contains a fragment of a mystic treatise on c·osmology . 28
In the Apocryphon, Yaldabaoth "made for himself
other Aeons in a flame of fiery light." (58:24f.}.
These Aeons probably number twelve, of which seven are
in the heavens and five are in the underworld.

It is

not clear if this scheme has any relationship to Prov .

9:1 where the seven pillars of wisdom have been interpreted by Reitzenstein as a picture of the world resting on seven planets . 29

The motif of seven pillars

28 P-uech, CS W.E C., p . 109, Doresse,
Secrets; p .-1677

~

Livres

2 9 Oliver Shaw Rankin, Israel's Wisdom Literature

(Edinburgh, 1936), P • 25lff.
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connected with the Babylonian

ew Year's festival house

(bit akI tu) has been disproved. 29 a

In the Apocrypbon

the world is not supported by the seven Arc hons (planets).
Rather, by inference, one gathers that they are above and
beyond this world.

They a re the cosmic warders to

keep men from going up to the Pleroma .
The Valentini an cosmology seems to re-echo ancient Phoenician ideas where creation myths attributed
to Sanchunaithon are recorded by Philo Byblius .
tells of the uni on of prime val
a union called

tt spirit II

11 Desire"--producing

11 Mot 11

It

and "Chaos 11 - which is the

cosmic egg from which all things sprang. 3 0

Here the

idea of Chaos as the source of creation parallels the
suggested etymology of Ya ldabaoth as "child of Chaos."
'the union called "desire" reminds one of the passions

of lower Sophia, Achamoth, in the Valentinian system.
However, in it the demiurge creates the world from
the matter formed by Achamoth's passions. 31
In the Manichaean system the world is created due
to the struggle between Darkness and Light.

It is a

myth somewhat like that of St. George and the Dragon,
or (from earlier times) that of Marduk and Tiamat . 32
29a Cf. W.F. Albright, " Some Canaanite-Phoenician Sources
of Hebrew 'Nisdom, 11 in Vlisdom in Israel and in the
Ancient Near East, (Leiden, 1%5).
- -30 Pfeiffer, Old Testament Introduction, p . 193, notes.
31 Lietzmann, Beginnings, p. 387f.
32 Burkitt, Religion of the _,1anichees, p . 26ff.
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However , the Manichees agree with the Gnostics in dis tinguishing between a good God and an evil world .
11

God and Matter, Light and Darlrn.ess, Good and Evil,

in all things entirely contrary forc e s .n 33
Strangely enough the Barbelo-Gnostics d o not emp hasize the role of angels in creation , at least not
in the Apocryphon
Gnostic doctrine .

This 1s contrary to the earlier
Saturninus tau ght that--

1the one unknown Father made the angels, archangels, powers and dominions . The world, however, and everything in it, V'las made by seven
particular angels, and man too is a work of the
angels ,' of whom the Jewish god is one . These
angels he describes in turn as feeble artisans
and as r ebellious . Christ came to destroy the
god of the Jews . As a particular trait, Satorninus acknowledges besides these angels also the
devil, who 'is an angel who is an enemy of those
angels and the god of the Jews' - a kind of private feud within the camp of the lower powers . 34
I renaeus reports a similar cosmology for Carpocrates
and Menander .

For the former he says (Ad . Haer . I,

25 1- 2) that the world was made by angels
'that are lower by far than the unbegotten Father-='
Jesus and all souls which like his remained pure
and strong in their memory of the unbegotten
Father can despise the creators and ,..pa~g through
them ( ! •~ • in the ascent of the sou~.
T1enander taught that the world was made by angels whom
he "'like Simon says were emanated from the Ennoia .

1"

35

33 Kraaling , Anthropos, p . 17 citing Titus of Bostra,
Four Books age.Inst the Manicheans, I, 5 (ed. ragne,
P"e."rrologia nraeca, vol . Is) .
34 Jonas, Gnostic Religion, p . l32f .
35 ibid .
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Basilides taught creati on by the angels.

He

stretched his line of descent through 365 successive
heavens .

The last one is that which we see, inhabited

by the angels who made the world (Iren . I . 24 . 3-4) . 36
Again , although the Barbelo-Gnost i cs do not have direct creation by the angels, the Apocryphon of CGP~. ·
has their number set at 365 (360 in B.Q~) .
The 0phites, the Gnostic sect closest to the
Barbelo-Gnostics, said that the world was created by
angels (Iren . II, 2, 27 cf .

r.

28, 3) . 37

Finally,

Simon, according to Epmffinanaeus (Haer . xxi . 2,4),
taught that angels created the world and man . 3 8
These parallels from the various gnostic groups
re-emphasize how drastic was the dichotomy between
God and matter in gnostic thought .

Most of the groups

made creation to be the work of angels, the beings
most remote from the head of the Pleroma .

VI THE SLEEP- FORGETFULNESS- DRUNKENNESS MOTIF
The Gnostic scheme of salvation by "knowledge"
hinges upon the

11

s leep 11 motif .

Adam is brought into

a state whereby he would remain in the realm of darkness perpetually .
36

Till aptly describes this "sleep. 11

Jonas, Gnostic Religion, p;. 133, cf . Lietzmann ,
Beginnings , pp . 381- 38~.

37 Casey, "The Study of Gnosticism," J.!_ . S . , XXXVI
(1936), 49 .

38 Jonas,££. • cit . , p . 108 .
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In order to hinder Adam f rom perceiving the
truth Yaldabaoth brought a sort of dullness
over him . It is ~ called in Coptic ih l e, derived
from the verb obs, •to sleep , ~ forget . • It
is explained bythe Greek ow' o' ~t9'7 (f'l ,S •lack
of sense-perception . ' It makes Adam unable to
see that there is a di vine world of light above
this rm terial world and that his best part be longs to that world of light whither it is to
return . 39
This motif occurs in the Apocryphon at 69:12, 70.22,
71~31, 75t9, 79i20f .

This forgetfulness is a veil

p laced over Adam ' s senses (73:7; 75:4) .
In the Gospel of Trwt h, the Valentinian use of
this motif is very evident (cf . E . V. ref . s u b ~ ,
obf ) .

Again, salvation is pictured as arousing from

sleep (cf .

~.v .

29t28,29,35; 30t7,10-14) .

In the

opening pages of the document the idea of sleep- for getfulness is hyp.ostatized , in the typical Valentinian
philosophical fashion, into "Oblivion . "

But the

basic idea remains the same .
Among the ~1andaeans this doctrine played a prominent part .
The Eiandaean] hymns and liturgies therefore have
but ohe burden. They speak of the human soul
captive in the clutches of matter , of messengers
that are sent to awaken it from lethal sleep,
of the cry for release and the promise of a id,
and, finally, of the homeward journey of the
soul in company of its mentors . 40
In the Johannes buch (p . 52) the following line occurs ~
39 Till., 11 The Gnostic Apocryphon of John , 11 J.E . H. III,
( 1952), 19 .
40 Kraaling., Anthr opos, p . 22 . He cites also Reitzenstein, Das iranische Erlosungsmysterium., p . 2- 42 .
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11

At the voice of the Messenger, Adam, who was lying

down, awakened . 1141
The admonition in Ps. ~ - 57il9 , 2l bears witness
to this doctrine among the Manichees !

N'=TN Ko,E: c°N E:MN[TE:-) ... {t.10~1
11 0

E:

~a~)\ NTB~c.

you that sleep in Hell , ••• cast away Oblivion . "

222 .. 6 we read -:

0'2

p

\<

~ \<o.tJ l<.c\.TE:

"Why will you slumber in this sleep?"

2~lTI

At

INH B •

This is paral -

leled in the "Zarathushtra Fra. ent 11 P-fl) of the Turfan documents .

The Saviour Zarathus htra addresses

his a l t e r ~
that is drunken with sleep, commingled with matter , and held in the embrace of des. th, enc our ges
it to look upon him , to be mindful of its ivine
origin, and, placing a crown upon its head, to
follow him who brings salvation and life from
above . 42
He says, "Heavy is the drunkenness in which thou art
slumbering, awake and behold me . 11

(Cf . Andreas and

Henning, _.Utteliranische Manichaica •• III, p. 27) .
The soul answers, "I, I am the tender son without
pains of Sroshav, I am mixed and behold, suffering .
Take me out of the embrace of death . " (V II 97 - 103) 43
The source of this doctrine may wel 1 be Iran .
Kraeling quotes the following passage from the Bunda 41 Cited by Videngren,

~esopotamian Elements , p . 76 .

42 Kraeling, Anthropos, p . 28f . Cf . Jonas, Gnostic
Religion , p . 69 , S3" for bar Konai and Turfan quote .
43 Widengren, Mesop . Elements, p . 53, cf . Jonas, p . 83 .
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hishn (3, 19-20) Cf . West, Sacred Books of the East, XI .

---------

before (Ahriman's) coming to Gayomart, Ahura Mazda
brought forth a sweat upon Gayomart, so long as
one requires to recite a prayer of one stanza ..
Moreover, Ahura Mazda formed that sweat into the
youthful body of a man of fifteen years, radiant
and tall . When Gayomart issued from the sweat,
he saw the world dark as night and the earth as
though not a needles' point remained free from
noxious creatures . 44
Kraaling says Schaeder (Studien, p . 217 n . l) replaces
"sweat~ with "sleep" which is not an emendation since
the Pahlavi characters can· be so read .

"By this in-

terpretation, we add to our knowledge of Gayomart this
detail, namely that at the coming of the demons the
p)rototype of humanity became temporarily insensate
and was overwhelmed by sleep . 11 4 5

It calls attention

to the parallels in M. Ps . Bk . 117::3-24 to the passage in the Turfan text .
In several of the passages quoted a b ove, the
sleep was connected with drunkenness .

Under that term

the motif is expressed in CGP,r . 71:6-8.

It is a fa-

miliar term used to express the concept of ignorance .
Jonas cites parallels in the Hermetic literature, the
Odes£! Solomon (XI . 6- 8), and the Mandaean Ginza. 46
The motif is also found in the Gospel of Truth (E. V ..

22:16-17) 47 and the!':!• Ps. -~• 56 :32 .
44 Kraeling, Anthropos, P • 89 .

45 ibid . , P • 90 .
4 6 Jonas, Gnostic Religion, pp . 68ff., cf . p . 86 .
47 Cf . also Puech, Jung Codex, pp. 30ff .
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The various terms (except drunkenness) used to
describe this state~ sleep , oblivion, numbness, for getfulness --are characteristics of the state of the
dead in the Ancient Near Eastern concept of the underworld .

Perhaps in this category can be put these-

nility of M. Ps . Bk . 52~21-: " to put behind thee senility . "

This unredeemed state is r emedied by the

Call which will be discussed later .
VII THE BODY A PRISON

In CGPI. the body is described as a tomb in 69~10
and 72~34, while 75~8, 79~4 , 10 call it a prison .

The

former terminology seems to be a carryover of the
Greek soma - sema idea .

Philo called the body a coffin

and a grave as well as a prison .
spread in the gnostic world .
sources, says the

11

The idea is wide-

Kraaling, without citing

body as a prison" idea was held by

Essenes and Mandaeans . 49

For the latter, ,~andaische

Liturgien, p . 159 could be cited .

~r.l l ) 1l) '°> ii<"pX09J

fl .:i h" I ,1 ,- )(., • X ~ c'< 1 ~ X ~ ~ \
Thou hast left decay,
And the stinking body in which thou wast . 50
In the M. Ps . Bk . 135t21- 24 the following pas sage appears ~
49 Kraaling, Anthropos, p . 72 .
50 Cf . Save-Soaerbergh, Studies, p . 89, Jonas, Gnostic
Religion, p . 85 .
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E)r.J 2,NC-uJM6 T~o'i~'"t a:nNo'fTE::- M"itE:~Tc\.N Te:4t~N
JS.f: d.N~6\~E:. ~ 6t..\
M~ A~1'<~ NA\J:J UjO'<L!:So'{
N TI \ ~TE:KO .
While we are in the body we are far from God
Rest has not overtaken us ,
For we have been housed in it .
None shall be able to glory while he has yet an
hour in this prison .
With the second line it might be well to compare A.J.
'78:2-3 .

Somewhat later in Eastern Christianity the motif
appears .

The Syrian poet Ephrem writes!

For if Lazarus , when he died
had gone up to the Bridal Chamber of Light,
an injury our Lord did him
in that He turngi him back to his body, the
prison house .
While many motifs are common to both the gnostic
sects and the New Testament, at this point the latter
differs radically .

Nowhere in Scripture is the body,

"apart from the awful accident of sin, the prison, or
clog, of the spirit, so that the summum bonum should
be to quit it . tt52
VIII THE BODY AS A GARMENT

The motif of the body as a garment occurs only
51 Mitchellf Ephraim's Prose Refutations, II, p . 165,
stanza lxxxv, cited by tidengren, Me sop . El ements,
p . 110 . The motif also occurs in Poimandres (C .
Hermeticum , xiii . '7) and Philo (Leg . All . 111 .-42).
52 Handley C.. G. ~1oule, Outline
(London, 1902) , p . 160 .

2£.
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once in the Apocryphon (79~21), but is well known from
other gnostic sources

Speaking of the tri-partite

nature of man, Marcus presents the gnostic idea that
the lowest is destroyed, the intermediate shed
like a garnent at the threshold of the Pleroma
while the naked spirit alone proceeds into the
marriage-chamber. This is the reversal of the
process of being clothed in successive layers
of substance in the course of the descent from
the Pleroma of the corresponding Christology .
(cf • A• !! .. I 6 , l ; 7 ~ 2 , I I I 16 , 1 ) ••• 11 '53
The Valentinian parallel is attested in E.V.

-

20:30f .
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Having divested himself of these perishable
rags, he clothed himself with incorruptibility .
One is tempted to explain Logia# 37 of the Gos -

~_££ Thomas (87.27 - 88t4) by this gnostic motir . 54
Indeed ,

M•

Ps .

~

99:27 - 29 assures this explanation .

In the Mandaean Right Ginza (V . 4, p . 196) the
motif is attested in the baptism of Hibil Ziwa .
"Johana divested him in Jordan, took from off him his
clothes of body and blood, dressed him in radiant
garments , and covered him with a good, clean turban
of light . 11 55
53 Marcus , "Pleroma. and Fulfillment," V .C .. , VIII
(1954), 210f.
54 contra Fi tzmyer, "The Oxyrhynchus Lo~oi of Jesus
and the Coptic Gospel according to T omas, 11 Th .
Studies, XX (1959), 547 and note.
-

55 Segelberg, Ma buta, p . 126.
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Save-Soderbergh points out the close parallels
in thought, structure and language of Psalm of Thomas
VI (M . Ps

Bk . 211:25-28) and a passage from the

Mandaean Liturgy {Mand. Lit . 96:6-7) .

NE. .i 6' 6. ~ c
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I was clothed, as I stood
In a robe without spot
A robe without spot
Wherein there was no waning or diminution ever .

N1 ~t,t I;\ K:) n

k l.J. "1.:)t(V\

,,.1f\ 1 ? KrlH"l1
1

n1n fi.:in 1 ~-=r

1 .,~ .::l \ , , ?> It/ i1

)(?~~)~:).

k'~~~> . :i

nI ~ A:J.

f\ 1 1 K ~ \

I am lying (there), wrapped up
in a robe without fault .
In a robe without fault,
wherein there is no waning or diminution . 56
Other Psalm~ passa ges dealing with this theme
are 81:8-9, "I have left the garment upon the earth,
the senility of diseases th.at was with me; the innnortal robe I have put upon me, 11 and 99:27-2 9 , "The vain
garment of this flesh I put off, safe and pure; I
caused the clean feet of my soul to trample confidently
upon 1 t; n·

IX SOTERIOLOGICAL DOCTRINE
56 Save-Soderbergh, Studies, p . 132f.
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The Gnostic way of salvation--knowledge--has been
well lmown from the Church Father s .

Recent discoveries

have served only to add detail t o the scheme .

A good

definition of their soteriology is found in Excerpta
~

Theod oto, 78-:2.
But it is not only baptism which frees but also
knowledge; knowledge of what we were, why we have
come into teing , wher e we were or at what point
we have been inserted into the scheme of things,
whither we are hastening , from what we are re deemed, what is being born, and what reborn . 57

Irenaeus I . 21 . 4 describes the gnostic system as followsr
Perfect salvation is the cognition itself of the
ineffable greatness~ for s 1nce through 'Ignorance'
came about ' Defect ' and 'Passion, ' the whole
system springing from the ignorance is dissolved
by knowledge . Therefore knowledge is salvation
of the inner man; and it is not corporeal, for
the body is corruptible; nor is it psychical for
even the soul is a product of the defect and is
as a lodgeing for the spirit= spiritual therefore
must also be ~ he form of salvation . Through
knowledge, then, is saved the inner, spiritual
man; so that to us suffices the knowledge of
universal being: this is true salvation . 58
The Naasenes had the same conceptions~
This scheme of salvation that consists essentially in the awakening of the human reason to a
realization of its kinship and fundamental identity with the rational principle of the universe,
the divine Logos, is expounded again and again
with different metaphors . 59
The following citation from g_. Hermeticum, X, 9 shows
the same idea prevailed in that movement .

"Gnosis

57 Casey , 11 The Study of Gnostic ism," J .T . S . , XXXIV
(1935), 47 . Cf . Jonas, Gnostic ReTi~ion, p . 45 .
This exce rpt ilmost parallels ~.V 2 t3 - 15 .
58 Jonas, ~
59 Casey,
379 .

11

•, P • 176 .
Naasenes and Ophites, 11 !T. ·! · S • ., X..,"{\'II (1926),
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differs widely from sensation; for sensation is of the
object which controls it, but gnosis is the consummation of epist~m~ (knowledge), and episteme is the
g ift of God. u 50
Schweizer would tie this doctrine in with Greek
philosophy.

He says, for the Greek--

There was a godly over-world of light whe :r-e the
true reality of all things was to be found, and
the earthly, material world of darkness below the
world of light where all the powers of evil
rligned
He awaited salvation that would issue
from the over-world of light . Redemption meant
knowledge of that world; liberation from the
evil world at hand . 61
In the Apocryphon (71!25-35) the motif of salvation by knowledge is presented.
gift of the Pronoia/Epinoia.

This knowledge is a

It is connected with the

coming of the Living Spirit (73~23-74.20) who may be
identical with the Ennoia.

Certainly the Saviour

identifies himself with the Pronoia/Ennoia (78:12; 79:11).
Closely connected with salvation by gnosis is the
motif of the Call and the Ansvrer.

In the Apocryphon

it is mentioned at 74!3 and 79~5.

Jonas has a fine

discussion of it, citing Valentinian, Hermetic, 1\1 andaean and ~anichaean examples . 62

In the Gospel of

Truth the motif is found at 21!33-22.9
60 Bell, Cults~ Creeds, p. 91
6 1 Eduard Schweizer, "Orthodox Procla.niation," Interpretation, VIII ( 1954), 393.
62 Jonas, Gnostic Religion, pp . 74-91, Cf . H. Ps. Ek.,
sub voce.
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Another motif of the salvation scheme is that of
the ascent of the soul .

It is closely connected with

the theme of the cosmic warders (Archons) (75:5f. ) .
In the Apocryphon it is not prominent, but 74::31 seems
to indicate it was a part of the Barbelo - gnostic scheme .
Concerning the general theme , Widengren says~
In the Hellenistic and Roman ages there was in
Greek speaking circles, too , a widespread religious idea that souls after dea t h had to ascend
to the highest heaven in passing through the
seven spheres
planets, every gate being watched
by an Archon, ~ P. '/-W v , or the boundp.ries of which
were guarded by Custom- houses , tt>."'-'v •c... • The
interesting fact that the technical term Customer
is preserved also in the Greek texts is to be
emphasized, and agrees compl,tely with the use
of the Greek loan- word "'t~~WV ')J in the Coptic
1anichaean psalms . 63

qt

With this can be compared the Mithraic mystery .
Thus the mysteries of ithras had for their initiates the ceremonial of passing through seven
gates arranged on ascending stairs representing
the seven planets . (the so-called klimax heptap~los, Origen , Contra Celsum, VI . 22); in those
o Isis we find a successive putting on and off
of seven (or twelve) garments or animal disguises . 64
The Archons and their animal aspects have already
been discussed .

Here we ·would note only that this mo-

tif dates back to ancient Babylonian times where in
Ishtar's descent and ascent we have the idea of divesting and reveating as one passes in and out of seven
gates .
63 Widengren, Mesor • Elements, P • 93f .
tention to the act that the termini
found in later Syriac literature ana
tagir, tigarah are loans from Syriac
64 Jonas, Gnostic Religion, p . 166 .

He calls attechnici a.re
in the Q,u 'ran .
from Akk . makaru .
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S · ve-SOO.e!•bergh compares M_. Pa. Bk . 181:19ff.
with Mand . Lit. 160 for poetical metre and identical
thought .

These passages deal with the ascent. 65

Per-

haps, too,_!. Ps. Bk. 8:1-3 should be noted~ "May the
Bema be • • • •

a ladder to the height . "

The Manichee

eschatology is concerned with extracting all elements
of Light from Darkness, 66 and in a similar manner the
Gnostics are concer~ed that all beings having part of
the "Power" of the Mother shall be resto!•ed to the
Pleroma. (73!13-16, 74!l6b-13).
This summary of the leading motifs of the Apocryphon brings into focus its place within the total
gnostic world and traces its antecedents in the Ancient world .
65 Save-Sod.erbergh, Studies, p

50f .

66 Cf. Kraeling, Anthro os, p . 17 for quotation from
Shikand Gumani
ar, XVI 4- 6, and Burkitt, Religion of the J,i an chees, p . 64 for quotations from

the Flhr1stana. J.~ani 's Shabii9ragon.

CHAPTER SIX
GNOSTIC ORIGINS AND DEVELOPMENT
The Gnostics, according to the etymology of the
term, were "the knowers •"

(So also the Mandaeans).

The name was first claimed by the Ophites and Naasenes . 1
They sought "The knowledge of the true nature of Divine things which seems to the initiate to l!ight
everything up and make everything clear . 112

Gnostic

literature, therefore, reflects this search for "gnosis .

11

For example, the Gospel of Truth is an attemp,t

to describe the indescribabie, or to explain the inexplicable, or "to tell the truth about the origin of
the universe in mythological form . 113

In the same

vein is the Gnostic quotation preserved in Epiphanaeus (Haer . 31, 5 , lf . ) .
Indestructible Spirit greets the indestructible
ones l To you I make mention of secrets nameless,
ineffable, super-celestial, which cannot be comprehended either by the dominion , or by the powers or the lower beings, nor by the entire mix ture, b.u t have been ievealed to the Ennoia of
the Immutable alone .
This search for hidden knowledge led to the pro1 Casey , "The Study of Gnosticism," J . T . S .. , XXXVI

(1936), 48, citing Hippolytus, Ref7 V. -6,3, cf . V.
8,29 .

2 Burkitt, Church and Gnosis, p. 6 .
3 Charles Kingsley Barrett, "The Gospel of Truth: The
Edi tio Princeps of an Ancient Gnostic Text, 11 Ex pository Times, LXIX (March, 1958), 170 .
4 Cited by Jonas, Gnos1tic Religion, p . 179 .
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duction of secret works purporting to reveal the mysteries of the universe .

This tendency was already

at work in late Judaism.

IV Esdras 14, in addition

to referring to the twenty-four canonical books, speaks
of seventy esoteric revealed books .
had its secret doctrines . 5

The Dead Sea sect

However, as non-gnostic

literature also attests, it was in Egypt that this
genre attained its zenith .

This partially accounts

for the widespread diffusion of Gnosticism in the land
-

of the Nile .

Even before the Nag Hamm.adi find one

scholar could write::
The earliest apocrypha were either written in
Egypt or introduced at an early period; they were
in Greek, but the Copts, almost, if not quite,
from their literary beginnings translated them,
or composed like works in their own tongue . If
translations, the native imagination enlarged and
embellished the originals; the Greeks had no
taste for the superabundant wonders and miracles
that one finds everywhere among the Copts in this
type of writing, the same is true of the other
Oriental versions as the Coptic . 6
This brief glance at the fundamental,

11

gnosis is

salvation" doctrine of the Gnostics leads to a consideration of the various theories of the origins of
Gnosticism and an evaluation of them in the light of
the Apocryphon.
5 Cf . Gaster, Scriptures of the Oead Sea Sect, Index,
p . 307, # 7 & 9 and passages(:itea fnere:-6 Frank H- Hallock, "Coptic Apocrypha," J .B.L., LII
(1933), l64f . Cf . his citation of Baumstark, Die
christlichen Literaturen des Orient, Vol . I, p:-n.3.
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I GNOSTIC ORIGINS
Many and varied have been the attempted answers
to the question, "Whence arose Gnosticism?" 7
has met urliversal acceptance .

No answer

However, the Nag Ham-

madi material should provide new insights into the
problem, and perhaps a final solution.
1.

~

ffellenistic Hypothesis

Adolf von Harnack made famous the hypothesis that
Gnosticism is "the acute Hellenization of Christianity."
He might have found support in Hippolytus (VI . 16),
who said Va l entinianism was derived from Phytagoras
and Plato .

However, as E .. V., now reveals, Valentinus

basically drew his teaching from the New Testament,
not from Greek philosophy . 8

It has been pointed out

that Valentinianism is essentially philosophical, not
mythological, and has been called an attempt at Christian philosophy . 9

Nevertheless, it must be remembered

that it was written in an age when Greek culture and
learning had permeated all of the Near East .
To be sure, certain features of Greek philosophy
are found in the Apocryphon...

Are they sufficient to

say Gnosticism is essentially Greek philosophy?

The

7 For a brief history of the study of Gnosticism, cf .
Casey in the Dodd Festschrift~ The Background of the
New Testament and Its Eschatology-(Cambridge, I956}"7
8 Barrett, 11 The Gospel of Truth • • • tt, Ex . Times LXIX
{March, 1958), 169, Van Unnik, JungCodex;-p. 126 .
9 Burkitt, Church and Gnosis, p . 48, cf . p . 56.
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Greek elements are incidental, not basic, to the
Gnostic drama of creation and redemption .

In CGPI.

man's body is fashioned out of the four basic elements
of Greek philosophy, instead of out of dust as in the
Biblical account .

The soma-sema motif seems to be

part of the Gnostic doctrine, and it is vital, but
only because of the basic dualism of Gnosticism .

This

dualism certainly is a far cry from Platonic Idealism .
Again, the idea of emanations seems to have some ties
with Greek thought, but in reality is necessary due
to the dualism of Gnosticism .
Concernin:g Valentinus and Basilidea it has been
said-It seems to me that the first condition of rightly regarding them is to consider them as Christians who were striving to set forth the living
essence of their Religion in a form uncontaminated
by the Jewish envelope in which they had received
it, and expressed in terms more suited (as they
might say) to the cosmogony and philosophy of
their enlightened age . lo
In our own generation, Albright says i "Stoicism was
able to color practically all subsequent pagan thought
and to form the philosophical basis for Gnosticism .. 1111
Most famous of modern advocates of the Harnackian
theory is Rudoph Bultmann, although he combines it
with the Iranian theory.

He "suggested that themes

10 Burkitt, Church and Gnosis, p . 27f . Cf . his quotation of C. Schmfat (!. ~• u. viii, p . 528), p . 29 .
11 From the Stone Age to Christianity, p . 263f.
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are already germinant in later Hellenistic philosophy
and in Philo which reach their full expression in
Gnosis . 1112
Along similar lines is the remark of Schweizer,
11 ••• the structure of second century Gnostic thought
was basically Greek ••• n 13

In direct contrast to this

is the statement of Marcus~
The great Christian Gnostics now appear in a much
clearer light as men who attempted to Christianize radically Greek and Oriental religion, rather
than, as use~ to be fashionable to hold, doing
the reverse . 4
While recognizing the Greek elements in Gnosticism , one sees themas minor factors , qualitatively
and quantitatively , in the Gnostic system.
2.

~

Babylonian Background

Certain features of Gnosticism remind one of ancient Babylonian religion .

Here may be mentioned the

divesting of the soul of its psychical "vestments" as
it travels upward through the realms of the Archons .
The Apocryphon enumerates the creation by the Archons
of these psychical properties .

Poimandres 25 offers

a parallel to this divesting in the Hermetic sphere~ 1 5
12 J .. T . S . , n . s . III (1952), 22, cited b y Wilson , 11 Some
Recent Studies in Gnosticism," N.T.S., VI (1959) , 37n .
13 Schweizer, "Orthodox Proclamation, 11 Interpretation,
VIII (1954), 392 .
14 Marcus, "P1eroma and Fulfillment," V,. C,., VIII
( 1954), 220 .
l5 Jonas, Gnostic Religion, p . 153 .
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The Semitic student is innnediately reminded of the
story of Ishtar's descent into the underworld with
its motif of divesting of seven garments .
The seven Archons, ruling over the seven heavens,
have been attributed to Babylonian astrology with its
seven planets .

However, as we have seen, they bear

distinctly Jewish names, and are at best but remote
borrowings from the Babylonian pantheon.

Of greater import are the attanpts to equate Barbelo with Ishtar of Arbela and Primal Man with Marduk .
Without doubt the Ishtar-Astarte - IsisTSelene, Moon-andMother goddess f~gure was prominent throughout the
Near E_a st, so again the dependence may be remote rather than direct .

At least one volume has been de-

voted to the question of the Anthrop os , and attempts
have been made to trace the Son of Man concept of Daniel and the New Testament to either Babylon or Persia ., 16
However, to this writer the evidence seems inconclusive .
3 . The Iranian Impre~
Bousset (Hauptprobleme) was the first to point
out the correspondence between Iranian religion and
Gnosticism.

His thesis was developed by Reitzenstein .

The basic dualism of Gnosticism, and its emphasis on
16 Kraeling, Anthropos and Son of Man . Cf . Widengren,
Mesopotamian ElementS:-f~tne current trends in
the Neo- P~n- Baby1onlan school .
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Light versus Darkness fits the Iranian scene better
than any more Western locale .

The Anthropos figure

has been traced by some to the Persian Gayomart .
"Certain Zoroastrian teachings, either through the
medium of • • • Jewish speculations or directly, may
also have contributed to the conception of this supremely important figure of gnostic theology . 1117

The

mention of a book of Zoroaster in CGPI . 67:10, and the
finding of an Apocalypse of Zoroaster at Nag Ham.~adi
would seem to strengthen the theory that Gnosticism
springs from Iranian so~l .
One cannot deny Iranian influence upon the total
religious picture of the He~lenistic Near East .

After

all, Persia ruled the world for a time before Alexander's conquest .

Later, for a brief period, she con-

trolled Palestine and left her religious impress the:ee~
Again, the borrowings into Gnosticism of Iranian ideas
seem to be remote rather than direct . · On the other
hand, the predominance of Jewish names, the wealth of
New Testament references and allusions, the parallels
to non-orthodox Jewish literature and beliefs, all
point away from Persia as the homeland of Gnosticism
The ~anichaean Primal

an was supposed to have come

from Persian religion, but the Nag Hammadi corpus
shows how heavily Mani borrowed from the Gnos tics .
17 Jonas, Gnostic Reli5ion, p. 155 .
is the Gnostic , "First Man . 11

The Anthropos
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One can agree with 0,uispel that "A pre-Christian re deemer and an Iranian mystery of redemption perhaps
never existed . " 18
4.

~

Egyptian Emphasis

A few scholars have sought to trace Gnostic origins, or at least some Gnostic motifs, back to Egypt .
Typical would be the following statementt
One of the earliest and most persistent of the
heresies influenced by Egyptian ideas was Gnos ticism, which was widespread in the ancient
world , but was particularly associated with
Egypt . It was not a purely Christian heresy,
for there was a pagan as well as a Christian
Gnosticism; the Hermetic philosophy was full of
Gnostic elements . 19
Concerning the syncretism in Egypt in the Ptolemaic
period, the same writer says-:
The Greeks had always shown themselves tolerant
and receptive toward alien deitie s . Egyptian
gods and goddesses were freely identified with
those of Greecet and when we read the names of
Greek divinities in the papyri we must always
ask ourselves whether the reference is not to
sot~ Egyptian god or goddess . Indeed, it is
probable that the active worship of at least the
Olympian gods to a large extent died out among
the settlers, to be replaced by a devotion to
domestic cults or to Egyptian deities . 2O
An earlier writer speaks of this syncretism and its
effect upon Gnosticism~
••• when the Egyptians embraced Christianity ,
the y , in common with the Gnostics and semi-Christian sects, imported into their new faith many
18 Q,uispel , J u!Yi Codex, p . 78 .
19 Bell, Cult s and Creeds, p . 91, cf . P • 92 .
20 Harold Idris Bell , ~
from Alexander the Great
to t h e ~ Conquest ~ (Oxford, T948), p . 38." - -
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of the views and beliefs which their so-called
heathen ancestors had held, and with them the use
of the names of ancient Egyptian gods, and goddesses, and demons, and formulae, which they employed in much the same way as they were employed
in the days of ola . 21
Some possible Egyptian traits in Gnosticism may be
(1) the use of magical names, 22 (~) the practice of
giving the divinity different names in different circles, as,~-~ • Valentinian terminology vs . Sethian ,
(3) the stress on knowing secret doctrine in order to
be saved .

The so-called Coffin texts and the Book of

the Dead come to mind heret
The is sue of the soul ' s adventure after death,
according to one school of divinity, depended
upon esoteric wisdom . One must know the proper
rites and passwords, capricious and unreal knowledge which only the priests could supply . Since
it was beyond any man to carry in his head , it
was carved upon his coffin of basalt or diorite
or else written down in guide books for the world
t o come ••• 23
However, all these traits have parallels in other
Near Eastern religions .
Since the Nag Hammadi corpus was found in Egypt
and was written in Coptic, one would presuppose it to
be Egyptian in origin .

However, Till has convincingly

demonstrated that the Apocryphon was translated from
21 Budge, ~yptian

agic, p . 64 .

22 ibid . , P • 57f . He cites Kenyon, Catalog of Greek
Papyri, p . 64 and Goodwin, Fragments of aGraecoEgyptian Work upon Magic , p . 7 .
- 23 Gaius Glenn Atkins, Procession of the Gods, (New
York, 1930) , p . 54 .
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Greek into Coptic.

The Semiti c elements point to a

Syro-Palestinian locale for its composition. 24
5 . Mandaean Matters
The whole question of ~andaean origins- - Eastern
or Western-- is too complex to be discussed here.

How-

ever, since the Mandaeans a:re closely allied to the
Gnostics in ideology, their origins and history may
contribute to the solution of the Gnostic probleill .
It had been fashionable to say that ~the 1andaeans were
late (6th- 7th. century) and were offshoots of Iranian
religion .

ow, Sa ve-Soderbergh has convincingly de -

monstrated that the Manichaean Psalms of the third
century are dependent upon Mandaean poetry . 25

Before

the Coptic Manichaean and Gnostic discoveries, Krae ling s o ught to trace the Mandaean development thus .
The Mandaeans began as a Jewish sect and added
the Anthropos tradition while yet in Palestine .

La -

ter, through acquaintance with the Poimandres form of
the myth they injected Gnostic and Iranian deities
into the i r system .

Still later the "Life theology"

introduced a new cosmogony, dislocating and obscuring
Adam Rabba

Finally they conceived of the relation

of body and soul in t arms of Mani's Anthropos theol24 George E . Ladd (correspondence) says the stress on
the Kingdom in the Gospel of Thomas points to a
Palestini an locale .
25 Studies in the Coptic - Manichaean Psalm- Book, cf .
especially pp. 163-166:--
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ogy .

This latter point, at least, now seems to be

controverted . 26
Making a careful study of the Mandaean baptismal
rite, Segelberg concludes that it is closely allied
to the rite of the Western Church .
Probably there was a t wo- fold Christian tradition
at very early Christian time, possibly because
of various traditions among the Baptists in the
valley of Jordan . In that case the Mandaean and
the Western Christian tradition may be derived
from a connnon source, whereas the Eastern Christian tradition follows another line, possibly all
having their roots in pre - Christian times . 27
After a survey of the termini !echnici of the objects
of the masbuta (baptismal ceremony), Segelberg says - The impression of this survey is that almost all
technical terms for the essent i als of the rite
are of Semitic origin, where as a great number of
terms for the incidentals are usually of Iranian,
esp . Parthian origin. Sometimes we find that a
Semi tic term has been replaced by an Iranian one ., 28
Even the Iranian terms used were not necessarily di rect borrowings .

Many Iranian t arms were already

known in Biblical Aramaic and were in general use
among Syrians .
According to Lady Drawer, at the conclusion of
the mas bu ta the Mandaeans "deny the power of sun,
moon and fire . n29

The communicants repeated the oath

26 For this outline, cf . Kraaling, Anthropos, p . 73 .
27 Segelberg, Ma;buta, P • 165.
28 ibid . , p •. 178.

2 9 Drewer, Water into Wine, p . 231 . Cf . her Mandaeans
of Iraq and Iran, p:-IT6ff . and Segelberg,"Ma§bUta,

p; ITTr.- -

---

-
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in Mandaic after the officiant .

Segelberg has doubts

as to the existence of th is rite at this point in the
ritual in early times

The oath is given in ~and .

Lit . # 21, and he thinks it may have belonged there
in the ritual originally .

Again at ~and . Lit . 90 we

re ad, " •• in my heart I took my sign.

Hy sign was

not the fire, nor that b~ which Christ anointed!

)n ~I,._\.
of living waters ••

11

My sign is the Jordan

This, along with the oath men-

tioned above , can be taken as an attack on Persian
fire worshippers . 30

The attack is understandable only

if the Mandaeans precede the Manichaeans , but not logical if they are dependent upon them for their ideas .
Today the weight of evidence points to a ifestern
origin for the Mandaeans .

Their close affinities with

the Gnostics would seem to indicate the latter group
had a 1e s tern orig in .
6 0 Hebrew Heterodoxy?

Enough has been said to show that the theory of
Jewish origins of Gnosticism has some substance to it .
One could point to the Semitic names , to the exalted
concept of Divinity, to the speculations concerning
Samael in later Judaism, to the allegorical interpre tation of Scripture as practiced by Philo, and to many
other points of similarity .

ro wonder then that some

3 0 Segelb erg , Ma but a, p . 137 .
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scholars speak of a pre-Christian , Jewish Gnosticism,
or to seek to f ind the origins of Gnosticism in Judaism,
heterodox or otherwise . 31

Hegesippus and Justin Mar -

tyr sought the origins of Gnost i cism in heterodox
Judaism , although they may be referring to Simonianisme
But Simon may have derived his ideas from some exist ing Jewish heresy .

Van Unnik comes to the conclusion

that "In its origins Gnosis is Jewish-Near-Eastern
occultism, Oriental mysticism . 11 32

Another European

scholar says , "There was a Jewish Gnosticism before
there was a Christ ian Gnosticism ••• 1133
Most ardent of the advocates of e. Jewish origin
is Grant .

He advances the theory that (1) an essen-

tial element in gnosticism was provided in and by
heterc:rlox Judaism, and that (2) gnosticism, at least
in some of its forms "arose out of the debris
of shat'
tered apocalyptic hopes . 1134

He finds support for this

in the account of the Basilidians as presented by Ire neaus (Adv . Haer . I, 24) , in a description of the re 31 Albright, F .. S .. A.. C.~, p . 339 , Quispel , Jung Codex ,
p . 66 .
- - - -

3 2 V'J.C ,. Van Unnik, ~g_Codex, p . 78 .
33 Oscar Cullmann , "The Significance of the Qumran
Texts for Research into the Beginnings of Chris tianity," J . B. L. , LXXVIII (1955), 214 .
~ 4 Robert M. Grant , "Gnostic Origins and the Basilid ians of Irenaeus , "v.c . , XIII (1959), 121 , 125 0
His thes is i s further developed in Gnosticis m and
Early Christianity .
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lation of the celestial and the terrestrial .
For we read. that the God of the Jews, who was
more 'petulant and willful' than the other angels, desired to secure empire for his people
but provoke d the rebellion of the other angels
and their peoples . The result was that discord
prevailed among men and among angels, and the
Jews were perishing . It is ha rd to see how this
picture can be related to anything but the failure of Jewish apocalyptic hopes and to the tragic
events of the first and second centuries of our
era {events leading up to the destruction of the
temple in 70 A.D .. , rebellion under Bar Kochba in
132-135) . The failure of apocalyptic predictions,
and of prophecy interpreted as apocalyptic pre diction, would explain why the Basilidians, like
other early Gnostics, regarlied the Old Testament
prophecies as inspired by angels, not by the supreme Father. 35
Without denying the Semitic and specifically Jewish elements in Gnosticism, one can say that the Jewish theory of its origins leaves too many factors unaccounted for .

The names of the Archons are Jewish,

but they are used in contempt .

One of these names ,

Burkitt thin~s, definitely indicates a non-Jewish
origin of Gnosticism. 36

Burkitt 1 s point is well taken,

but leaves difficulties with names like Samael , Oriel,
etc . which are not found in Christian literature .
Perhaps the Jewish theory can be disposed of with
the mediating position of Wilson~
Gnosticism in the strict sense appears first after the entrance of Christianity upon the stage
of the wider world . The N.T. itself affords evi dence of an incipient movement, which by the
second century had grown into a world - religion
35 Grant, "Gnostic Origins .... , " V. C.., , XIII (1959), 122f .
36 See full quota ti on supra, p . 192f . from Chu re h and
Gnosis,, P • 36f .
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and constituted a real danger to the Christian
faith. The origins of this movement are obscure,
but in so far as it is pre-Christian it seems to
derive from Jewish speculation of a more or less
unorthodox character. It is however suggested
that this !pre-Chris tinn" Gnosis, Jewish or pagan, would be more naturally classified not as
Gnosticism, but as pre-gnosis . 37
7 . Christianity Contorted?

The Apocryphon abounds with evidence of the
Christian antecedents of Gnosticism., There are the
Christian figures of Christ, Sai.viour, Holy Spirit .
To be sure they are

11

gnosticised," but still are dis-

cernable as Christian derivatives .

The doctrine of

the Trinity is directly mimicked in the Gnostic Trin ...
ity of Father, Mother and Son.

Even though it is a

far cry from the Christian doctrine, the Gnostics of
the Apocryphon did have a soteriology .

The modus

operandi differs, but the Saviour of the Gnostie·s is
still Christ .
Burkitt was one of the first to present Gnosis
as an attempt to make Christianity palatable to Greek
civilization (contra I Cor . l:22f . ) . 38

His thesis was

that the Eschatology of the early Church, being unfulfilled, became a stumbling block . 09

In this he ad-

umbrates the view of R~M. Grant, although the latter
seems to have Jewish eschatology in view, rather than
37 !!!Gnostic Origins, 11 V ...c., IX, 211 .
38 Church and Gnosis, p. 9, cf. Bell, Cults and

cfreeds, p. 91.

39 Church and Gnosis, p . 10, 57 ..
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Christi a n .

Albert Schweitz er says, "However much ob-

scurity surrounds the rise of Gnosticism, the one
thing that is certain is tha t Christian- Hellenistic
Gnosis arose out of Christ i an - Escha tological Gnosis . 1140
It seems certain that the Gospel of Thor.i.as stems
from Jewish-Christian sources .

It has va:r iants from

the Synoptics in common with the Clementine Recogni tions and Homilies, which a. re usually regarded as
Jewish - Christian .

The Gospel of Thomas is definitely

related to the lost Gospel ..!!~the Hebrews (cf . Logia

# 12) . 41

MacRae sums up the evidence concerning the

Gospel of Thomas by saying-Perhaps , in view of the other- arguments adduced
to show dependence upon early Jewish- Christian
sources, the type of Gnosis r e presented by Thomas
is a primitive Jewish - Christian one , distinguishable only with difficulty from the si~culations
of early Jewish-Christian orthodoxy .
Of' the Pis tis Sophia, Schmidt says that it "derived

from Gnostic circles originating in Syria, but later
settled in Egypt . n43

Thus all evidence seems to point

40 The Mysticism of St . Paul, p . 74, cited by Wilson,
ttGnostic Origins,lrv_c_, IX {1955) , 305 .
41 George w. MacRae, "The Gospel of Thomas - Logia Iesou?"
Catholic Biblical Quarterly , XII (1960), ~2 . c?:-W,.C •. Van Unnik, 11 The Apocryphon of James," V .C . , X
(1956) where he evaluates this work, oontainea in
the Jung Codex as being unreflecting, vague Christianity .

42

MacRae, ibid . , p . 67 .

43 Koptische - fnostische Schriften, 2nd . Aufl . (1954),
P-• xxxv . c ted by Segelberg, Masbuta , p . 168 . Cf.
the latter ' s treatment of Man aean anointing and
N.T . parallels, P • 183 .
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to a Jewish- Christian source f or the origin of Gnos ticism .
The Apocryphal literature gives us a clue to the
environment in which Gnosticism may have arisen .

In

a study totally aside from the Gnostic problem, Cullmann points out that the Hellenists (the first century
Jews who advocated adopting Greek culture) are related
to the ~umran sect (Essenes?), and the Gospel of John
by their common opposition to the temple .

They are

related to the kind of Judaism found in Enoch, Test .
Twel~ Patriarchs , and Odes £f_ Solomon

Cullmann

traces the Son of Man concept to Hellenist circles
i n ~, Enoc h and John's Gospel . 44

Some Gnostic

r:a rallels to this Apocryphal literature have been
pointed out in the commentary .

A careful study of the

whole genre should reveal many more affinities .

The

stress on the "Son of Man" concept, and the honor
pa id to

11

Man" in Ophi te theology (Hi pp, Ref . V . 6, 45),

and in the Apocryphon, certainly has some connections
with the New Testament doctrine . 45
One need not be as radical as Schweizer when he
writes concerning the

I

f' ,

of John 3 : 19~

Judgment is not understood here as an "event" in
the far - distant future, but as the "differentia.-.
44 Cullmann, "The Significance of the Qumran Texts • ., , 11

J . B. L. LXXVIII (1955), 222f .

45 Casey , "Naasenes and Ophites," J .T . S . XXVII (1926),
375 .
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tion" between light and darkness that resulted
from the coming of Jesus . It has often been
shown how markedly this statement differs from
those on judgment made by the Synoptists ••• • In
contrast with the environment of the Synoptists,
the Fourth Gospel arose in a Greek community
where the idea of a last judgment was in no way
self-evident . The Greek view of time was cyclical; the thought of history moving toward a definite goal could not be entertained . 46
This quotation shows something of the process that may
have been at work in the trahsiti on from ,Jewish to
Hellenistic modes of eJq>ression .

However, one does

not need to go to Schweizer's extreme--a Greek community--to explain the Gospel of John .

Cullmann's

Hellenist Palestinian environment will suffice . 47
In this environment one finds the key to the
Gnostic enigma_.

It is not the disparate elements in

Gnosticism that explain its origin, but the synthesis
of these elements into what (for the Gnostic) was a
coherent system .

This is the thesis of the most re-

cent survey of the broad field of gnostic groups~
Modern scholars have advanced in turn Hellenistic, Babylonian, Egyptian, and Iranian origins
and every possible combination of these with one
another and with Jewish and Christian elements.
Since in the material of its representation
Gnosticism actually is a product of syncretism,
each of these the orl es can be supported from the
sources and none of them is satisfactory alone;
but neither is the combination of them all, which
would make Gnosticism out to be a mere mosaic of
46 "·Orthodox Proclamation," Interpretation, VIII

{1954), 387f .

47 The Nag
of many
subject
p . 202,

-

Harmnadi corpus makes necessary a re - study
problems of New Testament critic ism, a
beyond the scope of this monograph . Cf .
supra, note 94a .
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these elements and so miss its autonomous essence o48
Along similar lines is the approach of Wilson~
Again, it is possible to tr ace the ultimate
sources of particular Gnostic ideas in the religions of Egypt and Baby lonia and Persia, but
we are not here concerned with roots so far back .
What is distinctive of Gnosticism is a certain
combination of these elements, and the primary
task must be to trace this combination to its
source . 49
All the evidence now seems to point to Syro-Palestine
as the locale, and a Jewish-Christian environment as
the source for the rise of Gnosticism.

Perhaps tra-

dition has not been too far wrong in tracing the movement to Simon Magus of Samaria (Acts 8~9-21) .

II THE DEVELOPMENT OF GNOSTICISM
The inner development of gnosticism can be partially traced no, and should be capable of further
e.xplicat ion when a 11 Nag Hammadi texts are edited and
translated .

Irenaeus (III . 4,3) states that the

Gnos tics originated with Menander , or his teacher,
Simon of Tyre . 50

According to Hippolytus (Ref .

no"

>

the Naasenes accepted Simon's 1'
a sacred book. 51

'

c\ C'\

J

v.

9,5)

/

I" e- y 6 )..'7

Their connection with the Sethians

48 Jonas, Gnostic Religion ,~- 33 .
49 Wilson, ILGnostic Origins," V.C., IX (1955), 201 .

5 0 Casey, "The Study of Gnosticism," J . T.S ., XXXVI
(1935), 49 . Cf. Iren. I. 27, 1 . - - 51 Casey, 11 Naasenes and Ophites, 11 J.!_.S., XXVII
(1925), 382.
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is illustrated by Logia# 4 of the Gospel of Thomas~
"The man old in days will not hesitate to ask a little
child of seven days about the place of Life, and he
will live ..... " (CGPI . 81~4-8) .

Hippolytus (Elen . V. 7,

20 - 21) c i tea this as a Naasene "~horn.as II saying::: " He

who seeks me will find me in children from seven
years, for there, hidden in the fourteenth aeon, I
shall be man if est . 11 52
The preceding chapters have noted many motifs
co11L-rr1on to Naasenes , Ophites, Sethie.ns and BarbeloGnostics .

Some of these motifs and doctrines can be

traced back to Saturninus and,1or Simon .

We have, then,

these groups as the core from which others radiated .
Hippolytus { ~.

v.

6,3 cf .

v.

8, 29) tells us that

the name "Gnostic" was first applied to the Ophites"" 53
From Irenaeus {I . 5,1, cf . I, 28, 8,9, II . 17) we learn
that the Valentinians were the first offshoot of the
so - called Gnostic heresy . 53
At this time it may be difficult to prove exactly
how the Valentinians, the Marcionites, the Basilidians
and other groups sprang from the
es tinian Gnostics .

II

core II of Syro-Pal-

That the first group ., at least,

5Z Cited by Grant, "Gnostic Origins •• .,, 11 V .C. XIII,
( 1959), 17 3. Casey, 11 Naasenes and Oph!"tes, 11 J .T.
S .. , XXVII (1926), 378, quotes last phrase "for there I who am hidden am revealed in the fourteenth
year ." For further discuss ion of this Logian cf .
Fitzmyer, Th . S .. , XX (1959) , 522f .
53 Casey, "Study of Gnosticism, rt J .!_ . S .. , XXXVI ( 1935),
48f •
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so originated is attested by Irenaeus, I . 5 , 3 •
•• • some Valentinians believed in aeons existent
before Bythos and Sige, in order that they might
appear more perfect than the perfect and more
'gnostic' than the Gnostics • ••The Gnostics whom
the Valentinians wished t o surpass were the Ophites whose complicated doctrines of aeons Iren- .
aeus describes in I, 27 and from whom he believed
all Valentinians to have descended . 54
The proliferation of Gnostic systems is shown by the
fact that Irenaeus, Hippolytus, Epiphanius and Ex .
Theodotus give us seven versions (presumably from
various schools of Valentinian thought) of the development of the Pleroma .

"Every day every one of them

invents something new , and none of them is considered
perfect unless he is productive in this way , " says
Irenaeus (I . 18,5) . 55
Farther afield from the main body of Gnostics ,
yet definitely part of the movement are the Hermetic
groups, the Mandaeans, and the Manichaeans ..

Each of

these is in a category by itself , yet all have the
common features of dualism, the gulf between the two
realms of Light and Darkness, the stress on "gnosis,"
and , especially in the latter two, the indebtedness
to Christianity for many elements in thelr systems .
From the Apocryphon it now seems evident that the
Manichae ans were closer to the main body of Gnostic s
than had been believed formerly .
54 Cas e y ;
48f .

11 $

tudy of Gnost lei sm, ''

J

.T . S ., XXXVI ( 1935),

55 Jonas, Gnostic Religion, p . 179 .
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Related to the _problem of the organic growth of
Gnosticism is that of the movement of thought .
least three suggestions have been made .
ment is from myth to philosophy ~

At

(1) The move-

Kraaling, pursuing

a Babylonian prototype for the Anthropos, believes
this to be the case .

He says, nwe have in Gnosticism

many examples of Oriental mythological figures that
paled and lost color as they came into contact with
Hellenistic rationalism . 1156

Casey seems to hold the

same view of Gnostic development t
Valentinus and Basilides , however, were philosophizing theologians who through mere feebleness
of thought and imagination failed to produce what
Bunyan with consummate art succeeded in realizing,
a philosophical allegory, deep in meaning and
luminous in f onn • 57
Perhaps I Tim. 1~4 sheds some light on the problem.
If the Epistle is Pauline, then the admonition "Neither
give heed to fables and endless genea]ogies •• .," would
argue for a mythological gnosis in the 1st . century .
(2) The movement is from philosophy to mythology .
Burkitt said that the Gnostic writings tried to explain the role of Jesus in a new way .

They were ex -

planations of the particular mystery presented by
Christianity, therefore they were philosophies first,
then mythologies came later.

He thought that Valen-

tinus represented the original, and that mythological
56 Kraaling, Anthropos , p . 80 .
57 The Background £f the New Testament •• o, p . 78f .
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Gnosis (~• ~ • Apocryphon
degenerate .

For him

0

£!..

John) was derivative and

the mythological tale of the

Fa 11 of the Sophia is a mere embodiment of the philo sophical notion as it appears in Valentinus' system .. 1158
However, with the discovery of the Apocryp.p.o.£ at Nag
Hammadi it is impossible to date A.J . nuch later than
Valentinus , and probably should be dated earlier .

So

at best only a parallel development can be held, not
a development of Barbelo - Gnosticism from Valentinianism.
(3) The development is from mythology to philoso ...

phy and back again to mythology . 5 9

This may be pos-

sible with the late and extremely degenerate Gnosti cism represented by the Pistis Sophia .

However, the

time element will not permit a theory of development
of Barbelo-Gnosticism into Valentinianism, nor of its

reverse .

It is possible, of course, that the two

groups represent diverse developments from a conmon
first century antecedent .

Indeed, the evidence we now

have seems to point in that direction .
III CONCLUSION
It. needs to be pointed out that in ancient times ,
and in contemporary civilization, it has been possible
58 Burkitt, Church ~d Gnosis, p. 40f .
59 Wilson, "Gnostic Origins Again," V. C . , XI (1957),
108, cites Walter Till and Haenchen-as holding to
this view .
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for mythological and philosophical concepts to exist
side by side .

With Gnosticism, genealogy is important

only as providing a clue to underst~nding it and its
role in the age in which it flourished .

Viewing it

as a radical Christian heresy one can understand its
impact upon Biblical exegesis and Church history.

If

it is an attempt to make Christian doctrine palatable
(to demythologize it) to the intelligensia of the Hellenistic world, then it helps us understand the course
the Church followed in steering between the Scylla of
rigid literalism and the Charybdis of allegorical
fancy .
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ERRATA
Plate 60 , text , note 10, should read "9" .
Plate 65, text, note 8, shou l d read
of

tt four

11

three 11 instead

."

Plate 69, text, note 27-29, should read E-T~ooii.
Page 180, read ,

.. -

nK .

Page 25'7 , Index A, read 9 \ ).w , not

(j), '>. w.

Page 258, Index B, read 4f>MO'(Sf\t-~~ , not lfMoYp lf:H~.
Pa e 258 , Index B, read M.W'lC ,-\C , not MO\'C. HC:...

ADDENDA
Plate 52, trans . , perhaps add "in the" before "light . "
Plate 54, 1

10, text, perhaps emend to

Plate 73, 1 . 24 and Pl. 74 , 1 . 10 , trans ., perhaps ~ead
11

Spirit of Lifett instead of "living Spiri t . 11

Page 168, add footnote 10 as followst
Kraaling, Anthropos, p . l05f .
A.Q_ . , P • 233°:"

Cf . Albright, F . S.

Page 169, add footnote 13 as followst
Kraaling, Anthropos, p . 18, cit ng Bar Konai in
Cumont, Recfierches ~ le ~anicheisme, I, p . 14 .
Pa ge. 199, add footnote 82 as follows:
Gnostic Religion, p . 154f .
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